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INTRODUCTION 

There is no agreed definition of the word "culture." lt 

has been compared to a manifold that each one uses as he 

pleases. However, in general terms, culture may be accepted, 

as the s~m of knowledge, values, patterns of behavior, abi

litie~ and skills, including history, philosophy, the arts, 

science, religion, beliefs, ethics and literature, common to a 

human conglomerate. 

Peter Koslowski, has added that "Culture in the bro

adest sense is the organism of order and society's inter

pretation of itself and its relations with other societies and 

cultures. A society's culture includes forms of order such as 

constitution, institutions, .customs and habits, and linguist ic 

and (other) symbolic forms bf human interpretation from oral 

tradition to written codes of law and the liberal arts." 

Richard von Weizsaker, former Federal President of 

Germany, has stated that, "Culture is a way of lite. lt is the real 

stuff of politics." 

To establish how healthy is a sóciety's culture we 

need to evaluate the people, their actual living conditions and 

their capacity to tace the challenges of the future. 

We, the people, describe ourselves as human beings. 

But what is, indeed, a human being? Genetics, Socio

biology, molecular biology, neo Darwinism, and even the 

recent studies of Chaos and Complexities demonstrate how 

difficult it is to comprehend what a human being really is. 

Yet, we have to confront the demands and promises 

of the arriving next millennium. 



Jntroduction 

Today, the United States of America is the most pow

erful country on Earth, we can expect that scientific know

ledge and the technological advances of the last decades, 

. will be of great help, but there are stormy clouds in the hori

zons. We should look at ourselves and our society in the 

mirror of history to learn from the past and be prepared for the 

aftertime. The evolution of the American culture, the charac

teristics of the new American society, its historie, religious, 

socioeconomic, scientific and philosophical aspects should 

all be taken into account. Ominous conditions emerging from 

within, will have deleterious effects on the future American 

way of living. We must tace the disruption of the traditional 

hierarchy of values, the ever expanding corruption, the unba

lanced budget, the drug traffic and addiction, the enhanced 

tendency to violence, the fading tradition of family love and 

kin protection changed into child abuse and battered espo

uses; the disturbing racial antagonism, the monstrosity of 

Oklahoma's tragedy and above all this insanity, the inexcusa

ble deficiency of the judicial system. This seems to be a long 

list, but if we look at it, carefully, we will agree that nothing can 

be excluded. Contrariwise, there is much more than these 

endogenous calamities.The demographic explosion, the des

truction of the rain forest, the warming climate and the pug

nacious, world wide, political and economical struggle are 

exogenous factors analyzed by Paul Kennedy in his superb 

book, "Preparing for the Twenty First Century." These facts, 

point to the dangers that the American society and, for that 
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matter, the inhabitants of our plundered planet, wi ll have to 

face.The presentation of endogenous and exogenous compo

nents is artificial, since everything is interconnected and en

hanced by the intervention of an entity that, in my oipinion , 

should be named lnternational Econocracy, in which, the ln

ternational Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, the Paris 

Club and de Group of Seven, are the main participants. 

According to Kennedy's data, in 1825, the human po

pulation was about 1 billion, today is 5.5 billion and will reach 

about 8.5 billion in the year 2025. Besides, 80% located in 

Africa, Central America, South Am erica and Asia, wi ll live in 

extreme poverty and ignorance, victims of famines, uncon

trollable epidemic diseases, genocides and other causes of 

unbearable suffering. The disarray of the global natural envi

ronment may be appreciated by the simple facts, that in 1980 

the rate of deforestation in the tropics was estimated about 

11 .4 million hectares, but another estimate raised the total to 

20.4 million hectares equivalent to 50.5 million acres. 

The ecological disaster created by the Soviet Union, 

befare its collapse, from nuclear wastes, faulty schemes to 

divert the natural flow of water and pollution of the earth's 

atmosphere have had, already, lacerating effects in many 

countries of Europe;rnd Asia. 

In regards to Evolutionism, the struggle between the 

religious faction who are not inclined to accept science as the 

expression of truth and the scientifically minded has been 

stubborn. The first group demanded the introduction of religi-

6 
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ous Creationism as a parallel option to Evolutionism. Finally, 

in October 1996, Pope John Paul 11 proclaimed that Evolutio

nism was a scientific fact properly demonstrated. 

While it took tour centuries to vindicate Galileo, Darwin 

was accepted by the Catholic Church after only one century. 

On the other hand, biologist have to deal with the new 

ideas introduced by the study of Chaos and Complexities. 

Stuart Kauffman, Professor of Biochemistry at the 

University of Pennsylvania, has postulated that arder arises 

natural/y and spontaneously because of principies of self 

organization laws of complexity, that we are just beginning to 

uncover and understand. 

His books, "The Origins of Order" and "At Home in 

the Universe" are outstanding. With his approach a new pa

radigm for biological order has emerged beyond the reach of 

Darwinism, . and yet, in regards to the existence of God, it 

does not make any difference since God cannot be proved or 

denied by any kind of scientific argument Human intelligen-

.ce has preved useful to study Nature; it has expanded our 

universe beyond the limits of our natural sensorial percep

tions, but the image of God is above reason. 

We may ask: Why is it necessary to exclude Evolu

tionism from the mind of God? Who could forbid God to 

introduce such a beautiful process in His wonderful Crea

tion? Who decided that Evolutionism and Chaos are anti

religious because they are scientific subjects? 

7 
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Our ability to understand science and mathematics 

reflects on the mystery of whether there is a purpose and de

sign to human existence.Therefore, it is no wonder that many 

scientists have been induced to proclaim the necessity of 

God. Scientists have learned that the most advanced know

ledge may be useless and even dangerous in the absence of 

wisdom, prudence and justice. Guilty feelings were expres

sed by many great scientists, after Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

Science has gone so far, that many laymen prefer to show 

disbelief and contempt to cover-up their lack of comprehen

sion. However, telescopes, radiotelescopes, infrared teles

copes, spectrometers, microscopes, electronic microscopes, 

computers, magnetic nuclear resonance (MNR), etc. have ex

tended the horizons of our knowledge. Science has trans

formed man's lite in a way that would have never oeen tma

ginable a century ago. As a rule, scientists pursuit truth to 

discover the secrets of nature and in their endless search for 

truth they follow rigid natural laws which are not mati made. 

Any attempt to violate these laws, would be foolish. 

From Edward O. Wilson's, Sociobiology, we learned 

about the genetically encoded social organization of the 

Hymenopterous. Wilson, also postulated that religion may 

have genetic roots and sorne expect that man, being a social 

animal, should eventually improve his behavior. 

Meanwhile, Evolutionism has gone even further un

der the title of Neo Darwinism and the followers of Evolu

tionary Psychology find no place for mmal and virtue in hu-

8 
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man behavior. Robert Wright, in his provocative book, "The 

Moral Animat1" says: "lt isn't only moral feelings that now fall 

under suspicion, but all of moral discourse. By the light of the 

new Darwinian paradigm, a moral code is a política! compro

mise. lt is molded by competing interest groups, each bring

ing all its clout to bear." He adds: " ... Can morality have no 

meaning for the thinking person in a post-Darwinian world? 

This is a deep and murky question that (readers may be 

relieved to hear) will not be rigorously addressed in this 

book." 

Doyne Farmer, adds: "Understanding the inexorable 

growth of complexity isn't going to give us a full scientific theo

ry of morality ... "Religions try to impose rules of morality by 

writing them on stone tablets," he says. "We do have a real 

problem now, because when we abando.n conventional reli

gion, we don't know what rules to follow anymore. But when 

you peel !! all back, religion and ethical rules provide a way of 

structuring human behavior in a way that allows a functioning 

society ... My feel ing is that all of morality operates at that 

leve l. lt's an evolutionary process in which societies cons

tantly perform experiments, and whether or not those ex

periments succeed determines which cultural ideas and mo

ral precepts propagate into the future." 

lt is undeniable, that Nature constantly shows selfish

ness and cruelty as dominant attitudes in the predatory ani

mal and, man, besides being an animal, is the greatest pre

dator of them all. 

9 
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However, Frans de Waal, a brilliant zoologist and 

ethologist, in his very appealing book, "Good Nature," makes 

a compelling case that our morality is grounded in our bio

logy, asserting that ethical behavior is as much a product of 

evolution as any physical trait. The cover of that book says: 

"He points out, a dog's guilty look, a gorilla self-sacrifice for its 

wounded mate, an elephant herd's frantic efforts to rescue a 

stranded calf and many other examples, to claim that animals 

subscribe to an ethical code. Primates obey social rules, they 

assist one another, share food, resolve conflicts to mutual sa

tisfaction, and display a sense of fairness. De Waal highlights 

that natural selection, while mercilessly pitting lite forms and 

individuals against each other, has led to symbiosis, mutua

lism, and sensitivity to others." 

Yet, man is a very special case . 

Who else, on earth, can perceive the universe projec

ted by our brain on the wonderful screen of our imagination 

with the inconceivable dimensions of its macrocosms and 

the incomprehensible microcosms? 

The human brain represents . such an incomparab le 

leap in the evolutionary process that the distance between 

any other brain and the human brain surpasses, by far, the 

great distance between ENIAC and WINDOWS in computar 

models. 

lt gave us the capacity to ask: Can moral and virtue 

represent just another way to compete in natural selection? Is 

it not logical that people with wisdom, knowledge, prudence 

10 
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and justice should have much better opportunities to perpe

tuate their genes, than those living in ignorance, creating the 

demographic explosion, facilitating the transmission of deadly 

epidemic diseases, hunger and violence? 

Our brain, allowed us to separate time from the conti

nuous spacetime of physics, with which we have learned of 

past history and intend to prepare for the future. 

Such a kind of temporal perception, acquired by the 

asymmetrical development of our cerebral hemispheres, is 

exclusively human and it represents the starting point for the 

acquisition of consciousness. 

1 have stated ttiat -Consciousness is the capacity 

to evaluate experiences in the frame of our exclu

sive temporal perception of past, present and fflture. 

That capacity to evaluate experiences, implies know

ledge and awareness acquired by brain functions. Notwith

standing, there are other more relevant aspects. lt is more 

amazing, that previous to our knowledge and our intent to 

perform a "voluntary act," our brain has been engaged in the 

execution of that action. 

The works of Benjamin Libet and Bertram Feinstein, 

demonstrated that our brain anticipates the future every time 

we do something in the present. These studies show that a 

subject's brain begins to generate waves and signals a full 

second and a half before the subject engages in the simple 

act of lifting a finger. lt shows, how difficult it is, indeed, to 

understand what a human being really is. 

11 
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Francis Crick, used this data as one stimulating sub

ject of his book, "The Astonishing Hypothesis" and remem

bering Alice in Wonderland, concluded that we are nothing 

but a package of neurons. Meanwhile, the neo-Darwinians 

will say that we just follow the orders given by our genes. 

With respect to the study of Chaos and Complexities, 

Christopher G. Langton, from Los Alamos National Labora

tory, one of the brilliant innovators in the last scientific revolu

tion which deals with attractors, iteration, fractals, artificial lite, 

artificial intelligence, et cetera, and a witness of the collapse 

of communism in the former Soviet Union and its Eastern 

European satellites, has said, that the whole situation seems 

· all too reminiscent of the power-law distribution of stability 

and upheaval at the edge of chaos. "When you think of it, -he 

takes on:. the Cold War was one of these long periods where 

not much changed. And although we can find fault with the 

U.S.A. arid Soviet governments for holding a gun to the 

world's head -the only thing that kept it from blowing up was 

Mutual Assured Destruction- there was a lot of stability ... But 

now that period of stability is ending. We have seen upheaval 

in the Balkans and all over the place. l'm more scared about 

what's coming in the immediate future. Because in the 

models, once you get out of one of these metastable periods, 

you get into one of these chaotic periods where a lot of 

change happens... The possibilities for war are much higher 

-including the kind that could lead to a world war-. lt's much 

moré sensitive now to rnitial conditions... So these periods of 

12 
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evolutionary change can be pretty nasty times ... This is the 

kind of era when the United States could disappear as a 

world power. Who knows what's going to come out at the 

end?" 

Going further, it is worthwhile to mention Niels Bohr's 

postulate, adverting, that we will never know Nature itself and 

science represents, only, the explanation of our way to per

ceive Nature. 

Ali these scientific and philosophical abstractions have 

to be seriously taken into consideration. Many of the endo

genous calamities already mentioned, are related to the ge

neral disregard of virtues prevailing in th is culture whife 

wisdom, knowledge, justice and a different philosophical 

orientation are badly needed. But, as it was said befare, we 

are still animals and, very often, our marvelous brain cannot 

prevent that, we behave as the most irrational .of ali creatures. 

How difficult, indeed, it is to understand the human 

being (1) 

The great majority of the populat ion in developed 

countries is educated to make money one way or another and 

any activity considerad as a not efficient moneymaking devi

ce is underrated. That happens with any philosophical orien

tatio n that promotes virtues and moral values. But, money

making, by itsetf, will not save a society. 

The American Dream includes its religious traditions, 

as well as the positiva feedback established between scien

ce, technology and economy, dominated by the last compo-

13 
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nent. But the models related to dynamic systems and com

plexities, predict that the constant increasing power of that 

system will produce a cataclysmic crisis. That crisis may occur 

sooner than later. We are, already at the edge of Econocra

ziness. Who knows what can be next? 

In the chapter dedicated to Virtues and Human Na

ture, it will be seen that man's dilemma in the present stage 

of our psychological evolution is to be in the middle of vice 

and virtue. These subjects, together with science, are treated 

rather extensively as predominant factors in the history and 

the present situation of the American society. Before getting 

into the future, brief historical notes are offered about the 

scientific, philosophical and political evolutions since the 

ancient civilizations that emerged in Mesopotamia, Egypt, the 

lndus valley, Greece and Crete to show the relationship with 

the present. 

The historical evolutions of Judaism, Christianity and 

Islam are presented in separate chapters. Their different cha

racteristics regarding science and religion are comparad. 

The chapter of the Black American shows, among 

other things, alarming aspects evotving toward an uncertain 

future that deserve special attention. 

t would hate myself if 1 ever intended to write a book 

about O.J. Simpson. However, his criminal trial had to _be in

cluded for obvious reasons. lt has been called, at times,"'the 

trial of the century" and the environment was •contaminated • 

by the media covering and their commentators. 

14 
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Sorne of the latter, were brilliant, but many were biased and 

even absurd. Others expressed their concern and protestad at 

the overwhelming presence of the subject. However, the 

extravagant presentation demonstrated important negative 

conditions, rampant today in this society. 

The whole process has been considered as an impu

dent presentation of legal prostitution and it has shown the 

necessity of fundamental changes to prevent catastrophic re

sults. 

The trial exposed, beyond any reasonable doubt, the 

increasing racial animosity and its unpredictable conse

quences, the shameless and unpunished violence in the bat

tered espouse syndrome and the inefficiency of a system, that 

many lawyers still proclaim as "the best judicial system of the 

world." The best for them, that is. 

Virtues and moral values are not obsolete decorativa 

artifacts. They cannot be blinked away. There can be no jus

tice without truth. There cannot be freedom without justice. 

Wisdom, justice, temperance, prudence, truth and courage 

are indispensable factors to explain human history, to pre

serve the future of the western civilization and probably of 

humankind. We may add Faith, Hope and Charity, that Saint 

Paul and St. Augustine considered supernatural virtues and 

Aquinas called theological virtues, as the only way to prevent 

a high dose of pessimism. 

lnjustice is very painful to man and it deeply hurts so

ciety. lt generates frustration, anger, hate, rebellion, revenge 

15 
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and violence. The conscious and unconscious identification 

of black people with O.J. Simpson, was easily perceived 

when they expressed their opinions on T.V. lt was not sur

prising that those with a limited education exhibited a fanatic 

attitude, but others with academic qualifications, behaved in 

the same manner. All of them reacted as members of a dis

criminated minority; a minority that is a victim of social 

injustice . . Things may be much worse, when a considerable 

proportion of citizens with more resources to express their 

anger and rebellion, believe they are mistreated. 

When injustice is associated to a paranoid delusion, it 

is even more dangerous. The Oklahoma disaster may be an 

example. 

We may ask: Will the U.S.A. be able to evade these 

interna! and externa! dangers when its own moral architec

ture shows so serious structural damage? Will it be possible 

to get over the slavery of crass materialism? Can this society 

afford the denial of virtues, the disregard for truth and the 

desecration of justice, as normal procedures? Would it be 

possible to prevent the crisis provoked by the dynamic system 

of lnternational Econocracy. This example of insatiable greed 

that includes the greatest economical power on earth, owners 

of dominant banks associations and their lawyers, may never 

see the light. 

Let's hope that humanity will survive and our highest 

vatues can prevail. 

16 
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SOCIETY AS A LIVING ORGANISM 

When we are healthy we are unaware of our body. 

Even our strong heart beats go unnoticed and it is difficult to 

imagine all the marvelous things that happen, simultane

ously, during the .whole process that we call lite. 

Each organ represents a wonder of harmonious in

teraction with all the others, and the whole organism is much 

more than the sum of its parts. 

lt is accepted that "family is the core of society." 
11Core, n (from the Latin, cor= heart), may represent: 

1. The central or innermost part of a thing. 2. The heart, as of 

an apple containing the seeds. 3.The most important part of 

anything. 

However, are we aware of how sick the core of th is 

society is? The reports of mothers and fathers abusing and 

killing sons and daughters; of sons killing fathers and mo

thers; teenagers ki lling teenagers and adults; even children 

killing children and infants, there seems to be · epidemic. 

What does it ali mean? 

Is it a sign pf genetic disturbance? 

Is it the environmental influence? 

Is the lack of love, genetically and environmentally, 

disturbing the new generation? 

lt is difficult to establish how love or the lack of love 

may influence the evolution of a human being, even before 

he is born. In 1985, it was reportad in Science News, that 

prematura children treated. with love, receiving caresses and 

massages, gained weight twice as fast as the children that 
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were not treated in the same manner. Besides, they were 

more active, more alert, could tolerate noises, were better 

orientated and easier to be emotionally adapted. lt might be, 

that many children of the new generation having been de

prived of love from the very moment they were conceived are 

acting accordingly. 

The nervous system, after resolving the stimulus 

received by the sensorial organs (eyes, ears, touch, etc.) . is 

constantly giving us information about the environmental 

changes, that is necessary to induce a proper adaptation. 

The funct ions performed by the liver, are unbelieva

ble. Though to obtain the synthesis of a protein molecule in 

the best equipped laboratory, under a group of highly 

qualified scientists, will require months of hard work. the liver 

celt (hepatocyte) is constantly and simultaneously perfor

ming different and even opposite biochemical reactions. as 

for example, reduct ion and oxidation, synthesis, hydrolysis, 

conjugation, etc.That happens at incredible speed. dueto the 

enzymatic activity that takes place inside the hepatocyte. 

Our immunological system is able to preserve the in

tegrity of the organism by recognizing; locating and des

troying any foreign molecule that penetrates into our body 

and which may have deleterious effects. However, tlie dyna

mic process of lite, the wearing and tearing, the repairing and 

renovation, provoke the alteration of genetic structures res

ponsible for the many characteristic changes of old age and 

eventually natural death. 

18 
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Occasionally, sorne factors produce the rupture of the 

harmoniously unified performances. Consequently, there will 

be sickness and its symptoms will make us aware of the 

abnormal functions of the different affected organs. 

Today, humankind is suffering among other diseas

es, the aggression of different forms of cancer and the Ac

quired lmmunological Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) . 

With regards to cancer, it can be said, that it shows a 

disordered behavior of cells related to its mechanism of gro

wing with a tendency to immortality and a disruption of the 

necessary biochemical interaction with neighboring cells. We 

know, however, that the malignant cell, eventually, will 

destroy the organism to which it belongs and finally will die 

with it. lt is not difficult to see the similarities between the can

cerous cell and the behavior of the 1 % of the population that 

controls 40% of the economy of the country. Mammoth cor

po.rations control almost all the wealth of the people. 

The powerful are constantly snatching whatever is 

provided by the environment for its own and only benefit in 

detriment of everyone else. Executives of many corporations 

earn 200 times more than the workers. They have notoriously 

increased their income in the last ten years, yet managed to 

pay less truces. They manufacture goods in China, Mexico 

and the third world to take advantage of slavery wages inclu

ding the exploitation of children, and give away the jobs ne

eded for American workers. Sorne of the remaining jobs, are 

often divided in part-time opportunities to escape paying the 

19 
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corresponding health insurance. Young couples are torced to 

take two part-time jobs each, to be able to survive. They often 

feel frustrated, insecure, without incentives, so very tired that 

they are unable to develop a normal family lite. No wonder if 

divorce and the improper up-bringing of children are com-

. mon results. Within this pattern, many middle class families 

acquire the characteristics of poverty. 

The nonprofit Luxembourg lncome Study is based in 

Walferdange, Luxembourg, and financed by the U.S. Na

tional Science Foundation and similar bodies in other coun

tries. lts research group assessed the financia! welfare of 

children by comparing household incomes including gover

nment benefits of familias of tour (that include children) and 

they found the average income for an affluent family of tour 

Americans was $65,536, a year, while the average for a 

poor family was $1 O, 923. The difference ($54, 613) repre

sented a rich-poor gap almost $14,000 a year greater than 

the country with the next largest difference, Switzerland. Ti

mothy Sr:needing, professor of economics at Syracuse Uni

versity and Lee Rainwater, sociology professor retirad from 

Harvard University, were co-authors. 

Let's talk of AIDS, again. Very often, its first symp

toms are respiratory infections and diarrheas. In these cases 

the treatments are useless and finally the whole clinical pic

ture of AIDS, becomes unequivocal. Similarly, the unbalan

ced budget is one of the most important political issues, to

day, and it should be treated as a symptom of a serious social 

20 
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illness. lt is equivalent to the diarrhea, already mentioned, in 

a patient that suffers AIDS. lt shows that the unbalanced 

budget is related to the disruption of our hierarchy of values. 

In the American culture the dominant constituent is money, 

while other important values, as virtues, have been comple

tely overlooked. 

The U.S. News and World Report of October 2, 1995, 

offered a special investigative report about Tax Exempt. lt 

said that many nonprofit entities look and act like normal 

companies running businesses and making profits. 

Today, 1.1 million organizations claim tax-exempt 

status. Many of them, aid the poor and finance medica! re

search, but others bear little resemblance to the pretended 

traditional charities . 

The criminal conviction of the former director of the 

United Way of America increased scrutiny of nonprofit insti

tutions. The American Association of Retired Persons 

(AARP), that is supposed to be a nonprofit organization which 

favors old retired citizens, has been on tri al _ for improperly 

obtaining millions of dollars in benefits by deceiving the 

government and clients. Similar accusations have been ma

de against incumbents of different high offices. 

Allow me to state that the defensive reaction of socie

ty to prevent crime depends on the creation and application 

of the law following the dictate of virtues. 

That represents the immunological mech a

ni sm of socie ty. 

2 1 



Society as a living organism 

Lawyers are citizens with high academic qualifica

tions, theoretically orientated to the creation and application 

of the law, to worship truth and justice. lt would be ideal if 

they were examples of wisdom, temperance, and prudence. 

They should accept as their most sacred duty to protect the 

welfare of society. But that would be a perfect world and they 

are just human beings in the middle of vice and virtues. 

Many of them use the law for their own benefits, as 

they do, when they receive big salaries from cannibal cor

porations and "non-profit" institutions, for helping them evade 

taxes.They exhibit as a great achievement, their capacity to 

help a rich criminal to get away with murder. 

When in a tria!, a tawyer uses his ability to distort 

truth with the only purpose of obtaining fame and money, he 

is committing a crime against society. His duty on behalf of 

his client, is to protect him against any denial of his rights and 

to make ~very effort to honestly demonstrate his innocence. 

Regretfully, lawyers do not conslder the preservation 

of justice as part of their responisbility . Contraríwise, psrso~ 

nal benefits, professional privileges and advantages, are the 

main concern of a considerable percentage of lawyers that 

epitomize deception. Therefore, society must improve its 

mechanism of defense. Otherwise the perversion of legal pro

cedures will be suicida!. 

Very often, the defense presents the defendant as the 

underdog in an uneven struggle against a powerful esta

blishment. They intend to divert the feeling of compassion 
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from the victims to the defendant, and in so doing, they send 

the victims to oblivion. lt is necessary to point out that the 

antagonistic parts in a trial are the society and the defendant, 

who is considered innocent until his guilt is preved beyond a 

reasonable doubt. But to accuse any one of a crime, there 

must be enough indicia of culpability and he is not the under

dog. Just the opposite, the defendant has all the advantages 

in the court of law. Very often, the burden of proof is too rigo

rous for the prosecution and a "brilliant lawyer" can easily 

help a criminal get away with murder. The defense only has 

to create sorne doubt that many times is just an unreasonable 

doubt, but enough to be successful. 

The real underdogs are the victims and the families 

that have to endure the pains of the crime. 

Very often, the trial is a sordid struggle in which, un

scrupulous behavior and shrewdness are dominant factors 

and in the meantime, society is being badly damaged and 

offended. 
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HISTORY IN A NUTSHELL 

In the middle East, the region located between the 

rivers Tigris and Euphrates, historically named, Meso

potamia (from the Gr. mesos=middle+potamos=river) corres

ponding today mainly to Iraq, supported important civiliza

tions. Here, Babylon and Nineveh, ancient capitals famous 

in the Bible, were traditionally recognized, although, the co

urse of the Euphrates has changed, notoriously, in modern 

geography. 

lran, represents, today, the western part of the old 

Persian territory. 

These civilizations, emerged about 4,000 years B.C. 

and were oriented toward a rather pragmatic political orga

nization; men were concerned with their everyday problems, 

with their personal interests and with collectivism, as well. 

They were aware of the risk involved in the possibility of a 

vio lent decrease. in agricultura! production together with an 

ever increasing population in the cities. But they learned the 

importance of accurate astronomical observations and the 

corresponding climatologic variations. Therefore, they were 

able to prepare a useful calendar based on lunar months 

with approximately 29.5 days of duration and solar years that 

originally· had 354 days. Until today, Muslims keep this kind 

of solar years. But the Babylonians knew that such a lack of 

precision in the lunar month produced an accumulated error 

representing 11 days at the end of the year. 



History in a nutshell 

Eventually, that situation would make the calendar 

useless for agricultura! purposes, since the climate of May 

would correspond to the month of December. To make the 

necessary corrections, they used their astronomical observa

tions of the sun rising with regard to the zodiacal cons

tellations and established the solar year of 365 days. 

The zodiac [from the Gr. zoidiakos (kyklos) = (circle)J 

is an imaginary belt of the heavens, which permits us to di

vide the path of the sun, the moon and planets around the 

heavens into 12 equal parts, each named after a constella

tion of fixed stars. The first sign of the zodiac is Aries (the 

Ram), which the sun enters on or about March 21, corres

ponding to the spring or vernal equinox (aequus=equal and 

nox=night); then follow Taurus (the Bull), Gemini (the Twins), 

Cancer (the Crab), Leo (the Lion), Virgo (the Virgin), Libra 

(the Balance), Scorpio (the Scorpion), Sagittarius (the 

Archer), Capricorn (Capri==goat and Comu=horn), Aquarius 

(the Water bearer) and Pisces (the Fishes). 

Since long ago, man believed that the planets and 

the stars had important influence in the lives of human be

ings and even Johannes Kepler (1571 -1630), one of the 

greatest scientists in human history, eamed his life, making 

horoscopes for the nobility and the rich reople of his time. 

Nowadays, many mortals fanatically beiieve the pred;ctions 

of horoscopes published in magazines and newspapers 
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and will not miss the opportunity to introduce the signs of the 

zodiac as their main subject in social conversation. They 

misidentify Astronomy and Astrology and take the latter as a 

real science. But we could ask: can these people reconcile 

the enormous difference in the lives of those that were born 

in the same hour of the same day and the same year? 

Going back to Babylon and astronomy, let's explain 

that the equinoxes are two opposite points at which the sun 

crosses the celestial equator, when the days and nights are 

equal. Opposite to the vernal equinox, already mentioned as 

the beginning of the zodiac, is the autumnal equinox, on 

Sept. 21. The time of the year when the sun is at its greatest 

distance from the celestial equator, either north or south, is 

named solstice (sol=sun, sisto=cause to stand), because at 

this moment, the sun seems to pause before returning on its 

path. The summer solstice is about the 22 of June in the 

northern hemisphere and the winter solstice occurs about 

Dec. 22. The improvement of the solar year, did not provide 

an exact correction but reduced the difference to one day in 

four years, which is the reason for our leap years. lt is worth 

mentioning that the Babylonians were the first to use the 

week with seven days. Other modifications · of the calendar 

have been necessary, including the Egyptian calendar rela- · 

ted to the Nile's floods and the astronomical observations of 

the star Sirius, the most brilliant star in the sky, that they na-
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med Sothis. We will find this, again, when describing Egypt. 

Our calendar is originally related to the Egyptian but it was 

modified several times to reach its actual condition be

ginning in February 1582, when Pope Gregory XIII issued a 

bull by which the Jesuit astronomer Christopher Clavius 

(1537-1612) worked out a solution for the problems of the 

calendar. The task was accomplished with suggestions ma

de by the astronomer and physician Luigi Lilio Ghiraldi and 

since Oct. 15, 1582 we use the Gregorian calendar. 

The first great conquest of humanity related to the use 

of energy was the control of tire by the primitive Horno sa

piens; the Babyronians obtained the second when they intro

duced the use· of the wheel and the axle, which embody an 

infinite number of levers (each diameter as one) with a com

mon point at the center of its circumference. With this 

achievement a new technology was developed in that pe

riod of ancient histor.y. Moreover, their knowledge of algebra 

was superior to that of the Greeks and they practiced psy

chosomatic medicine. 

As ever, wealth and knowledge were important 

assets to obtain political power. Wealth, provided the capa

city to keep many unconditional followers that eventually 

could organize an army. Knowledge, was the main source of 

power for the priests. They used the contemplation of the 

sky as the first scientific observation of man and, because of 
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that, Astronomy was the first science developed by human 

. intellect. Since the heavenly bodies were related to the dei

ties, it is no wonder, if priests were attracted to the subject. 

They often dedicated their lives to study the secrets of the 

heavens and used the acquired knowledge to contro l com

mon people by fear and credulity in supernatural powers. 

Kings, used the priests to control the masses, while 

the priests enjoyed a privileged official position. Those go

vernments were autocratic and no one should expect .. so 

~arly in history, the idea of civil rights or any democrat ic 

representation. However, we have to mention the period of 

Hammurabi, who was the sixth and best known ruler of the 

first (Amorite) dynasty, (reigning c.1 792-50). Besides being 

engaged in the construction and restoration of temples, city 

walls, canals for irrigation and public buildings, as well as 

extending his military power, he counted as his most memo

rable achievement the establishment of a system of law and 

justice, known today as the Code of Hammurabi. lt inclu

ded regulations of public and personal health care, com

merce, inheritance, and other interesting aspects. Sorne 

scholars claim that its importance has been exaggerated, but 

its historical value is undeniable.The main source of know

ledge about the Hammurabi's Code is the stela discovered 

by the French Orientalist Jean-Vincent Scheil, at Susa 

(1901). lt is in the Louvre. 
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The typical structures built by the Babylonians were 

the ziggurats, which could not be compared in size and 

extension with the Egyptian pyramids (300 feet high against 

the 481 feet of the Great Pyramid). Moreover, the ziggurats, 

were covered with vegetation, they were not tombs, but sym

bols to bring mankind into relation with the gods. Normally, 

there were two temples associated with each one of them. 

lt has been postulated that the basis of the bíblica! 

tradition of the Tower of Babel, was a ziggurat. 

The existence of the famous Hanging Gardens of 

Babylon, has never been archaeologically demonstrated. 

With all its greatness, Babylon tell to the Persian ru

ler, Cyrus the Great, in 539 B.C. 

In a similar way, although, with important differences, 

Egypt depended upon the Nile as south Mesopotamia upon 

the Euphrates and the Tigris. As it is explaíned in H.W.F. 

Saggs, "Civilization Befare Greece and Rome," normally, 

these two rivers are at their lowest in early autumn, and then 

begin their · rise. The Tigris is usually highest in March or 

April, and the Euphrates a month later; which implies the risk 

of damaging the ripening crops.The Euphrates formed natu

ral canals in which variations were less dangerous. Conse

quently most early major settlements in south Mesopotamía 

were concentrated around them. Somehow, the Nile floods 

in a very regular, predictable and generally benign pattern, 
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between late summer and autumn. Because of that, it was 

possible to have a harmonious continuation from harvest to 

the next sowing and agricultura! efforts were usually re

warded with good productivity. 

Before 3000 B.C. Egypt had coalesced into two king

doms, Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt. The first, comprising 

the Delta region from Memphis northwards. Between 3100 

and 3000 Menes the King of upper Egypt, conquered the 

Lower Egypt, and unified the kingdom. When he showed he 

could divert the sacred life-giving Nile, he acquired the sta

tus of divine being and initiated the First Dynastic Period. 

The political organization was very strict; the vizier, as 

it is shown in the case of Rekhmire, who held that office in 

the fifteenth century, ranked second only to the king who 

was also an active ruler and undertook specific functions in 

the kingdom . As it was mentioned befare, the High Priest, 

could anticipate the Nile floods by observing Sothis, and 

because of that, common people believed he was able to 

communicate with the gods. 

Rekhmire, prided himself on his administration of jus

tice ano claimed to judge rich and poor impartially, to rescue 

the weak from the strong, to defend the widow and relieve 

the aged, to establish a son in his paternal inheritance, to 

give food and drink to the hungry and thirsty and clothing to 

the destitute. lt is astonishing to see the rulers of ancient ci-
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vilizations, as Hammurabi and Rekhmire, so concerned 

about law and justice, while thousands of years later, our 

judicial system, proclaimed as "the best judicial system in 

the world," allows lawyers to openly disrespect truth and to 

make a mockery of justice in murder trials. 

The third and most extensive of the three earliest 

civilizations emerged ,somewhat after in the lndian sub

continent. This urban culture has been nominated as the 

Harappan or lndus va/ley civilization. Here, very important 

philosophical ideas were originated and, later on, were ex

tended to become what is called today "lndian philosophy." 

Compared to the western way of thinking, it presents surpri

sing points of affinity as well as illuminating differences. 

They studied the relation between the body, the mind and 

the self; the nature of knowledge; the nature and origin of 

truth; the relation of realism to idealism and other interesting 

subjects. Eventually, a cosmogonic conception was deve

loped, in which, man was immersed in a totality where eve

rything was inseparably united and the expression,"I am" 

had no meaning. lndividuality was inconceivable.The simil

arity of this philosophical approach with the Greek and even 

with the modern description of the universe, will be seen 

soon after. We should learn from the everlasting message 

that past civilizations sent to the future. Many important as

pects of human nature related to our western intellectual tra-
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ditions, as the analysis of virtues, the search for truth and 

knowledge and our philosophical inquiry, stemmed from the 

ancient Greek culture. About 500 years B.C. Xenophanes, 

Parmenides and Zeno of Elea, led a philosophical move

ment which postulated the existence of a "true reality," time

less and immutable. Change and succession would be 

simple appearances perceived by our senses. This philoso

phical conception is known as the "Eleatic Tradition" becau

se of its geographical origin. lt was opposed to Heracl.itus of 

Ephesus, who was recognized as the "obscure or dark 

philosopher," simply, because his abstractions were unrea

chable for the common people; he used common words 

with many different meaning. Heraclitus, however, seems to 

be the so urce of different mode rn philosophical ideas. Sorne 

authorities relate him to Hegel, Marx, Engels .and Lenin; 

others find a clear relation between Niels Bohr's Principie of 

Complementarity and Heraclitus system, in which the uni

fication of opposite tendencies is established. lt seems 

interesting to quote the following expressions: "We step and 

we do not step into the same river," "we are and we are not." 

"Ali is one: the divisible and the indivisible, born and unborn, 

mortal and immortal, Lagos and eternity, father and son, God 

and justice." "Heeding not to me but Legos, it is wise to admit 

that ali is one." The Eleatics, in spite of their opposition to He

raciitus developed the same concept of "Ali is One" to a gre-
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ater extent. Heraclitus disliked the Eleatic contentions and 

said about Xenophanes that "much learning does not teach 

understanding." However, Xenophanes, not only appre

hended that All is One, but he added that the One is 

immobile. He was followed by Parmenides who predicated 

that "all reality is one.' 

In his poem, On Nature, he says: 

"What is unborn is imperishable; 

whole and unique, and immovable, 

and without end (in time) 

nor was it ever, nor will it be 

since it is now all at once 

one continuous. 

For what birth of it wilt thou look for? 

Zeno , the third great Eleatic, invented the Dialectic, 

that has been used with different meanings. ·Sometimes de

preciatory and sometimes with deep philosophical implica

tions. In the first case, it is taken as a mechanism of reaso

ning that see.ms to be correct, but is misleading. Scientists 

have used it to denigrate philosophers; philosophers to defa

me theologians and tbeologians to indict those who argue 

against Faith. Luther and Francis Bacon considered dialectic 

as "empty medieval teaching.'' Contrariwise, Gibbon says: 

•Human faculties are strengthened by the art and practice of 

dialectic." Sophists corrupted dialectic since they did not 
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want to find the truth, but to win in forensic debates. That 

procedure is named sophistry and it has been perpetuated 

for centuries. Lawyers use it every single day of the week 

and, many of them, mistakenly believe it is equivalent to 

rhetoric. The Eleatic tradition was cultivated by Plato, Plo

tinous, Spinoza (1632-1677), Kant (1724-1804), Laplace 

(1749-1827), Schopenhauer and other more modern thin

kers. Not surprisingly, we find it alive today and animated by 

new contributions. Continental Greece and Crete are the 

cradle of the western civilization and democracy. There, man 

began asking himself: who am I? and, emerged from the 

environment searching, philosophically, for his own identity. 

The Greek named that complex and extended environ

ment: physics, which is equivalent to our representation of 

nature. Since then, man has been the only conscious ob

server of the Creation. Science is the result of that obser

vation and scientific knowledge has grown fast.er and faster 

intending to understand the mind of God. We have been able 

to obtain a reasonable perception of Nature, but we are 

learning that our use of reason does not allow us to describe 

Nature itself. Likewise, we may perceive God, but we cannot 

comprehend God. God is above and beyond reason. 

Today, we enjoy the privilege of the amazing Theory 

of Relativity and Quantum Electrodynamics, two wonderful 

abstractions of the human mind that have transformad the 
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universe with unexpected and sometimes staggering answ

ers which create new and more uphill questions. lt is difficult, 

for instance, to reconcile the reality of our sensorial percep

tions with the reality of the relativistic continuous spacetime.lf 

we accept Einstein's proposition, the notion of past, present 

and future would be a delusion created by our sensorial 

organs without real ph.ysical meaning. 

Therefore, we have on the one hand, that the Theory 

of Relativity has been confirmed so many times that it would 

be foolish to disbelieve its postulates and, on the other hand, 

"we know" we were born, "we know" we are alive and "we 

know" we wilr die. Can we deny the reality of our own 

existence? 

Since Einstein introduced his theory, time lost its clas

sical meaning and its absolute value disappeared. 

\fvhen we think today, about the meaning of time our 

position is more strenuous than the one maintained by the 

Greeks. 

Stephen Hawking, although invalid, unable to speak 

or to write, victim of the cruel disease amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS), also known as the Lou Gehrjg's disease, is 

probably the greatest scientific genius alive. He holds New

ton's chair as Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cam

bridge University and among many other important contri

butions, he has stated that there never was a time=O. 
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llya Prigogine, who received the Nobel Prize for Che-

mistry in 1977, contemplates that time existed befare the 

universe carne into being. To evade the uncomfortable 

singularity implicit in the Big Bang, he has postulated that 

instability allowed an irreversible transformation from one 

physical state to another. The whole process is explained by 

non linear equations with different possible solutions one of 

which may represent the vacuum with no matter and no gra

vitation. Here, instability has the capacity to produce particles 

with considerable mass. When that mass reaches a value in 

the order of 50 times the Planck's mass (2x1 O -s gram) the 

vacuum is converted into a system matter-gravitation equi

valent to the universa. lt is obvious that these conceptions 

are not easily graspable for the general public, but the effort 

is worthwhile to acquire, at least, a general idea of its mean

ing, instead of the simple denial of the value of science just 

because it cannot be understood. This happens when peo

ple with high education in other fields, but without scientific 

knowledge, intend to discredit scientific accomplishments. 

Then, science itself is the only answer. The extraordinary hu

man achievements of this marvelous 20th century are based 

on that kind of scientific abstractions. 

David Bohm of London Birkbeck College stressed the 

necessary wholen~ss of the quantum world: " ... The inse

parable quantum interconnectedness of the whole universa 
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is the fundamental reality." The same concept has been ex

pressed in other words even more explicitly: " The universe 

is a unity forming one all-encompassing organic pattern 

where no parts of that pattern are really separated from it or 

from each other." 

Fritjop Capra, in 'The Tao of Physics" intended to 

reconcile Eastern Mysticism, in particular Taoism, with the 

western scientific knowledge and others have pointed the 

similarity between the cosmogonic conception originated in 

the civilization of the lndus valley and the unity described 

above. The English mystic poet Francis Thompson (1859-

1907) beautifully expressed that idea in the following lines: 

"That thou canst not stir a flower 

without troubling of a star." 

Finally, allow me to present my own. "poem": 

God: Universe, Galaxies, Stars. 

Man: Man's Space, Man's Time. 

Past, Present and Future. 

Relativity: Continuum Spacetime, Energymatter. 

Quantum: Uncertainty, 

Duality, Complementarity, Particlewaves, 

lnterconnectedness, 

Wholeness. 

Parts and Total; Total and Parts 

ALL IS ONE. 
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JUDAISM 

The Bible shows how Jews endured slavery and bon

dage. Through the ages, they have suffered all kinds of inju

rious treatments, including the horrendous holocaust in 

modern times. 

Yet they have shown the rest of the world the 

strength of their faith , wisdom, knowledge, tradit ion, disci

pline, dignity, self esteem, courage and compassion. 

Their contributions to the welfare of humanity are un

surpassable. Let's give sorne examples: Monotheism and 

The Ten Commandments. Public and personal health. Lite

rature. Arts and Philosophy. Philanthropy and Science. 

Monotheism, is the result of a powerful abstraction 

that allowed man to perceive God as a unique Eternal Being 

with no material representation. 

Although, the Egyptian pharaoh, Akenaton, had intro

duced sorne ideas with the obvious tendency towards mono

theism , he never carne close to Judaism, from which, Chris

tianity and Islam carne into being. 

The Ten Commandments, also known as THE DECA

LOGUE (Gr. deka logoi=1 O words), were divinely revealed to 

Moses on Mt. Sinai and were engraved on two tablets of 

stone. 

The rendering in Exodus, appears as follows: 

1.- 1 am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the 

land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. You shall have 

no other gods before me. 
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2.- You shall not make for yourself a graven image, or 

any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in 

the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; you 

shall not bow down to them or serve them; for 1 the Lord your 

God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers 

upon the children to the third and fourth generations of those 

who hate me, but showing steadfast love to thousands of 

those who love me and keep my commandments. 

3.- You shall not take the name of the Lord your God 

in vain; for the Lord will not hold him guiltless who takes his 

name in vain . 

4.- Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six 

days you shall labor, and do all your work; but the seventh 

day is a sabbath to the Lord your God, in it you shall not do 

any work, you, or your son, or your daughter, your man

servant, or your maidservant, or your cattle, or the sojourner 

who is within your gates, far in six days the Lord made 

heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested 

the seventh day; therefore the Lord blessed the sabbath day 

and hallowed it. 

5.- Honor your father and your mother, that your days 

may be long in the land which the Lord your God gives you. 

6.- You shall not kill. 

7.- You shall not commit adultery. 

8.- You shall not steal. 
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9.- You shall not bear false witness against your 

neighbor. 

10.- You shall not covet your neighbor's wife, or his 

servant, or his maidservant, or his ox, or his ass or anything 

that is your neighbor's. 

Traditions differ in numbering The Ten Command

ments in Judaism and in different Christian Churches, as 

well. The totality of 1 O, however, is always preserved. The 

Ten Commandments had no particular importance in Chris

tian trad ition until the 13th century, when they were incorpo

rated into a manual of instruction for those coming to con

fess their sins. 

Many authorities have stated that the real meaning of 

"you shall · not kill" is "you shall not murder," since sorne 

killings, as in self defense, are not condemned. 

The Ten Commandments reflect a morality common 

to the ancient Middle East, and have been related to the 

Code of Hammurabi, perhaps improperly. lt would be 

possible, however, to see them not as laws to obey or other

wise be punished, but as rules of wisdom to be followed in 

the pursuit of happiness. 

In that case, the fear of punishment would be avoided 

and wisdom would decide our conduct. lt is worth mention

ing the so called, "Eightfold Way" taken from an aphorism 

attributed to Buddha: "Now this, O monks, is noble truth that 
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leads to the cessation of pain; this is the noble Eightfold 

Way; namely, right views, right intention, right speech, right 

action, right living, right effort, right mindfulness, right con

centration." Buddha did not include punishment in the 

search for happiness. 

But, would human beings exhibit a proper behavior 

just for the sake of goodness? 

The Bible show~ that the people of Israel, even after 

having the Tablets of the Law reverted to worship a golden 

bull and because of that, Yahweh was ready to disown them. 

This is equivalent to the common modern attitude of 

ignoring religious teaching and examples of virtues while 

wo¡ shiping the false ido Is of crass materialism and infamous 

celebrities. 

lt is nota matter of race or religion, it !s simply the pro

duct of human nature. 

On regarding public and personal health, in the his

tory of Judaism, it is worth mentioning the importance of the 

prohibition of work during the sabbath. The Nazis, in the 

second world war, decided to labor during the seven days 

of the week, and within a few months their system crumbled 

down. 

The rules of diet and personal hygiene established by 

Judaism, thousands of years ago, are of great value in the 

prophylaxis and treatments of many diseases, even today. 
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About literature, arts and philosophy, it would be just 

impossible to mention the most outstanding Jewish contri

butions. However, it seemed proper to mention Maimonides 

(1135-1204), born in Córdoba, Spain. His name was Meses 

Ben Maimon, also addressed as, RaMbaM, well known be

cause of his efforts to reconcile Judaism and Aristotle. This 

attempt can be appreciated in his greatest philosophical 

work named, the "Morah Nebuhim." 

Besides being a philosopher and mathematician, he 

achieved deep talmudist knowledge and was decoder of 

Judaic laws. Sorne of his books are still preserved for 

religious services in orthodox synagogues. His major 

contribution to codify Judaic laws was the Mished Torah 

(Second Law), also known as "The Strong Hand." .He 

practiced medicine to make a living, was Saladin's private 

physician and it has been said that Richard the Lion

Hearted, offered him a similar position, that he declined. 

Philanthropy will be of first importance to save huma

nity when 80% of the population will not be able to survive 

by themselves. The old Greeks, distinguished Eros, Phylia 

and Agape as forms of /ove. The Romans translated them in 

the same arder as, Amere, Amicitia or Dilectio and Caritas, 

meaning, sensual love, friendship and charity. Spinoza, the 

celebrated Jewish philosopher, so admired by Einstein, 

stated that "Nothing like charity makes us feel closer to God." 
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lt is well known the long list of Jewish philanthropists 

in the U.S.A. and in the world, as well. On regarding Jewish 

scientific contributions, it can be stated that, at present, the 

two greatest representations of scientific knowledge are the 

Theory of Relativity and Quantum Electro Dynamics (QED). 

Both made possible the outstanding technological 

advances of this century. Everybody knows that Einstein, the 

single handed creator of the Theory of Relativity, was a Ger

man Jew, bL·t it is not so well known to the general public, 

that the father of Quantum Mechanics, the starting point of 

QED, was Niels Bohr, a Danish Jew. 

The fina,I touch to QED was accomplished, by the 

following Am~rican Jews: Julian Schwinger, Steven Wein

berg, Richard Feynman, and Sheldon Glashow. We also 

must mention, Abdus Salam, Muslim; Freeman Dyson, 

English and Sinitiro Tomonaga, Japanese, who made 

important contributions. 

Although Einstein and Bohr could never reconcile 

their different scientific ideas and followed different ways to 

search for the truth, they admired each other and loved each 

other, unt.il the end of their lives. 

There will be a lot more said about them, later on. 
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ISLAM 

lt means "To surrender to the will ot God." 

Only Allah is God and Muhammad His Prophet. 

Muhammad was also a warrior, at age 40, while on re-

treat, he saw a figure, whom he later identitied as the angel 

Gabriel, who torced him to repeat these words: "Recite; In the 

name ot God, the Mercitul and Compassionate. 

Recite: And your Lord is Most Generous. He teaches 

by the pen, teaches man what he knew not." 

The sacred book is The Koran, which means The Re

cital. Except in the opening verses and sorne tew passages 

in which the Prophet or the Angel speaks in the tirst person, 

the speake~ throughout is God. 

The islamic taith continues to expand, by sorne esti

mates, taster than any other major religion. 

There is no sacritice, including lite itself, that a good 

Muslim would not do, gladly, to conquer atter-life with Allah. 

Muslims predominate in 30 to 40 countries from the 

Atlantic to the Pacitic; it should be stated that less than one 

titth ot the Muslims are Arabs and not all the Arabs are Mus

lims. There are over two billion Muslims in the world, how

ever, tor many years their presence in the United States was 

not very conspicuous. Only the constant tension in the Mid

dle East during the last decades, made the common Ame

rican conscious ot their presence, and so, it is easy to per

ceive a poor understanding ot their culture and its meaning. 

Islam dominated the world tor many centuries, poli

tically, scientitically and culturally. 



Islam 

They were responsible for the recovering of a good 

part of Greek knowledge that had been practically lost after 

the fall of Alexandria. 

Muslim art has sorne peculiar characteristics; its 

beauty has the touch of down to earth, perishable beauty; it 

does not have the mystic orientation of the European Re

naissance. There is not much literature dedicated to lslamic 

art and sometimes, the religious restrictions to reproduce hu

man imag.es, are not taken with rigid severity. 

With regards to science, things have changed. Mu

hammad advised his followers "to look for knowledge even if 

they had to go to China." "He, who leaves his house to look 

for knowledge follows the way of Allah." Their achievements 

in mathematics, astronomy, architecture, medicine and philo

sophy were outstanding. In mathematics, ?I Khwarizmi, from 

whose name the word algorithm is derived, combined Helle

nistic and Sanskritic concepts. The word Algebra, derives 

from the title of his major work, Kitab al-jabr wa al-muqabalah 

(The Book of lntegration and Equation). 

In Astronomy, sorne stars are still known by the na

mes the Muslims gave them. Alpha Tauri, for instance, is 

Aldebara.n="The Follower," because it rises after the Plei

ades. Beta Persei, is Algol, the "Demon Star" (Arab: al

ghul=destruction) or "mischief maker," because of its con

dition of eclipsing variable that produces pet iodical changas 

in its brightness. The Arabs, may have observed those 

changes, even before the invention of the telescope. 
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Muslims, conquered the Arabian peninsula, Syria, 

Palestine, and extended Islam, into sub-Saharan Africa, 

Egypt, Iraq, lran, Afghanistan, Transoxania, Turkey and nor

thern India. The capital of the Abbassid Caliphate was Bagh

dad. In Andalucía (southern Spain), Córdoba was founded 

in 756, at first, as an Emirate and later, in 929, 'Abd ar Rah

man 111 d eclared his independence from the Abbasids and 

created a second Caliphate. 

They occupied Andalucía for 700 years, which 

means an era 200 years longer than the time elapsed since 

Columbus discovered America until today. 

But Spain, was able to suffer their domination without 

giving away its own identity. Conversions to Islam were relati

vely small in numbers and Muslims never became a majority. 

Meanwhile, the Muslims changed the austerity of their way of 

living to enjoy the luxurious palaces of Alhambra and Gene

ralife, in Granada. Here, architecture and decorative art de

veloped what is known as, "mudéjar" style, in which human 

faces can be seen against the Muslim's religious restrictions. 

Through the centuries they had to compete against 

the expanding European culture and the fast development of 

western industrialization. Progressively, the majority of their 

population was left behind in the competition to acquire sci

entific and technological knowledge. As it usually happens, 

the lower the educational level in science and humanities, 

the more man depends upon religion, superstition and "su

pernatural powers" to face his everyday problems. 
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Today, Westerners are beginning to accept that sci

ence and religion are not antagonistic forces. In fact, they 

simply exclude each other's field of action. lt should be easy 

to understand that religion is based on faith and, by defi

nition , faith does not take intellect into account to perceive 

God. Meanwhile, science must depend on reason to solve 

the puzzles of nature, but it does not deny that God is 

intellectually unreachable. The elusive mysteries of Creation 

will be an eternal challenge. 

Muslims consider themselves, as religious men with a 

high level of morality, but to the eyes of the occidental cul

ture, their conduct may pass the limits of fanaticism and irra

tionality. In reciprocity, all the characteristics of the American 

youth, already mentioned, are in Muslim's eyes, not only 

amoral but an insult to God. Nowadays, the greatest ideo

logical confrontation in the world is represented, without any 

doubt, by lslamic fundamentalism against the western civili

zation, mainly the U.S.A. Too much misunderstanding, too 

much fear and sus.picion are increasing the cultural gap in 

dangerous dimensions. lt is very difficult for people without a 

proper education, to understand scientific achievements. 

Radio, television, computers, space travels and the 

atomic bomb, should convince any reasonaole person, of 

the truth that emerges from mathematical equations and 

scientific abstractions. However, religious fanatics dare show 

disbelief in science and they may even identify all its advan

ces as satanic instruments. 
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In April 1995, lranian police seized sorne 30,000 sate

llite dishes antennas whose owners violated a government 

ban on the equipment, to combat a Western "cultural inva

sion" and its evil influence. Unofficial estimates put the num

ber of antennas around 200,000. At the same time, Reza Am

rollahi, director of lran's Atomic Energy Organization, confir

med that his country intended to build about 1 O nuclear po

wer plants in the next two decades, but denied charges by 

the United States that lran is trying to develop nuclear wea

pons. He also said, that the year befare he signed a contract 

with China for two nuclear power reactors and that Chinese 

experts had begun to draw up blueprints and engineering re

ports for a site in southern lran.The country has already made 

a down payment for the project, which will cost $800 million 

to 900 million. These enormous expenses are in contrast to 

the poverty in which the great majority of the lranian popu

lation are living. Moreover, there is an increasing index of 

inflation that even makes the whole situation more difficult to 

understand, especially, when it is known that in addition to its 

oil sources, lran has the second largest natural gas reserves 

in the world, and natural gas is much cheaper to develop 

than nuclear energy. This makes many U.S. officials believe 

that the interest is not the acquisition of energy for pacific pur

poses but that lran wants nuclear power as part of a weapons 

program. They believe the lranian government is determi

ned to become a nuclear power or, at least, to confront the 

western civilization with nuclear terrorism. 
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The United States has led a campaign to prevent lran 

from receiving any nuclear technology because of its suspec

ted weapons program. Amrollahi's statements suggest that 

the agreement with China is more advanced than was pre

viously known, and that lran is planning a vast long range 

nuclear energy program. 

At the summit meeting in Moscow, celebrated in May 

1995, President Clinton tried, without success, to persuade 

President Ye ltsin to abandon. a nuclear energy program with 

lran, arguing that its lslamic government had embarked on a 

crash nuclear weapons program and that even peaceful nu

clear cooperation was dangerous. 

During a meeting celebrated in New York, on April 

1995, Secretary of State Christopher Warren, was similarly 

rebuffed when he made the same point to t~e Chinese Fo

reign Minister Qian Qichen. However, on September 1995, 

the Chinese government accepted the American proposition. 

lslamic Philosophy. 

In the same way that Maimonides was mentioned in 

relation to Judaism, it seems fair, to mention Averroes as his 

lslamic equivalent. 

His real name was, Abu'I Walid Muhammad ibn Ah

mad ibn Rushd (1126-1198), he carne from a wealthy family. 

His grand lather and his father had been Judges of Córdoba 

and so was he. But because of his great success in the prac

tice of medicine he became physician to the court and enjoy

ed the best relationship with Caliphs and notorious people. 
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He wrote several works about science, grammar, laws 

and philosophy. As it was mentioned befare, he made great 

efforts to reconcile Islam with Aristotle's ideas, which pro

duced very controversia! results among Muslims. However, 

his work was higtily appreciated by Christian and Jewish 

intellectuals who gave him the name "The Commentator." 

Regretfully, due to the extreme sensitivity of Muslims 

in regards to their religious feelings, he was ostracized and 

his teachings did not have much influence in the lslamic 

world. Only befare his death, was he accepted and com

mended by lslamic authorities. 

After the Oklahoma bomb, ls lamic leaders in the 

U.S.A have expressed that law enforcement off icials and the 

media should avoid stereotyping which could lead to crimes 

against Muslims. 

"This kind of broad characterization needs to be stop

ped immediately," said Abdul Mushin, spokesman far the 

Council of Mosques of South Florida. 

"This religion is based on the principie of peace. We 

do not in any way, shape or form condone any acts of 

violence against innocent people." 

Similarly, others have said there is no such thing as 

"lslamic terrorism" and claim that Islam and terrorism are 

diametrically opposed as far apart as light is from darkness. 

They claim, "true Islam, basically teaches the oneness of 

God, peace, respect far creation, tolerance and social arder 

and complain that 'lslamic fundamentalism' is portrayed as 
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sorne sort of crazed, malevolent force responsible for fana

ticism and mayhem. Real lslamic fundamentalism is pure 

beneficence, perfect law in original form. lts tenets are decla

ration of faith, pr~yer, fasting, pilgrimage and charity. Of cour

se, defense against aggression (as in martial arts) is done. In 

these modern times jihad (holy war) is not by the sword, but 

by the pen." 

"Anything else regardless of label, is not lslam.But 

whatever happens any place in the world they just put the 

blame on Islam and they don't wait until they know the facts." 

Nevertheless, in spite of these clai ms, it is undeniable 

that lslamic governments like lran, Iraq, Libya,Sudan and ma

ny militant organizations in the Arab world, as well, have en

gaged in terrorism as their most effective weapon against 

western civilization. 

After the episode of the World Trade Center, in New 

York, and other aborted activities, it is only natural for people 

to associate lslamic fundamentalism to terrorism. 

lt was really a big surprise that the tragedy of 

Oklahoma was perpetrated by a group of outcast Americans. 

Fanatics of any kind and, especially, when psycho

pathic personalities or paranoid schizophrenics are involved, 

have no idea of the value of human lite, ánd are unable to 

feel pity or remarse. The sensation of guilt that a normal 

person, should feel at the act of murdering innocent victims, 

including children, has no place in the conscience of a sick 

fanatic. 
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Very probably, that was the case in the tragedy of 

Oklahoma. 

The masses of people, suffering oppressive and 

tyrannical governments, who have no idea of the meaning of 

freedom and civil rights, but who are looking for any reason 

to vindicate themselves, can be easily moved when their re

pressed feelings are manipulated. 

Many young Muslims go eagerly to register as volun

teers to sacrifica their lives in acts of terrorism, to meet Allah. 

The great majority have not had a rational education, scienti

fically or humanistically oriented. 

They totally depend on their great religious fervor and 

cultural values related to religion. 

From the occidental point of view, the real problem is 

lack of knowledge and disturbed feelings. 

They are considered ignorant and senseless fana

tics. At the ·same time, from the lslamic point of view, occi

dental powers, in general, and Americans in particular, are 

arrogant infidels, who show contempt for their faith and their 

culture and should be punished. 

With the cultural gap between lslamic countries and 

the Western civilization ever expanding, the difficulties to 

obtain a peaceful climate in the Middle East have to be 

equally aggravated. However, the "peace with honor" treaty 

signed in Washington at the end of Sept. 1995 by Israelí 

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Chairman Yasser Arafat, 

although full of uncertainty, may be a meaningful step to re-
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duce the above mentioned gap between the lslamic 

countries and the Western civilization. There was hope that 

the assassination of Rabin, by Jewish religious fanatics, 

could make him a martyr and help t,he search for peace !n the 

Middle East. Even Syria, that has been always reluctant to 

participate in the common effort, seemed to be willing to 

negotiate. However, the election of Binyamin Netanyahu, as 

Prime Minister, has created a different situation. 

Netanyahu, is member of a family of war heroes who 

follows a harder line to defend Israel. 
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THE AMERICAN DREAM. 

This is a country which was founded by immigrants 

with strong religious traditions. In Europe, after the Reforma

tion, the environment was dominated by political tension and 

religious intolerance. 

When Martín Luther, (1483-1546), the main figure of 

the Reformation, nailed on the eve of October 31 , 1517, on 

the door of the Wittenberg Church, the Ninety Five Theses 

relating to the indulgences and other improprieties attributed 

to the Catholic Church. he wrote: "I , Martin Luther, Doctor, of 

the Order of Monks at Wittenberg , desire to testify publicly that 

certain propositions against pontifical indulgences, as they 

call them, have been put forth by me ... I implore all men, by 

the faith of Christ, either to point but to me a better way, if such 

a way has been divinely revealed to any, or at least to submit 

their opinion to the judgment of God and the Church. For 1 am 

neither so rash as to wish that my sole opinion should be 

preferred to that of all other men, ... " 

But, eventually, Luther, the great man that wanted to 

be free from the Church authorities, did not want the same 

freedom for other men. He associated himself to the princes 

of Germany and protected by their power became a dictator 

acting in the name of God. 

As it will be seen in regarding "Virtues and Human 

Nature, " this behavior deeply disappointed Desiderius Eras

mus, one of the greatest scholars of his times who had been 

an inspiration for Luther, himself. 



The American Dream 

A generation later, in Geneva, the French theologian 

John Calvin (1509-1564) introduced, his own movement. lt, 

was based on a refined and logically arranged system of 

morals, polity and dogma. At first, his followers did not tole

rate the intended rigid discipline and Calvin was turned 

out of the city for three years. 

Later on, they decided that the method could be good 

for their children . Calvin returned, on his own terms, which 

were comparable to the Spanish lnquisition. Those who ob

jected to his ideas, had to leave the city, otherwise, were 

jailed or executed. 

To give an example, Michael Servetus, was burned 

alive in Geneva. He was born in Spain, about 1511; his ori

ginal name was Miguel Servet or Serveto. He had a turbulent 

lite , as physician and theologian with unorthodox teachings 

that led to his condemnation as heretic by both Roman 

Catholics and Protestants. 

About 1534 a rendezvous was arranged with Calvin in 

Paris to discuss theological questions, but Servetus failed to 

arrive. In 1546 he sent Calvin a manuscript of his Chris

tianismi Restitutio and expressed his desire to meet him. In 

this book, Servetus almost inc identally, made known 

his d iscovery of the pulmonary ci rculation of b lood. 

Calvin l\ept the manuscript but would have nothing to do with 

him. He declared to his friend, the French pres.cher Guillaume 

Farel, that if Servetus ever carne to Geneva he would not 

allow him to leave alive. 
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About 1,000 copies of a rewritten version of Servetus' 

manuscript were secretly printed in Vienna in 1553. When 

sorne of his letters to Calvin tell into the hands of Guillaume 

de Trie, he exposed Servetus to the inquisitor general of 

Lyon. He was put on trial but was able to escape and the 

Catholic authorities had to be assuaged with burning him in 

effigy. But, as a good Spaniard, he quixotically appeared in 

Geneva. He was recognized, arrested and tried for heresy 

from August 14 to Oct. 25 1553. 

Servetus, was found guilty of heresy, mainly on his 

views of The Trinity and Baptism . Although Calvin's voice 

heavily gravitated on the tria! and he wanted Servetus exe

cuted by beheading the "heretic" was burned alive at Cham

pe! on Oct. 27. 

Among other things, Calvin required from his followers 

three important conditions:1.- Strict religious up-bringing; 2.

High educational level to be able to serve God; 3.- Practica! 

economical orientation (he permitted them to charge interest 

on money loans). 

lf we ask: Are these conditions equally present in 

American culture? We have to admit that the first one has 

b~en left quite behind the others. 

To aim towards a high educational leve! has been 

rewarded with the outstanding scientific and technological 

development of the U.S.A. The positive feed back, so com

mon in complexities, seems to operate between science, 

technology and economical development. 
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The scientific and technological advances have 

created significant strongholds in Macro economy and Micro 

economy, as well. They have been important factors to 

establish the existent Econocracy. 

The majority of the immigrants that carne from England 

and Northern Europe, were looking for political freedom, re

ligious tolerance and better opportunities to make a decent 

living. A great variety of protestant churches proliferated and 

people learned to accept each other's preferences, notwith

standing, the hard lines of conduct exhibited by sorne 

leaders of the Reformation. 

However, in spite of that tolerance among the different 

branches of Protestantism, the symbolic distance between 

Boston and Brooklyn was difficult to span. A Jew, though 

being a genius, had a hard time to be accepted in Harvard. 

lrish, Polish, ltalian, Spanish, Ori.ental and many 

others may be included in the long list of discriminated vic

tims. But the conditions of the black American communities 

have been much worse and even today their plight should be 

everybody's concern. 

So far, the extreme right organizations, as the Ku Klux 

Klan, the Neo Nazis and different "milit ias" that are anti 

Semitic and anti black, are demonstrating their aggressive 

reactions, directed "against the government and the esta

blishment, including the judicial system." 

The car bomb in the Federal Building of Oklahoma, on 

the 19 of April, 1995, has been related to the deaths of the 
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Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas, which occurred on the 

same day of April in 1993. This horrible tragedy seems to 

have been perpetrated by a group of psychopaths. Additio

nally, the ethnic intolerance may produce violence, with 

tragic results, whenever and wherever. 

For instance, after O.J. Simpson was found not gui lty, lt 

has been said, that sorne right extremists could take revenge 

against him and sorne of his lawyers. The Nation of Islam 

provided bodyguards to protect them shortly before the end of 

the tria!. 

Modern militias have been defined as "formed by 

angry white men, armed to the teeth, that hate federal gover

nment, worship God and rant against gun contro l, abortion , 

taxes and crime." They are basically white supremacists, 

Christian fundamentalists that can be easily compared to the 

Muslim fundamentalists. The Michigan Militia is supposed to 

have over 100,000 members in 24 states and there are 

others of similar sizes thro'ughout the U.S.A. 

The suggested possibility of high incidence in psycho

pathic aberrations, should be taken into account as an im

portant factor that makes these groups even more dange

rous. Discrimination and bigotry, have always been every

where. Race and religion have been very serisitive sore 

spots in human history. Religion and moral values have 

obviously declined in the make up of the younger generation. 

The old religious foundations of this country cannot be, in 

any way, related to the exhibited behavior of the crowds at-
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tracted to a Pop "concerto," where the filthy, vulgar, and gro

tesque aspect of the performing "stars," very often under the 

effect of drugs, display unequivocal gestures of sexual de

pravation. Sorrowfully, those so called "celebrities" are ad

mired and imitated by our youth. The enormous amount of 

public in their performances surpasses, by far, what is regu

larly seen in any artistic presentation. Movies and TV are 

other examples of the same aberrations, plus crime a~d vio

lence. lt makes everything more disturbing, to know the opi

nion of certain critics and academics, looking for values 

behind this nation's pop culture. American popular culture, 

sorne say, "is undisciplined, colorful, noisy, artistic. lt is 

everything that is American; the history people live every day. 

And it is more than the sum of its parts." 

More than 2,200 academics meeting in Philadelphia in 

April 1995 tried to make sense of different corners of the Ame

rican experience, presenting hundreds of papers directed to 

winnow an explanation. 

Ray Browne, a Bowling Green State University pro

fessor who 25 years ago founded the nation's first academic 

department to study mass culture, said:"Popular culture is the 

driving machine of al/ that we are. lt is what has developed 

democracy through the ages. lt is the culture of the unen-, 
franchised." But, if we ask, for goodness sake: Where is that 

driving machine taking the American culture? lt would be very 

easy to find the right answer if we just look back into history. 

We could see, then, that this celebrated behavior is not new. 
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lt exlsted, long ago, in Sodom and Gomorrah. 

All my lite, 1 have tried to keep away from politics, but 1 

wonder how significant the following could be. Senator Ro

bert Dale has introduced the subject of promoted sexual 

depravation, violence and crime as an offensive activity aga

inst the American family. 

He mentioned by their names, aggressive movie indus

tries, which have no other concern than making money, and 

said on May 31-95: "A line has been crossed, not just far taste 

but of human dignity and decency. lt is crossed every time 

sexual violence is given a catch tune. When teen suicide is 

set to an appealing beat. When Hollywood's dream factories 

turn out nightmares of depravity." 

Ergo, it is not surprising to find in a report of política! 

contributions which covered the first nine months of 1995, that 

the entertainment industry, the media, lobbyists and lawyers 

were the most supportive groups for President Clinton. Law

yers and lobbyists donated $2.6 million; entertainment in

dustry over $300,000, (more than they gave to all Republican 

candidates combined). On the other hand, Senator Dole has 

been reported to receive the support of the tobacco compa

nies, held responsible of a horrible genocide, and the gam

bling companies with similar amounts. Obviously, virtues 

cannot afford that kind of money to support a candidate(! !) 

lt should be known that violence is a painful part of 

life. · Animais kill and are killed in obedience to the genetic 

code written in the DNA molecule. 
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lt is understood that very often, genes prevail, 

and they do not carry information for individual 

goodness, happiness or even survival, their aim is 

the successful preservation of the specie. 

The proud Homo sapiens shares the same DNA, 

although, the extraordinary development of his brain and epi

genetic factors related to culture and environment may in

fluence human behavior in different ways. Therefore, we can 

find instinctive animal reactions sometimes minimized by 

conscience and morality, but they also may be enhanced by 

hate, prejudice and fanaticism. 

As a result, Horno sapiens has become the greatest 

predator on earth and, violence, has been a permanent and 

notorious factor in the historie evolution of this country, as it 

has happened elsewhere. 

To conquer the West, a horrible génocide was per

petrated against the lndians. Their population was reduced 

from about 2 million to 300,000. The heartbreaking history of 

the American West narrated by Dee Brown in his memorable 

book "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee" can give you a heavy 

heart. 

The American Civil War offered the bloodiest episodes 

in the history of the U.S.A. In the "Battle of Gettysburg" from 

the 1 st to the 3rd day of July, 1863, the Northern troops lost 

23,000 men out of 88,000; while the South~rners lost more 

than 20,000 out of 75,000. 

Famous bandits and criminals emerged after the war. 
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Gun fighting, bank robbery and killing innocent victims 

became expected daily occurrences in the West. 

During the Prohibition, criminal gangs in Chicago and 

other big cities, torced the American population to live in 

terror. 

Today, drug traffic and intolerable environmental con

ditions maintain an astonishing level of violent crimes. Child 

abuse and spouse battering painfully proliferate in different 

stratus of the American society. 

Besides all these sorrowful experiences, we find, as a 

concomitant phenomenon the promotion of despicable sco

ria into "idols" and "celebrities." This has happened through 

all the American history. The names of Jesse James and his 

brother Frank; Bonnie and Clyde, Capone, Dillinger and ma

ny others, are just examples of glamorized infamous outlaws. 

Books, newspapers, movies and T.V. programs change 

the image of the worst public enemies and create a myth aro

und them, mainly to make money. 

We should ask: Does it have to be that way or can we 

do something about it? May be, biology, anthropology, 

sociology, economy, Chaos and Complexities, will provide 

interesting and unexpected answers. 

Genetics, Darwinism, and Wilson's Sociobiology, ha

ve offered the necessary foundations for the new science of 

Evolutionary Psychology, presented by Robert Wright's in his 

incisive book, 'The Moral Animal." 
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At the same time, a new paradigm for evolutionary bio

logy has been introduced with the works of Christopher G. 

Langton, from Los Alamos National Laboratory, Norman 

Packard, from the University of lllinois and Stuart A. Kauff

man, from the University of Pennsylvania, who postulated the 

theory of the self-organization in complex adaptive systems. 

Although the concept of self-organization with spon

taneous emergence of order is observed throughout nature, 

so far, no systematic effort has been made to incorporate that 

mechanism into Darwin's Evolutionism. 

Kauffman, in his provocative book, The Origins of Or

der, claims that Darwinism cannot explain other sources of 

arder based on the interna! genetic and developmental cons

traints of organisms and on the structural limits and possi

bil ities of general physical laws. He says: "The growth of 

complexity really does have something to do with far from 

equilibrium systems building themselves up, cascading to 

higher and higher levels of organization. Atoms, molecules, 

auto catalytic sets, et cetera. But the key thing is that once 

those higher level. entities emerge, they can also interact 

among themselves .... So you get a hierarchical cascade from 

lower-order to higher-order things- each going through 

something like this autocatalytic phase transition." 

lt is quite possible, that in the near future, with a better 

understanding of Chaos and Complexities, these new ideas 

will expand the horizons of Evolutionism. 
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THE BLACK AMERICAN 

From bondage 

to the dream· of freedom. 

Uncharitableness and bigotry 

in between. 

With the shame of ignorance, 

and the pains of poverty, 

Where is the dream? 

The disregard of virtues and the ominous ínter ethnic 

hostility converge to create one of the most difficult problems 

in American society.The racial factor is more important in 

the evolutionary process of this country than many different 

ideological attitudes. ldeologies are intellectual abstractions 

with emotional implications, but being a black American in

cludes: economical, educational, social and human aspects, 

associated to frustration, rebellion, anger, bitterness, hate 

anda high incidence of crimes. A problem, which is waiting 

for an acceptable solution, since long ago. Black men 

compose only 6% of the general population but about 50% 

of the imprisoned and even if we admit that they are put in 

jail easier and faster than white men, this is just another 

condition associated to the absence of family values, rude 

socioeconomic environment and a low level of education. 

Similar conditions prevail around · the world as a re

sult of the lnternational Econocracy that dominates govern

ments of almost any country from the pales to the equator. 



The Black American 

Fat corporations, bureaucratic institutions of bankers and 

lawyers, with power to impose whatever Economical Model 

they dream of, take human beings as guinea pigs to please 

their insatiable greed. They should know that in the models 

of dynamic systems such as the positive feed back constan

tly increasing their power, the emergence of cataclysmic cri

sis is unavoidable. Econocracy is going to Econocraziness. 

The symbol ism of economical status, must be revi

sited. This is the richest country in the world and it has 40% 

of its economical reserves in the hands of 1 % of its popu

lation. Therefore, we have the widest gap between the weal

thy and the poor, among all the industrializad nations; a fact 

that affects all races but specially the black Americans. 

The ostentation of luxury and the ever increasing 

ways of spending money, promoted by. thousands of TV 

commercials and other sources, stimulates an obsessive 

moneymaking attitude, upited to the ambition of power and 

the pursuit of deceiving pleasures.ln one breath it increases 

the discomfort of those who suffer extreme poverty, can

not afford the same dissipated way of living and do not have 

the same kind of justice, either. In both cases, the very rich 

and the very poor, are lacking an inner life and the essence 

of real happiness. Consequently, they are easy pray to nar

cotraffic· and drug consumption, associated .with ever incre

asing crime and violence. 
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Betore going any turther, let me say that 1 do not like 

the euphemism "African American." lt seems to involve a 

lack ot identity or a substitution ot identity to overcome the 

tensions ot accumulated painful experiences. In many ca

ses, as in The Nation ot Islam, the process includes a sup

posed conversion to Islam and the acquisition ot a new Ara

bian name. But there are, for instance, Arab-Americans, that 

could be described as African American Muslims who are 

not black. The meaning ot a word depends, very otten, on 

the intention with which it is used and received. 1 admire 

black Americans, sure ot themselves, not embarrassed by 

the word "black". lt reminds me of the old "Ebony" magazine 

and its slogan: "Black is Beautiful." 

In thé last sixty years, although slowly and still in

efficiently, there have been important changas favorable to 

the black Americans and, without any doubt, these changas 

must continue and should be accelerated. Among other 

things, a new leadership and a coherent program is badly 

needed. 

Sorne black activists claim that the changas obtain

ed in the 1940 and 1960 decades reached a stand still si

tuation. But never before have so m~ny black people 

been admired and respected, and have occupied soma

ny important positions in public offices, in prosperous prí

vate businesses and brilliant independent professions, as 
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can be seen today. However, resentment and belligerence 

can be noticed in every group of experts related to the 

Simpson trial, and on every TV program. Not only people 

with a low level of education, but even sorne with academic 

status, show the abo ve mentioned feelings, with f anatic 

passion. They alienate many white people that are on their 

side and want to improve the inter racial relationship. 

Yet, it was in 1954, when the Supreme Court rejec

ted "separated but equal" in Brown vs Board of Education. 

During the last two generations there have been a 

quadrupling of the number of black professionals and ma

nagers as well asan increase of familias with incomes over 

the $50,000 in the same proportion. That has been the grea

test economic advance for any group in American history in 

the shortest period of time. 

But the c9nstitutional elimination of segregation and 

the improved economical status of a group, is still a far cry 

away from achieving equality and the end of racism. There 

are more people in poverty today than there were befare the 

app~ ication of the last rules for improvement~At the same ti

me,' the number of impoverished white familias has increas

ed and as a result many whites are resentful of affirmative 

action and other similar programs. Washington Post colum

nist, William Raspberry, has stated that civil rights movement 

was a successful battle against "the externa! enemies of 
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black progress." lt is time now, he adds, "for a full-scale 
' 

movement against the interna! enemies of our progress. A 

movement in which blacks have to be led by blacks 
1 

although society in general can play a supporting role." 

The absence of an eff ective leadership offers an in

credible opportunity for demagogism, which explains The 

Million Man March successfully organizad by Louis Farra

khan in Washington. 

After a period of uncertainty under the leadership of 

Wallace D. Muhammad and the assassination of Malcolm X, 

Farrakhan, became the first figure of the Black Muslim 

Movement, preserved the name of The Nation of Islam and 

sustained its founding principies. He is known as a hate 

filled demagogue ready to exploit sexism, anti-Semitism, 

anti-Catholicism, and anti-white feelings. Although, on this 

occasion he advised the public to go to church, to look for 

spiritual and family values, to keep away from drugs, not to 

kili except in self defense and expressed he is ready to dia

logue with Jewish leaders, his main objective seems to be 

the moneymaking device. lt has been said that he offered 

his political influence to Muammar Gadaffi for 1 billion 

dollars. But it .is well known that the Libyan is not easy to 

deal with and for that amount of money Farrakhan may be 

torced to commit intolerable acts against this country or be 

severely punished for not delivering what was expected. 
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But why can't so meo ne organiza a movement foun

ded on No More Hate. No White Hate. No Black Hate: No 

Color Hate. No Race Hate? A plea for better education, bet

ter opportunities to make a decent living, a stress for family 

values basad on virtues to prevent crime and violence. And 

above all, a better judicial system able to provide justice for 

all and no more justice for sale. 

Right now, General Colín Powell is a new black star 

with undeniable ascending trajectory. However, the strong

est criticism against him has come from Rev. Jesse Jackson, 

a notorious civil right activist who considers himself a mem

bar of the counterculture pressing for changa. He triad to be 

the first black presidential nominee, but has yet to be offered 

a relavant position in any administration. In_ an interviaw for 

the New Yorker he said, Gen. Powell is a member of the do

minant culture .. capable of being a conduit for racist posi

tions. n ªThere is always a tendency to try to position people 

they feel comfortable with, and what is amazing about Po- . 

well is he has created a comfort zona among the guardians 

of the culture." Colín Powell considers, and rightly so, that 

what has been pointed as a negativa aspect is, indeed, an 

asset. He says, he is accepted by whites because he does 

not shove race in their tace, ªbring any stereotypes or threa

tening visage to their presence," nor make ·whites uncom

fortable around him. He takes pride in his interracial social 
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skills while he has never denied his African ancestry. lt 
, 

should be about time that we accept the possibility of a uni-

fied culture without being opposed by a counterculture. lt 

would be ideal if everybody could feel the same comfortable 

sensation when blacks and whites are together. Let's try, for 

a changa, to be closer to each other as parts of the same 

Ameri~an culture. Is it naive? lt may be. But it does not have 

to be necessarily unreachable. 

Demagogism and political interests do not really 

help. For instance, although many black Americans still fa

vor Affirmative Action, others, have expressed their opposi

tion. Hispanics and other minorities have followed suits and 

in California it was legally abolished. In the South-East, The 

Mason-Dixon Florida Poll found in a statewide survey, 

strong opposition to affirmative action. 

Aggressive and incendiary speeches are not the 

best way to conduct an impatient youth ready to revolt. 

They need no help to increase their anger. 

Wisdom is the strength of a leader and irrational fa

naticism is a weakness.No one should forget the greatness 

of Martin Luther King Jr. Rights must be conquered and 

defended. Problems should be faced with integr1ty. 

There must be endurance and responsibility to meet 

the challenges of adversity. Let's teach our. youngsters that 

going after easy money, risking their lives in gang fights and 
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breaking the law, cannot be the answer. Many black Ame

ricans have succeeded because they tried very hard and so 

they are respectad and admired.lt is undesirable to expect 

solutions coming from somewhere or somebody else. 

Pride and self esteem are very often associated to a 

sense of responsibility and education; they cannot be built 

on their dependency from the government or any other 

political institution. Black Americans have relished the black 

lawyers of the defense in the Simpson trial and have en

joyad the overwhelming majority of black people in the jury. 

This has been a great advance in civil rights, something 

that older generations would have never thought possible. 

But at the same time, there should be concern with the 

possibility of a set back.The credibility of black people as 

mature citizens engaged in the search for justice, has been 

at stake. Did each and all of them perform the sacred duty 

of making justice? Were they able to evaluate the meaning 

of the convoluted scientific evidences presentad by the pro

secution? Did they believe their loyalty to O.J. Simpson 

shouJd prevail in their decision? Were the jurors afraid to 

face their familias, friends and neighbors if 9.J. Simpson 

was convicted? 

lt is regrettable that this trial has ignited dangerous 

confrontations between black and white Americans when 

such episodes should have been conquered, long ago. 
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Traditionally, lawyers and politicians have deve

loped the mastery of being untruthful with impunity.They 

learn how to use part of the truth embellished and dis

guised in such a way that easily deceives the unwary. Many 

cultivate this behavior to the point that it becomes a profes

sional second nature and are proud of it. Professors of Law, 

shamelessly advise their pupils to lie whenever it helps win 

a trial. Their only objective is to win. lt means money and 

fame. Truth and Justice do not count. A society cannot 

afford that behavior. 

On a TV program, a lady said that in the courtroom, 

the only difference between God and a lawyer is that God 

does not believe He is a lawyer. 

1 regret 1 did not write down the name of that lady. 

lt has been said that regardless of whatever eviden

ce presented by the prosecution in the Simpson's criminal 

trial, that jury would have never convicted the defendant. lf 

that is the truth, what have the black Americans gained? 

How long can this elation last? Will they realize they de

ceived themselves? The majority of black Americans are 

convinced Simpson is not guilty and complain that white 

Americans do not believe a black jury is able to act cons

ciously and objectively. But the majority of the white people 

are equally convinced, this jury did not pass the test and ac

ted improperly, disregarding evidences of guilt beyond any 
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doubt, following only the instructions coming from the de

fense to send a criminal free. A verdict should never be the 

product of irrational fanaticism. lt should be rendered after a 

thoughtful analysis of evidences and serene dialogue in 

careful deliberation. That was not the case. One juror, in spi

te of the instructions of the judge, said that espousal abuse 

was a waste of time and had no place in a criminal trial. With 

great emphasis added that somebody had planted the 

glove and there was not enough blood. Obviously she had 

only paid attention to the defense. She did not care what the 

prosecution's closing arguments were. She did not hear 

Nicole's imploring voice. Another juror showed the fist of 

Black Power and said: We won. (!!). 

Enough is enough. 

lt is really disturbing to see many lawyers enjoy the 

possibility of a defendant, declared non guilty even if he 

committed the crime.They exhibit their cynical smiles and do 

not care if their attitude is offensive to those who revere 

truth and justice. They claim that in the Simpson trial, the · 

defense was able to create "reasonable" doubt and that's 

ali they needed. They seem to ignore that reasonab!e 

means the proper use of reason supported by wisdom and 

knowledge. Sorrowfully, neither was a dec'ding factor in the 

analysis of all the evidences presented by the prosecution 

But the day in which advanced forensic science provides 
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that amount of scientific evidences to a scientifically mind

ed jury, there will be no doubt to convict the guilty. Then, 

everybody will be happier except the criminals and the 

defense lawyers, who will not be able to celebrate the 

desecration of justice to obtain fame and money. 

The idea of playing the ethnic card in the Simpson 

trial, has shown the enormous tension building up because 

of racial attitudes.lt seems, that the black American jurors 

guided by ancestral experiences and lacking the necessary 
1 

scientific knowledge, were unable to project the image of 

wisdom and probity that the black community deserves. We 

must remember that justice excludes all but one decision. 

We may hope that the trial will open new-r:oads to a , 

better understanding between Americans of all races. 

lf the the jurors did not render the right verdict, it 

would not be fair to put all the blame on them. The-system, 

to say the least, is inefficient. In this case, the truth of the 

matter is that black people cannot identify themselves with a 

society that has neglected and rejected them. Therefore, 

they could not care less for the pains inflicted on that so

ciety. They have endured too much pain of their own. After 

suffering chronic injustice they have a different perception of 

what justice is. They did not see the victims from the socie

ty's perspective. All their lives, they have been victims sur

rounded by victims. Sorne black people even rejoiced and 
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felt the pleasure of revenge. Sorne said: "Now you know 

how it feels." And on bearing that heavy emotional charge, 

a misled jury rendered a pay back verdict. 

Before the tria!, many white people seemed oblivi

ous to the existing racial tensions; they paid no attention 

and looked away. Today, most white Americans are disap

pointed and offended. From now on, they may be more 

conscious and less tolerant of the pugnacious black attitude. 

New confrontations might jeopardize the accelerated social 

progress, so badly needed. 

lt may not be a simple coincidence that the Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) has investigated 51 

church fires · since 1995, mainly at black churches in the 

South.The burning of black churches has created an "epide

mic of terror." In the first four month of 1996, 24 churches 

fires were reported to the Justice Department and 17 in

volved largely black congregations. 

However, can white Americans be magnanimous 

enough, to rise above the painful frustration and finally 

realize what black Americans have suffered for centuries, 

swall0wing the bitter taste of injustice? lf so, the actual 

animosity could subside. 

There is much to be done to break the existing vi

cious circle and it seems the right moment to quote Presi

dent Truman's words right after World War 11 had ended: 
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"What we have achieved in liberty, we will surpass with gre

ater liberty." But, also, black Americans should make better 

use of the liberty already obtained. 

They should admit, at least, the possibility- of being 

wrong, although at times, it seems very difficult for many of 

them to do so. They should argue with less excitement. lt is 

not necessary to be so bellicose and obstinate to state their 

case. Obviously, they do not have to reject O.J. to appease 

the white main stream, but they do not have to embrace him 

just because he is "a brother." Something he had never 

alleged to. He should not be embraced to show rebellious

ness either. lt does not help and it may back tire. To take a 

stand it is unwise to be guided by blind emotions. A proper 

hierarchy of values based on virtues gives the best orienta

tion. Blind emotion is the enemy of self-criticism while self

criticism may help to solve many difficult situations. lt should 

be known that in the end, if truth and justice prevail, mino

rities should receive the greatest benefits. Black Americans 

should realize how significant it is to protect the environ

ment in which their children grow up. Their language is fre

quently copied trom the lyrics of Pop music and Rap songs 

in which the "singing stars," who very often look dirty, are 

wildly dressed and display grotesque gestures with vulgar 

insinuations such as middle fingers up, wide open mouths 

and protruding tongues. Those are the false heroes and ce-
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lebrities that children and youngsters constantly watch on 

popular TV programs to eventually, imltate them. Conse

quently, they acquire this unconventional aspect and be

havior. lt seems fair to say that, recently, common white 

people were not so aggressively anti black. Their greatest 

sin may have been indifference and a keeping away atti

tude. However, even this, was not due to racial antago

nism, but mainly, to the above mentioned, unconventional 

aspect and behavior, many blacks display. 

Without any doubt, if the same common white Ameri

cans, were to see a group of blue eyed, blonds, long, dir

ty, uncombed hair, earrings, exposed hairy chest, tat-tooes 

on their arms and speaking in a loud rude manner, they 

would also keep away, just to be prudent. 

Let's hope that the Simpson trial, after having exposed 

the increasing racial tension may open new roads to mutual 

understanding and bring both sides closer to each other. 

Let's pray that historical bitterness and rhetorical · 

madness do not add unnecessary suffering. 

Let's dream that Schiller's "Ode to Joy" and the 

notes of the Ninth Symphony find a place in the heart of 

humanity with the immortal message that "All mankind are 

brothers plighted." 
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~írtues anb ~uman 1f!ature 

The Homo sapiens seems to evolve towards a Moral Animal, 
but he is, mll, the most dangerous animal. 



VIRTUES ANO HUMAN NATURE 

In agreement with Buddha's Eightfold Way, it could 

be said that virtue is the habit of thinking, feeling and acting 

in the right way to enjoy happiness. 

Spinoza declares that "the good which everyone 

who follows after virtue seeks for himself, he will desire for 

other men; and his desire on their behalf will be greater in 

proportion as he has greater knowledge of God." 

According to Kant, "the connection of virtue and 

happiness may be understood in two ways: either the ende

avor to be virtuous and the rational pursuit of happiness are 

not two distincf actions, but absolutely identical. .. or the 

connection consists in this, that virtue produces happiness as 

something distinct from the consciousness of virtue, as a 

cause produces an effect." 

In his conception of the summum bonum, Kant says 

that "Morality is not properly the doctrine of how we should 

make ourselves happy, but how we should become worthy of 

· happiness." Kant insists that "Virtue is its own end, and by 

deserving well of men is also its own reward." 

Plato and Aristotle give somewhat different enume

rations of virtues, but both of them do agree that courage, 

temperance and justice, are fundamental. 

Aristotle divides all virtues into moral and intellec

tual. Wisdom, science and "intuitive reason" which Aquinas 

later calls "understanding," represent the intellectual virtues. 



Virtues and human nature 

Plato, in the Republic .also adds0 wisdom Jó the pre-, 
vious three. Meno, in the corresponding Plato's ·dialogue 

asks the following question: "Can you tell me, Socrates, 

whether virtue is acquired by teaching or by practice; then 

whether it comes to man by nature, or in sorne other way? 

Socrates, explains that, first, sorne other questions should be 

faced: what virtue is, how virtue is related to knowledge, 

whether virtue is one or many, and if many, how the severa! 

particular virtues are related to one another. lt seems_that 

neither practice nor teaching may explain how men become 

virtuous, and even less why virtuous fathers should so often 

fail to produce virtue in their sons." 

Socrates does not dismiss the possibility that 

"virtue comes to the virtuous by a divine gift." 

Since this dialogue punctuate that inheritance can

not be related to virtue, we should mention the works of Gre

gor Johann Mendel, Johann Miescher and Oswald Avery as 

pioneers in genetics to explain the essence of inheritance. 

Sir Francis Galton (1822-1911) had introduced the 

concept of Eugeneticism, befare Mendel's works. lts original 

meaning was: "good breeding," with the implication that in

telligence and virtues were much easier to obtain by arran

gement of marriages between well to do fam.i:iies. 

In 1865, Mendel, a catholic priest, published his pa

per, "Experiments on Hybridization of Plants" that was ignor

ed until 1900. In it, he introduced a quantitative system to de

termine the transmission of inherited characteristics. He per-
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ceived the -existence of "unities" which he denominated "ele

ments" and were able to combine and recombine transmi

tting specific characteristics from one generation to another 

in a predictable way.lt is really amazing, how his description 

of those elements corresponds to our concept of "genes." 

In 1868, three years after Mendel's paper had been 
• 

published, Miescher, a brilliant, 24 years old student from 

Switzerland, went to Tubingen to study under Ernst Felix 

Hoppe-Seyler, the man that gave hemoglobin its actual 

name. He was particularly interested in the chemical study of 

the cellular nucleus; it is worthwhile to point out that, . even 

today, it is very difficult to separate the cytoplasm from the 

nucleus. He obtained a "substance" that he called "nuclein," 

which later, was identified as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 

associated to a protein, commonly found in the nucleus of 

highly developed animals. In 1870, he was able to obtain 

DNA, practically, purified. The term "nucleic acid" was intro

duced by Richard Altman, in 1889. Miescher pointed out that 

sorne of the large molecules encountered in biology, com

posed of a repetition of a few similar but not identical small 

chemical pieces, could express ali the rich variety of the 

hereditary message, "just as the words and concepts of all 

languages can find expression in twenty tour to thirty letters 

of the alphabet." But the sir:nilarity between his description of 

those big molecules and our genetic code, was mostly 

9oincidence, since he was talking about protein molecules 

and aminoacids, instead of nucleic acids and nucleotides. 
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lt was Oswald Avery, working in the Rockefeller lns

tifute of New York, who reported in The Journal of Experi

mental Medicine, (1944) that nucleic acids were the real mo

·1ecules related to genetics and not the proteins. 

Finally, the scientific basis of genetics and inheri

tance were firmly established since April 25, 1953 when 

Francis Crick and James Watson published in Nature a pa

per of 128 pages under the title "A Structure for Deoxyribose 

Nucleic Acid." They obtained the tridimentional double helix 

structure of the marvelous DNA molecule, opening the door 

to understanding its function. In December of 1962, they 

received the Nobel Prize for physiology or medicine together 

with Maurice Wilkins. Soon after, Jacques Monod and Fran

~ois Jacob, from the lnstitute Pasteur deciphered the "Gene

tic Code." They received the Nobel Prize in 1965. 

However, when Edward O. Wilson, the great Ameri

can entomologist published, in 1975, his celebrated book, 

"Sociobiology: The New Synthesis" controversies emerged. 

Wilson worked with insects of the order Hymenoptera, (hy

men=membrane, pteron=wings) including ants, bees and 

wasps that live in communities of complex organizations 

and have a caste system within each group. Termites are the 

only·insects with a similar organization which are not hyme

nopters but apterous (no wings). At first sight, it would seem a 

long shot to extrapolate from ants to man. But, as it so hap

pens, all living beings, animals and vegetables, have in com

mon the same DNA molecule, although with relatively small 
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variations that show the difference from one specie to ano

ther and from one individual to another, as well. Wilson, also 

postulated that our religious, moral and ethical values are 

the product of our genetic components. 

For people like Adams Sedgwick and his followers 

this would be unacceptable because "changing God's de

. sign by a strictly material process is equivalent to denying 

morality its fundamental nature." 

People from the left wing of politics, attacked Wilson. 

In those days, any support to genetics was taken as pro-Nazi, 

since they proclaimed the theory of the super-race. In Russia, 

Trofim Denisovich Lysenco, one of Stalin's favorites, intend

ed a total exclusion of inheritance from soviet biology. Who

ever followed the .genetic approach of inheritance, was ac

cused of being anti-revolutionary, pro-western bourgeois or 

pro-Nazi, which could have been enough to outcast any one 

from the party and from academic lite. 

In 1963, William D. Hamilton, designed the theory of 

kin selection which, at a glance, seems to imply that from 

the Darwinian point of view, selection may be applied to the 

family. But it means, indeed, that it is the gene itself that rea

l/y counts. 

The final objective is the preservation of the enco

ded information it contains, which is shared with several 

members of the family. lf one of the member sacrifices his lite 

to protect the family, a greater number of their genes will. be 

saved. The prairie dogs are a good example of this behavior. 
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Going back to Greece, we find in the Corpus Hippo

craticum, the concept of khymos, that was translated into 

Latin as humor, a fluid present in the normal changes· that 

occur inside the organism. That was the starting point of the 

so called "humoral doctrine." In the early Western interpreta

tion ot physiology, still current in the Middle Ages, there exis

ted tour cardinal humors: blood, flegma (lymph), choler 

(yellow bile) and melancholy (Gr.melanos=black+chole= 

bile) black bile. The variant mixtures ot these humors in diffe

rent persons determined their "complexions," or "tempera

ments," their physical and mental qualities and their disposi

tions. The ideal person had the theoretically proportioned 

mixture ot the tour humors. A predominance of one produced 

a person who was sanguine (Latin sanguis=blood), phleg

matic, choleric or melancholic.That approach has sorne simi

larity with the association of personality traits, related to three 

main spheres: lntellect, Consciousness and Emotion. The 

three spheres interact with each other to produce severa! 

different personalities, although they keep a certain degree 

ot independence. The intellectual sphere relates to the ac

quisition of knowledge and, obviously there will be variations 

depending on the genetic make up of the individual, in that 

capacity. We can improve the acquisition of knowledge by 

education, but nothing can change the lével of intelligence 

with which each person was born . Likewise, sorne people 

may develop the sensation of guilt with almost insignificant 

stimulus, while another person can comrnit a crime without 
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remorse. And there is no way to teach that person how to 

feel guilt, remorse or compassion. lt is well known that sorne 

people, even without real motivation, react with a high emo

tional pitch, while others stay calm in similar situations. 

Emotions play the most important part in human be

havior. "Feelings are more powerful than reason" said the 

Spanish philosopher Miguel de Unamuno. Moreover, as it 

was explained before, God is perceived only by emotion, we 

may feel Him by faith, but without any intellectual implication. 

Animals facing danger react either ·by running or at

tacking. lt is an instantaneous instinctive response to. fear. 

Man, instead, has the opportunity of deciding what to do, 

after intellectually analyzing the situation. 

By the same token, love in animals is purely instincti

ve, while man has extended the meaning of love to reach 

new emotional dimensions. lt also happens with hate. Sex

ual characteristics are added and the enormous extension of 

ranges for each one of the spheres and the keen interaction 

among them may create an infinite variation of individuals, 

but it is always possible to establish severa! patterns, to ob

tain a limited group of consistent personalities. 

For instance, there are people with normal or high

er than normal intelligence, with low consciousness aware

ness and variable emotional reactions. These people may be 

successful leaders, they use good logical reasoning and the

ir conscience does not create obstacles to attain their goals. 

These traits define the so called, psychopathic personality. 
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In another case there is the history of a child that 

looked very intelligent and psychologically advanced far his 

age, although with a tendency to keep to himself without 

even playing with other children. The family had great ex

pectations far him, thinking that the child could even be a 

genius. But in the middle of his teens, he began to look awk

ward and to do unconventional things until he behaved in a 

completely abnormal way. That could describe the schizoid 

personality. More common is the case of people, with normal 

intelligence and with a very high emotional pitch, afraid of 

many things specially of being sick, with a tendency to feel 

guilty without real justification.They are commonly defined as 

"very nervous." That would describe the psychoneurotic per

sonality. 

Each one of these cases, may stay in precarious 

balance but able to interact as acceptabl~ normal individuals 

until the equilibrium is broken in a crisis. Then, each perso

nality develops its proper clinical picture and is not suppos

ed to show symptoms of another personality. lt means, that 

the psychopathic personality may commit a serious cri

me that he believes is justified because the victim 

deserved it. 

The schizoid personality will develop an open schi

zofrenia and · the psychoneurot i~ personality will have a 

neurotic crisis with anxiety, psychosomatic syndromes, etc. 

lt is obvious that to obtain knowledge it is necessary 

to be born with a mínimum of intelligence, but the possessi-
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on of knowledge does not guaranty the acquisition of wis

dom or any other virtue. Courage can never be taught to a 

neurotic and, by the same token, the interpretation of justice, 

· will not be normal in the psychopathic personality. lt can ne- .. 

ver be taught, either. 

In the opposite side of eugeneticism was the Freu

dian school. Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) was, originally, an 

organicist and therefore, closely related to the concept of ge

nes. But he progressively oriented his work toward the more 

abstract field of psychology.To facilitate its understanding, 

the main subjects of his conceptions will be presented in a 

simple way. One of his postulates was the existence of the 

preconsciousness that may be represented as a storage ro

om, for emotions expelled from consciousness because they 

are painful, unpleasant and intolerable. However, not all 

emotions in the precons~ious have been repressed. 

Freud described the preconscious, the unconscious 

and the conscious, plus two forces acting upon them: repres-

. sion (directed from consciousness to unconsciousness) and 

resistance (to prevent the entrance into consciousness). 

Nowadays, the term subconscious is a colloquial expres

sion. Freud offered one sketch to explain the basic com

ponents of the mind: 

1. The Ego in the middie of twd forces: 

2.- The Id deep unconscious and 

3.- The· Super Ego. 

The instinctive reaction is pure unreasonable desi-
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re, including the worst and most amoral. The function of the 

super ego is to control those impulses to obtain an ideal, by 

telling what should be done and what should not be done. 

The character of the ego would be the result of the interaction 

of the other two. Freud described the newborn as a sexually 

perverted creature.Psychosexual development and its com

plicated stages were paramount in psychoanalysis. Freud 

introduced the famous Oedipo's complex and its feminine 

counterpart, the Electra's complex, in psychopathology. 

He established the method of free association and 

the sexual symbolism in the interpretation of dreams to study 

the material that has been expelled from consciousness by 

repression.Freudian psychoanalysis was more successful 

philosophically than in clinical practice and it worked much 

better in the treatment of neurosis than in schizofrenic or 

psychotic . patients. 

Obviously the last two conditions are genetically de

pendent above externa! factors. While, in neurosis, the pro

blem is fundamentally emotional and therefore much more 

related to environmental stimulus. 

Modern psychiatry has departed from orthodox Freu

dian conceptions, however, Gerald M. Edelman, who obtain

ed the Nobel Prize for Physiology, has srated in his book 

"Bright Air, Brilliant Fire" published in 1992, that the existence 

ot the subconsciousness and other Freudian concepts have 

received new organic substantiation from the new mapping 

of neuron's distribution, recently introduced. 
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Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961) and Alfred Adler 

(1870-1937), should be mentioned. Jung introduced the 

concepts of introverted and extroverted personalities, the 

archetypes and the collective unconscious. All of them have 

been influential in psychiatry, philosophy and anthropology. 

Adler, introduced a very effective method of individual psy

chotherapy and the term "inferiority feeling." This, however 

brought into fashion the expression, "inferiority complex" that 

created confusion in the layman's mind. lt may be useful to 

say that a repressed inferiority feeling may be expressed by 

an overcompensated reaction that shows all the opposite. 

This has been translated by the known expression: "Let me 

know what you are bragging about and 1 will know what ma

kes you suffer." Let's hope, these comments may help to 

understand how genetics and environment may work to de

velop human behavior and the meaning of virtues in "hu

man nature." 

Man, could be taken as a good example of Bohr's 

Principie of Complementarity: Contraria non contradictoria 

sed complementa sunt." 

Opposite concepts are not necessarily contradictory 

and complement each other. 

Man stands in the middle of vice and vi rtue; between 

weakness and temperance, with a brain able to separate 

time from the continuum spacetime of physics, to project an 

exclusive image of the universe, that exists just for him and 

because of him. 
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Blaise Pascal, (1623-1662) French mathematician, 

physicist and religious philosopher, founder of the theory of 

probabilities, said that human beings live their lives midway 

between the infinitely large and the infinitely small, mean

ing that man is nothing in comparison to the infinite, and 

everything in comparison to the infinitesimal; a mean point 

between everything and nothing. "Man is but a reed" he said, 

"but a thinking reed." 

Although we may never know whether somewhere 

else in the universe, anot~er process, similar to what we call 

lite, has developed with a mechanism equivalent to evolu

tion, so far, only the human brain has the power to separate 

time as a fourth dimension with which our exclusive notion of 

past, present and future is obtained. But, as it was already 

mentioned in the lntroduction of this book, sometimes, our 

marvelous brain cannot prevent that we behave as the most 

irrational of all creatures. Man is the greatest predator on the 

planet, responsible for the extinction of many species and, 

one day, he could provoke his own extermination. 

With an extraordinary immunological system he is, 

already, intending to colonize other worlds, but he, persisten

tly, shows his incapacity to preserve the one in which he ca

rne into being. He is convinced that he is the only conscious 

observer of the Creation and believes his presence in the 

universe has a special meaning, which . he . relates to God. 

But, as it was beautifully expressed by Lucretius, since man 

learned there is an eternity befare his birth and another after 
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his death, he knows how ephemeral his existence really is, 

and he has not been able to cope with it. His fear of death 

produces anxiety and other forms of neurosis and intending 

to escape, he has invented lite after death, with resurrection 

and reincarnation. He created gods and attributed them the 

immortality he wanted for himself. He built pyramids, and 

statues and has even pretended to be a god. But he usually 

fails when he has to tace the reality ~f his final moments. The 

more, if he has not been a virtuous man. Contrariwise, those 

who found happiness in their own wisdom, devoted to 

justice and immersed in the serenity of their inner lives are 

not afraid to die. 

Unfortunately, to be a virtuous man is a very rar~ pri

vilege. Many great scientists, artists and religious leaders, 

have been preved responsible for non virtuous acts. 

The convergence of virtues and vices is a dominant 

characteristic of human nature. 

Leonardo, Luther, Giordano Bruno, Galileo, New

ton, Darwin, Schródinger, and many others could be taken 

as examples. 

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), is one of the great

est models of privileged intellect in the history of mankind. 

He was, indeed, "the personification of the belief in the native 

genius of man" and the highest representation of the Re

naissance. He accumulated an almost incredible amount of 

knowledge and wrote befare Copernicus: "The sun does not 

move." He transformed the art of painting, invented machines 
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that would work in the future and was the discoverer of many 

secrets of nature that no one had been able to see befare 

him. However, he had no wisdom nor temperance and was 

. all but a virtuous man. Leonardo was one astonishing and 

exceptional product of our complex human nature. 

Martin Luther, (1483-1546) , was the driving force of 

the Reformation. With a firm belief in the rightness of his pur

poses, he changed the world's way of living, forever. Early in 

his lite, he had an inner struggle between his big Ego and his 

search for faith that induced him to be a penitent. lt is known 

by his own statement, that he was "struck by the omnipresent 

hand of God when he took refuge from a thunderstorm in the 

countryside." He joined the Augustinian order of hermit 

monks, was ordained a priest and continued with his theo

logical studi·es. In 151 O, he made a trip to Rome and climbed 

the steps of St. Peter's on his knees; but the immoral lite of 

the priests and cardinals, with their cynical attitude to the 

church's rite they themselves performed, shocked him. As it 

was mentioned befare, on Oct. 31, 1517, the eve of All Sa

int's Day, he made public his act of protestation at Wittem

berg. He received support from German nationalists and 

humanists including Erasmus. However, most of non German 

humanists turned their backs on him, later pn. The German 

princes, put their military and economical power to back him 

as a leader, but eventually they were the authority and he 

had to please them. During the infamous Peasants' Revolt, in 

1526, over 100,000 peasants were killed after Luther advis-
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ed the princes to "exterminate, slay; let whoever has the po

wer use it." Therefore, Luther, in spite of his religious image, 

is not the best example of a virtuous man. No wonder his per

sonal relations with Erasmus ended so sourly. 

Desiderius Erasmus (1469-1536), recognized as the 

greatest European scholar of his time and better known as 

Erasmus of Rotterdam, was the second illegitimate son of a 

priest and the daughter of a physician. He became an Au

gustinian monk at age 21, but soon after he was expressing 

his disgust about the monastic lite and the false pretension of 

Christianity inside the Catholic Church. He insisted in look

ing for real Christianity in the classic works of the Greeks and 

learned their language with that purpose. Once, reading 

Cicero and other moralists, he was carried away: "A heathen 

wrote this to a heathen, and yet his moral principies have 

justice, sanctity, truth, fidelity to nature, nothing false or care

less in them ... When 1 read certain passages of these great 

men 1 can hardly refrain from saying, St. Socrates, pray for 

me." 

He was a great traveler from northern Europe to ltaly 

and England. While in Rome he showed total disregard for 

the art of the great painters. His emotional sphere seemed 

unrnov;ed in that direction as it was his sensuality, as well. 

His sharp sense for $atiric writing can be appreciated in his 

famous book, The Praise of Folly, in which he attacks the for

malism of churchmen and the greed and stupidity of monks. 

Erasmus conceived this work while he was crossing the Alps 
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and it took him a week to write it, in Engiand, during a visit to 

his dearest friend, Thomas More. He was a humanist who 

believed in the goodness of man, in justice, peace and free

dom. His work inspired Luther and Calvin, but they could not 

appreciate his wisdom and prudence. Once, Luther wrote 

him a letter asking for his support and calling himself, brother 

in Christ. Erasmus' answer was smooth but clearly negative: 

"Dearest brother in Christ, your epistle showing the keenness 

of your mind and breathing a Christian spirit, was most ple

asant. 1 cannot tell you what a commotion your books are rai

sing here (he was at Louvain). These men cannot be by any 

means disabused of the suspicion that your works are written 

by my aid and that 1 am, as they call it, the standard-bearer of 

your party ... I have testified to them that you are entirely un

known to me, that 1 have not read your books and neither 

approve nor disapprove anything ... 1 try to keep neutral, so as 

to help the reviva! of learning as muchas 1 can. And it seems 

to me that more is accomplished by civil modesty than by im

petuosity ." 

Erasmus was very much concerned with the possi

biHty of a violent confrontation between Luther and the Ca

tholic Church, that could destroy the intellectual advances 

obtained by the humanists. Eventually, Luther was declared 

heretic by a papal bulla and he burned the bulla in public. He 

went in hiding and many people believed ·he was dead. 

Erasmus, insisting on his intended peaceful position, com

mented: "All men have not strength for martyrdom." 
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But it was not only his temperament which made 

Erasmus keep away from Luther. He found Luther's opinions 

more and more disgusting. Finally, he was torced to write a 

book against Luther and he selected the topic of Free Will, 

because it could allow him to disagree without using harder 

terms. But Luther answered in such a way that Erasmus, 

finally, decided to speak his mind out and wrote the follow

ing: "Your letter was delivered to me late and had it come on 
f 

time it would not have moved me ... The whole world knows 

your nature, according to which you have guided your pen 

against no one more bitterly and, what is more detestable, 

mpre maliciously than against me ... The same admirable 

ferocity which you formerly used against Cochlaeus and 

against Fisher, who provoked you to it by reviling, you now 

use against my book in spite of its courtesy. How so your 

scurrilous charges that 1 am an atheist, an Epicurean, and a 

skeptic help the argument? lt terribly pains me, as it must all 

good men, that your arrogant, insolent, rebellious nature has 

set the world in arms .. You treat the Evangelic cause so as to 

confound together all things sacred and profane as if it were 

your chief aim to prevent the tempest from ever becoming 

calm, while it is my greatest desire that it should die down ... 1 

should wish you a better disposition were you not so 

marvelously satisfied with the one you have. Wish me any 

curse you will except your temper, unless the Lord change it 

for you." In the meantime, Erasmus failed in mollifying the 

Catholic Church; he had to leave the University of Louvain to 
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go to Switzerland.He was accused of "having laid the eggs 

which Luther hatched" although he protested that he "laid 

a hen's egg but Luther hatched a bird of a different breed." 

The Praise of Folly was placed in the index of forbidden 

books; the work on the New Testament was expurgated and 

Erasmus was condemned as "an impious heretic." 

Today Luther's work is recognized at all levels of 

mankind, notwithstanding his non virtuous character; while 

Erasmus, being an example of wisdom and prudence, is only 

known by a minority of people who have a high education. 

However, we should pray that this country may find many 

Erasmus, successfully preaching moderation. 

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600). His real name was 

Filipo Bruno, but later on, because he was born in the city of 

Nola, near Naples, he was called 11 Nolano. Philosopher, 

astronomer, mathematician, early humanist and occultist. He 

introduced the theory of the infinite universe and the mul

tiplicity of worlds in which he rejected the traditional geo

centric criteria and intuitively went beyond the Copernican 

heliocentric theory, which still maintained a finite universe 

with a sphere of fixed stars. He anticipated Galileo by main

taining that the Bible should be followed for its moral teach

ing but not for its astronomical implications. 

He entered in 1565 the Dominican convent of San 

Domenico Maggiore in Naples and assumed the name 

Giordano. Because of his unorthodox attitudes, he was soon· 

suspected of heresy. 
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However, he was ordained as a priest in 1572. A 

trial fo r heresy was prepared against him and he fled to 

Aome in 1576, where he was unjustly accused of a murder. 

He abandoned the Dominican Order and went to Geneva in 

1578 and earned his living by proofreading. Formally em

braced Calvinism but soon found out that this Church was as 

intolerant as the Spanish lnquisition. 

He moved to France and was appointed by the King, 

as "lecteur royaux." 

In 1583, he went to London and wrote about his the

ory of the universe. Eventually he had to return to France 

where the polit ical environment had changed and soon he 

entered into a polemic and had to leave París. 

In 1591, he went back to ltaly, invited by Giovanni 

Mocenigo, a Venetian patrician. He looked far an academic 

platform to project his theories and intended to obtain the 

chair of mathemat.ics at the University of Padua, but the va

cancy was offered to Galileo in 1592. He returned to Venice, 

but somehow, Mocenigo was disappointed by his prívate 

lessons and resentful of Bruno's intention to go back to 

Frankfurt, denounced him, in May 1592, to the Venetian 

lnquisition for his heretical theories. He was arrested and 

tried. Later on, the Aoman lnquisition demanded his extra

dition and on Jan. 27, 1593 he entered the jail of the Roman 

palace of the Sant'Ufficio (Holy Office) . His tria! !asted seven 

years and finally he was sentenced as an impenitent and 

pertinacious heretic. 
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On Feb. 8, 1600, when the death sentence was for

mally read to him, he addressed his judges saying: "Perhaps 

your fear in passing judgment on me is greater than mine in 

receiving it." 

He was burned alive in the Campo de'Fiori with his 

tongue in a gag. His theories influenced 17th century scien

tific and philosophical thinking and sine e the 18th century, 

have been absorbed by many modern philosophers. Gior

dano Bruno has been a symbol of freedom of thought and 

inspired the European liberal movements of the 19th century. 

His cosmological vision anticipated sorne fundamental as

pects of the modern conception of the universe and his ethi

cal ideas appeal to modern humanistic activism. 

Galileo (1564-1642), one of the greatest scientists in 

history, was a difficult person. He was described, at times, as 

selfish, arrogant, nasty, dishonest and opportunist . He pre

sented himself as the inventor of the telescope, until it was 

known that the credit belonged to Dutch craftsmen. 

He never offered Kepler one of his instruments while 

he gifted them to rich people without any scientific interest, 

looking for retributions and favors. Galileo treated Kepler dis

dainfylly, notwithstanding, the latter could have been a great 

help to support his ideas. 

Isaac Newton (1642-1727). On different occasions, it 

has been scrutinized who should be acknowladged as the 

first scientist in human history. Almost regularly, the results 

will have Newton first and Einstein second, or else, Einstein 
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first and Newton second. However, Newton was an egocen

tric, distrustful paranoid, with a-·tendency to fall into very deep 

depressions. More than once, h.e wrote offensive and defa

matory letters to his best friends. He discovered calculus si

multaneously with Leibniz, but he invented an esoteric sys

tem of notation in arder to prevent other people from taking 

advantage of his discovery. Consequently, England was left 

behind, as continental Europe went ahead with the help of 

Leibniz method. He believed in occultism, disliked music, 

paintings, sculptures and even poetry. He scornfully rejected 

interviews to men like Franklin (although he was still very 

young at the moment) and Voltai re. He never knew love and 

probably died virgin. 
-

Newton. was, really';;an unpleasant person. 

Aldous Huxley said : "Newton, as a man was a fail

ure, but as a monster, was magnificent." 

Charles Darwin (1809-1882) is introduced as a very 

special case. The· word,' vice, seems to be out of context 

regarding his personality. 81..Jt he showed the instinctive ani

mal reaction that we have encoded in our DNA, when he had 

to tace the possibility of forfeiting the paternity of his beloved 

theory on natural selection. Alfred Russel Wallace had sent 

him a letter in which he enclosed a paper ready for publi

shing. Darwin was astonished when he read it . That paper 

contained, practically, all the ideas he had developed during 

two decades. Being a gentleman he could not act, consciou

sly, in an improper way. But he was unable to accept the fact 
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that someone else, could take from him, the credit he thought 

he deserved. However, although he had worked so hard and 

for so long on those ideas he had never found the courage to 

publish the theory because of the expected reaction of the 

establishment, the religious condemnation and even the re

proach from his own wife. Perhaps, if Wallace had not sent 

him that disturbing letter, he would have imitated Copernicus 

and would have kept silent until the last minutes of his lite. 

Pretending to be neutral in such a difficult situation, he pre

sented the problem to his good friends, Charles Lyell and 

Thomas Huxley and asked them to find a solution. He was 

really asking them to save him. But he had to deceive him

self, as not being a participant in their decision. However, 

how could they ever act against the interest of a good friend 

to favor an unknown competitor? He knew that whatever 

they would decide had to please him. 

Allow me to quote from Robert Wright's already men

tioned book "The Moral Animal," the following: "lt is true that 

Darwin was as gentle, humane, and decent a man as you 

can reasonably hope to find on this planet. But it is also true 

that he was fundameritally no different from the rest of us. 

Even Charles Darwin was an animal." " ... Beneath Darwin's 

pangs of conscience lay moral positioning. Beneath his reve

rence for men of accomplishment lay social climbing. BEJle-
/ 

ath his painfully recurring self doubts lay a fevered defense 

against social assault. Beneath his sympathy toward friends 

lay sawy political alliance. What an animal!" 
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This example shows how easily we can deceive 

ourselves when we wish to keep a honorable position inten

ding, at the same time, to defend our personal interest. 

Erwin Schrodinger (1887-1961 ), was a brilliant 

scientist; his equations were of first importance in the deve

lopment of Quantum Mechanics. But his morals and ethical 

values were far from acceptable. Wherever he was invited, 

he shamelessly exhibited his mistress and demanded she 

receive the treatment of a legitimate wife. He had no scru

ples to show off love affairs with the wives of his close fri

ends. On one occasion he organized an international press 

conference to make public sorne pretended discoveries, with 

which, he claimed to have refuted Einstein's ideas. But the 

whole thing was just trickery to get sorne needed econo

mical support for his academic program. Obviously, these 

episodes show that scientists are human beings with great 

intellectual faculties, but able to. exhibit the fragility of our 

human nature. Notwithstanding, they are, as a rule, respect

ful of truth in their search for knowledge and when they are 

conscious of their human weakness they do much better 

than those who, a priori, disregard the value of truth, scien

tific or otherwise, and shamelessly introduce misleading and 

spurious arguments to obtain personal benefits. 

Although, keeping a distance, 1 have included the 

case of Kary Mullís, as an example of the scientific innovator, 

left behind, unable to follow up the advancements derived 

from his own discovery. 
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Mullis spent the first week of August observing Dr. 

John Gerdes' testimony during the Simpson trial. He exhibi

ted his peculiar demeanor, smiled and waved hi"s hands to 

the TV camera. He had been announced as a ~itness for the 

defensa, but eventually his náme was dropped from the list. 

Obviously, they did not want to take the risk of his presen

tation. Mullis devised what has been called, polymerase 

chain reaction, (PCR) which represents a great achievement 

in the study of genetic material. He received a share of the 

1993 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, together with Michael Smith. 

But, Mullis, is a rather controversia! person inside the scien

tific world and outside, as well. For instance, he denies the 

importance of HIV virus in the etiology of AIDS and he has 

had a very dissolute life. Among other things, he was ex

posed as a frequent user of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), 

which is a powerful hallucinogen with deleterious effects on 

the brain. Schizoid and psychotic crisis may appear even af

ter the drug has been suspended. 

In the heat of legal debates during the Simpson trial, 

the prosecution minimized the value of his opinion because 

of his way of living. The possibility of cerebral damage dueto 

frequent use of LSD and other toxic substances has been 

mentioned to assume that his brain may not be working to

day as it worked three years ago. 

On the other hand, the defensa claimed that his be

havior could not take away the merits of his Nobel Prize and 

insisted he should be accepted as the main authority. on PCR 
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because of paternity rights. This attitude, however, shows 

lack of knowledge. To my mind, he deserves recognition and 

even gratitude for the benefits the scientific world has ob

tained from his work. He will. be, forever, the pioneer. How

ever other researchers in the same field have added new 

knowledge, expanding the horizons of his discovery and they 

should receive credit for their contributions. 

Nevertheless, it must be established, that there have 

been more important examples in the history of science, in 

which the authors of transcendent works were unable to fol

low the steps o( those that carne after them and pushed for

ward their original ideas. 

That happened with Max Planck, Albert Einstein and 

Ntels Bohr, as protagonists, in the fascinating evolution of 

Quantum Mechanics and Quantum Electro Dynamics. This 

is, indeed, a beautiful story. lts meaning is such, that it cannot 

be compared with the above mentioned example. 

lt will be presentad, soon after, with moderate scope. 
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SCIENCE 

To say that science is an important factor in our way 

of living, is an understatement. However many people are 

unaware of all its meanings. Moreover, U1e enormous diffe

rence in personality traits, between scientists and persons 

dedicated to other important human activities, must be taken 

into account to understand the actual hierarchy of values re

lated to the previously mentioned Econocracy. 

Most scientists are obsessed by the pursuit of truth 

and their dream is to learn the secrets of nature. They are a 

rather peculiar breed that, very often, consider moneymaking 

a secondary issue. 

Many studerits, on selecting their major subjects, shy 

away from mathematics, physics and chemistry and become 

well educated and successful in other activities, but they re

sent science. Unfortunately, the main reason to maintain this 

attitude is their limitation to cope with the rigorous disciplines 

of science. Science is universal, impersonal and detached 

from banal issues. 

Science and technology have been fundamental in 

the development of America's economical power. But the 

fast growing commercial activities, the proliferation Of big en

terprises, corpo.rations, insurance companies, the interaction 

between the many financia! entities, including international 

commerce and the participation of the government's Interna! 

Revenue, made necessary a system of regulations and many 

complicated legal mechanisms. 



Science 

Lawyers were needed everywhere and, as a result, 

this country with about 5% of the world's population has 

close to 40% of the lawyers practicing in the planet. They 

represent the most powerful profession with 866,000 mem

bers of the Bar in the U.S.A.They make the laws and, it is no 

wonder, they protect themselves and the many privileges of 

their lucrative profession. 

The cover of "U.S. News and World Report" magazi

ne, of January 30 1995, had the image of Justice being eaten 

by rats. There was a title in black letters that read: "How law

yers abuse the Law" and another in red letters: "The death of 

common sense in America." 

They mention Professor Lester Brickman, of Car

dozo School of Law,--in New York who argues that "Ameri

cans are furious.that law has assumed an all-prevailing role 

in society, and they sense that 'enormous amount of outright 

fraud are committed by lawyers.' The legal system for all its 

w·orthy principies and for the good it does in safe-guarding 

American rights and righting wrongs is out of whack in ways 

far worse than even conventional wisdom has it." 

Lawyers have transformed many important aspects 

of the American way of living. For instance, years ago, a phy

sician was relatively independent, respected, and admired. 

The practice of medicine used to be one of the most grati

fying human endeavors, dedicated to health care, to prevent 
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unnecessary sutfering and, when possible, to defeat death . .. ~ - ·. 

There was a very especial rela1ionship between physicians 
.,r 

and patients that, at many times, lasted for several genera-

tions. Love and compassion used to be the heart and soul of 

the medical profession. Not many physicians became rich, 

but nothing else would allow one person to accumulate so 

much love and atfection in a lite time. 

Regretfully, such praise worthy conditions have dis

appeared. Today, although medicine has obtained undenia

ble benefits from science and technology, it has lost a great 

deal of its human flavor. Only big institutions can atford the 

very ~xpensive equipment necessary to apply modern tech

nology in medicine. Because of that, physicians have relin

qui~hed their independence. They are, practically slaves, 

working for a financia! monster with board of directors inte

grated by lawyers. 

The malpractice and health insurance, also mana

ged by lawyers, destroyed the symbolism of medicine and 

changed its spiritual value into unpleasant business. lt is 

difficult to explain the moral and physical detrimental effect 

that a man who loves his profession feels, when he receives 

an unexpected and undeserved malpractice accusation. The 

more when it comes from a patient that he deeply cares for. 

But that patient acted because his lawyer put the idea of 

profit in his mind and made malpractice arraignment. 
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lt is well known that sorne physicians deserve to be 

charged with malpractice, but lite was less unpleasant be

fo_re these legal accusations became fashionable. The recent 

notorious case of New York City's lawyer Morris Eisen and 

his associates, "having potholes enlarged with pickax to bol

ster personal injury claims, has been taken as an example of 

the part that lawyers play in fomenting bad or even fraudulent 

litigations for th,eir own profit which ranges from subtle to 

flagrant, from billing for dubious items or coaching witnesses 

to dramatize their injuries." 

The participation of lawyers in serious public health 

problems has been pointed out in the Editorial page of the 

Journal of the American Medical Association of July 19, 

1995, under the title:The Brown and Williamson Documents, 

from which we quote: 'There is a massive body of evidence, 

derived from many scientific disciplines, that tobacco is ad

dictive and kills smokers. Up to half of those who continue to 

smoke cigarettes will die prematurely from diseases caused 

by smoking, half of these deaths occurring in middle age." 

. "Peto et al have calculated that of the 1 .25 billion pe

ople now living in developed countries, 250 million will, if 

present tobacco consumption patterns are rhaintained, die 

from tobacco. With 3 million deaths worldwide each year cur

rently due to tobacco use, the consequences of tobacco to 

the public health have been, and will continue to be, stagge-
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ring, and the importance of bringing this hazard under control 

is correspondingly great." "Stanton A. Glantz Ph.D., professor 

of medicine in the Division of Cardiology at the University of 

California, San Francisco, and a scholar interested in the 

field of tobacco and public health, has accumulated thou

sands of pages covering a 30 year period from the Brown 

and Williamson Tobacco Corporation (B&W) and its parent 

company, the British American Tobacco Company (now BAT 

Industries)." Different sources have added similar amounts of 

important information. The following statement is taken from 

the Editorial: 

"That research conducted by tobacco companies into 

the deleterious health effects of tobacco was often more 

advanced and sophi.sticated than studies by the medical 

communities." 

"That executives at B&W knew early on that tobac

co use was harmful and that nicotine was addictive and 

debated whether to make the research public." 

"That the industry decided to conceal the truth from 

the public." 

"That the industry hid their research from the 

courts by sending the data through their legal de

partments, their lawyers asserting the results were 

immune to disclosure in litigation because they we

re the privileged product of the lawyer-client relati-
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onship and that despite their knowledge to the con

trary, the industry's public position was (and con

tinues to be) that the link between smoking and ill 

health was not proven, that they were dedicated to 

determining whether there was such a link and re

vealing this to the public, and that nicotine was not 

addictive." 

lt is obvious that even the possibility of endangering 

the lives of millions does not stop the greed of big business 

nor the help provided by tortuous legal procedures and 

corrupted legislation. 

Gerry Spence presented in a brilliant and courage

ous TV program, the names of Congressmen, Senators and 

politicians that have received thousands of dollars from the 

tobacco companies. These monsters have a pay roll of ma

ny millions to be used against the creation of inconvenient 

laws. Spence exposed what he called a conspiracy be-

;~- tween lawmakers and tobacco industries to perpetrate a 

genocide at universal levels. To guarantee an increasing 

amount of consumers, these horrible pushers have pro

gramed the induction of our children into the deadly tobacco 

addictíon. Tobacco kills more people than AIDS, cocaine, 

heroine, and automobile accidents put together. 

The disarray of our hierarchy of values based on 

money is horrendous. 
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When people with high education, in positions of po

wer and supposed to be responsible for the welfare of the 

country, as politicians, lawyers, physicians and other pro

fessionals disregard the most elemental principies of decen

cy to grab dirty money, what can you expect from the poor 

and i.gnorant? 

The income of a ball· player, sometimes with poor 

education and using drugs is astronomical; a boxer with a 

criminal record, just getting out of jail, received the incrediblé 

amount of $25,000,000 to fight for 89 seconds. In a second 

fight he obtained $30,000,000 and complained because he 

had not received what he deserved. 

To make things even more painful, scientists and 

philosophers are really underrated and very often are not 

taken into account. Many scholars in the highest academic 

position and Nobel Prize winners together, can never get 

close to such incomes. Of course, it is inconceivable to 

attract thousands of fans at a ball park or arena to see a 

scientist writing equations. However, mankind benefits from 

them, much more than many people can imagine. 

lf Americans enjoy such a high standard ·Of living 

which allows them to spend millions and millions of dollars 

on leisure, entertainment and drugs, it is due to the many 

scientific and technological contributions which are taken for 

granted by the public. 
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Although, science in itself, is closely related to virtue 

it has been, at the same time, an important factor to maintain 

the sins of Econocracy. Mammoth corporations have pervert

ed , the positive feed back between science, technology and 

economical development and have produced a negative 

influence in modern societies. As a result, the many contro

versia! aspects regarding the meaning of science, throughout 

history, are still alive in this marvelous 20th Century. The 

general public and many people with high academic status, 

do not have a clear view of the intendment of science. 

Science and Religion. 

Science and religion have been historically con

sidered as antagonistic to each other. Just to give sorne 

examples, it is worthwhile to take a glance at the lives of 

Copernicus, Giordano Bruno and Galileo. Even today, in the 

western civilization, science, humanities and religion can on

ly be reconciled, at a high level of education. Many scientific 

authorities have declared that the more science advances 

the greater is the necessity of God. 

The best example to explain the role of authority is 

Aristotle. His name gravitated in such a way over human 

thoughts that, science, philosophy and religion were related 

to his words. lt has been mentioned before, that Aquinas 

intended to reconcile Christianity to Aristotle, Maimonides did 

the same with Judaism and Averroes with Islam. 
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Aristotle's influence was so dominating that it pre

vented the advance of science for millenniums. For instance, 

his opposition to Democritus and the conception of the atom, 

retarded, until recently, the introduction of such powerful ide

as, accepted today as fundamental in the structure of the 

universe. However, that does not mean, that any claim may 

tarnish Aristotle's colossal image. 

In modern times, after the theory of relativity was 

confirmed, Rabbi Reubenstein, sent Einstein a telegram with 

a prepaid answer, asking whether he believed in God. He 

responded:"! believe in Spinoza's God who reveals himself 

in the harmony Gf all that exists, not in a God who concerns 

himself with the tate and actions of men." 

That is, without any doubt, a deeply religious answer 

and many scientific oriented people would accept it as their 

own, but, probably, many religious fanatics will not be satis

fied with such a God. 

lt is worth mentioning, Paul Davies, an Australian 

physicist, professor of natural philosophy at the University of 

Adelaide and author of more than 20 books, including "God 

and the New Physics" (1983) ; "The Mind of God;'(1992) and 

"The Last Three Minutes," (1994). 

On receiving the $1,000,000 Templeton Prize for 

Progress in Religion he said: "The prize is a recognition to 

my belief that scientific research illuminates theological issu-
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es, and that no religion that ignores these advances can re

main credible." "By affirming that science and religion can 

engage in a constructive dialogue, the Templeton Prize ser

ves to remove one of the abiding myths of our age: that sci

ence is dehumanizing and that scientists peddle a message 

of despair." "I for one will continue to teach my message of 

hope." 

In the U.S.A., science has obtained an enormous de

velopment while religion has obviously declined. The predo

minant economical interest in the American way of living, has 

reduced sorne "Christian" churches to profitable businesses, 

with infamous preachers living in luxury and traveling in prí

vate jets. Sorne have been convicted of enormous frauds 

against their followers, others have been protagonists of 

scandals with prostitutes and sorne have been accused of 

sexual n1olestation of children. Nowadays, the religious 

marketers have become a rising force in American society 

who say, churches are too sanctimonious and poor compe

titors against popular culture.The Rev. Tom Slack has said: 

"The churches are starting to use marketing language, and 

they are using it unashamedly ... People who don't get out 

there and sell it don't get the constituencies." In one ad there 

is a picture of Elvis Presley and the image of Christ side by 

side and it reads: "E/vis may have risen to the top of the bill

bóard charts, but it is Jesus who rose from the dead. Join us 
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this Sunday as we celebrate his resurrection and the gift of 

ever/asting lite." No wonder, religion has declined in the 

United States. 

Israel is a country with the deepest religious founda

tions and yet, at the same time, it has emerged as a scientific 

power. To say that religion plays an important part in every 

public and prívate aspect of lite in Israel, is an understate

ment and, at the same time, its scientific development may 

be represented, among other things, by the capacity to use. 

nuclear energy and to put artificial satellites in orbit. 

In lslamic countries the presence of religion is over

whelming while science has been left behind. Therefore, it 

seems reasonable to admit that regarding the equilibrium 

between science and religion, Israel, has been able to 

preserve this privileged position much better than the United 

States of America and Muslim countries. 

One of the marvelous things about science is to 

see people with different nationalities, races and religions, 

all working together in the search for truth, without thinking 

of making a profit. That was accomplished by Neils Bohr, in 

Copenhagen, when he introduceá the foundation for Quan

tum Mechanics. Great men, sorne extremely young, carne 

from everywhere; inspired with much higher values than 

money and changed the whole universe, forever. 
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The story of the Quantum. 

Just about a century ago, Lord Rayleigh, a very meti

_culous English physicist, worked out an equation which 

showed, exactly, that the radiation emitted by a black body 

augmented steadily as frequencies increased. 

However, in actual practice, a frequency peak was 

reached, after which, in spite of producing higher frequen

cies, the quantity of radiation decreased again. Physicists 

referred to this prediction of the Rayleigh equation as the 

"Violet Catastrophe." See Appendix. 

The equation was worked out according to the best 

founded theoretical principies, but the catastrophe did not 

take place. No one could find a proper explanation until 

1899, when Max Planck, proposed that radiation ought to 

decrease as frequency decreased. He was able to work out 

an equat1on that described black body radiation very nicely, 

in the low frequency and in high frequency range, as well. 

But to do that, important innovations were necessary. 

First of all, energy was not radiated continuously, but 

in packages equivalent to "energy atoms." 

Those "atoms" had different sizes proportionally rela

ted to the frequencies. Since the issue was: How much 

energy did each atom contain? The "energy atom" was 

named, a quantum , which, in Latin, means, how much. 
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Planck presented, in 1900, the equation e=hv. Here 

e=energy, v=frequency of the radiation and h a constant of action 

that was named, after him, as Planck's constant. This was 

the starting po int of Modern Physics. 

In 1905, Albert Einstein, a hardly known theo

ret ical physicist, at age 26, took over Planck's revolu

tionary ideas with great enthusiasm and was able to explain 

the "photoelectric effect." Until then, it had not been possible 

to find such an explanation and because of that paper, 

Einstein received, irr 1921, the Nobel Prize, for Physics. 

As an incredible example of productivity, Einstein 

wrote in the same year of 1905, tour other papers, of which, 

the last two, contained what would be known as 'The Special 

Theory of Relativity." This Will be seen, again, later on. 

In the meantime, Planck was very concerned becau

se Einstein was pushing Quantum ideas much too far. He 

even regretted, to having written his theory and, in a letter he 

wrote on behalf of Einstein, claiming that the young physi

cist should be forgiven for his immature enthusiasm. To un

derstand Planck's worries, we must go back in history. lt so 

happens, that in the seventeenth century there was a sharp 

dispute concerning the nature of light. Christian Huyghens 

and his followers believed that light was a wave pheno

menon similar to sound. But Newton, whose name meant so 

much, believed it was a stream of very small and fast moving 
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particles. Different experiments supported each point of v1-

ew and in 1801, Thomas Young , an English physicist , ob

tained an image of "interference" that seemed to be quite 

convincing in tavor of the wave theory. 

Finally, in 1873, James Clerk Maxwell , developed h1s 

revered and untouchable equations, with which he unified 

Electricity and Magnetism. He predicted that electromagnetic 

waves could be generated in a laboratory and established 

that , in fact, light represents a little window of visible frequen

cies in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

In 1887, Heinrich Hertz confirmed his predictions and 

the industry of radio communication was born . . 

After this explanation, we can appreciate Planck's 

concern about Einstein's work. He did not want to have a 

confrontation with Maxwell's equations, but since Einstein 

treated :;ght as a stream of particles, he was running fast in 

that direction . lnteresting enough, Einstein himself, worship

ped Maxwell's equations, as well, but he was extremely self 

confident and a rebel. He would not dare say Maxwell was 

wrong, but he knew, he was right . Gilbert Lewis, in 1926, 

introduced the name photon for Einstein's light corpuscle. 

Eventually, Niels Bohr, offered an unexpected solu

tion: Light cou ld be both things, wave and parlicle, depen

ding on the experiment with which we observe it. This was a 

brill iant example of his already mentioned, Pri:iciple of Com-
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plementarity and one of the many anti intuitive ideas charac

teristic of Quantum Mechanics. lronically, Einstein treated 

Bohr in the scrme way Planck had treated him. He could not 

follow Bohr's steps in the development of Quantum Mecha

nics and Quantum El~ctrodynamics. They went in opposite 

directions in their search for truth till the end of thei r lives. 

Einstein was always looking for sfmple, elegant and har

monious equations to explain the secrets of nature. His ex· 

ceptional esthetic feelings could not accept a scientific the

ory without a rigid demonstration of an objective truth. 

The whole conception of quantum mechanics could 

not be reconciled with Einstein's perception of physical 

reality. 

The so called "Copenhagen lnterpretation" of QM, 

introduced by Niels Bohr and his followe~s. admitted 'no 

objectivity and its comer stone was the celebrated , Heisen

berg's Uncertainty Principie. 

lt should be explained, however, that there is no 

such thing as a written , statement to define what is, indeed, 

the Copenhagen lnterpretation. 

lt so happens, that in the nineteen twenties Niels 

Bohr created, by disposition of the Danish Government, a 

scientific paradise at the Universitetets ln.stitut far Teoretisk 

Fysik, (today named Bohr's lnstitut) under the Royal Oanish 

Academy of Science. 
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Scientists from all over the world carne to study un

der the guidance of Niels Bohr and it may be pointed out, as 

an amenable detail, that many of the students enjoyed 

fellowships sponsored by the Carlsberg Brewery. 

From George Gamow's evergreen book, Thirty Ye

ars that Shook Physics, the following: "Bohr's lnstitute quic

kly became the world center of quantum physics, and to pa

raphrase the old Romans, 'all roads led to Blegdamsvej 17.' 

... "Many theoretical physicists from Euro pe and America 

went to Copenhagen far a year, two years or more and then 

returned again and again. In the later years: P.A.M. Dirac and 

N.F. Mott from England; H.A. Kramers and H. Cas.imir from 

Holland; Wolfgang Pauli, Werner Heisenberg , M. Delbrück 

and Carl Weizsacker from Germany; L.Rosenfeld from 

Belgium; S. Rosseland from Norway; O. Klein from Sweden; 

George Gamow and L. Landau from Russia;R.D. Tolman, 

J.C. Slater and J. Robert Oppenheimer from the U.S.A.; Y Ni

shina from Japan, etc . One of the more colorful visitors was 

Paul Ehrenfest, a professor at the University of Leyden, born 

in Vienna 1880, etc . etc." 

Bohr postulated that science can only intend to offer 

reasonable subjective explanations of nature but will never 

explain nature itself. In any scientific experiment the observer 

has to be considered as a determinant fact or invo lved in the 

obtained result. 
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Since then, it was understood that it is not possible 

to obtain an objective truth. According to the Copenhagen 

lnterpretation, the microscopic properties of a quantum par

ticle must be viewed against the total macroscopic context. 

Bohr insisted that In the quantum world two distant 

but correlated accomplice particles, subjected to measure

ments, forms an inseparable part of the quantum system. 

There is an implicit and inviolable " quantum wholeness" 

Although no direct signal or influence can travel be

tween A and B, that does not mean, according to Bohr, that 

you can ignore measurements carried out on B when dis

cussing the circumstances of A. So, although no actual phy

sical force is transmitted between A and B, they seem to 

cooperate in their behavior in a sort of conspiracy. 

Einstein compared Bohr's explanation with a "ghostly 

action at a distance." He wanted his objective reality to be 

localized on each particle, and it was this locality that was 

eventually to bring his ideas into conflict with quantum me

chanics. 

To expand the horizons of the scientific world intro

ducing new paradigms, rigid scientific rules must be taken 

into account, new sophisticated equipment which allows 

confirmative methods are necessary and a constant renova

tion of the scientific lexicon to explain the emerging new 

ideas. 
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After the Bell's Theorem (John Bell 1965), A. Aspect , 

J. Dalibard and G. Roger published in Physical Review 

Letters (1982), a definite solution to the problem. Modern 

technology allowed them to prove, experimentally, that Bohr 

was right. See Appendix. 

DNA and Enzymes. 

The li fe carrier molecules. 

The layman will have difficulties to understand this 

subject since it requires, at least, sorne knowledge about 

biochemistry, physiology, molecular biology, genetics, sta

tistics, etc. 

Even the most elemental introduction, will demons

trate that he, the layman, should not have the last word 

regarding this type of scientific evidence in the courtroom. 

lt see ms advisable to start with sorne basic concepts 

about the chemical structure of common organic compounds 

befare presenting DNA. The chemistry of living organisms 

(organic chemistry or chemistry of Garban) includes carbo

hydrates (sugars and starches) lipids (fats and oils) , proteins 

and nucleic acids. 

Sugars, starches and fats contain Carbon, Hydrogen 

and Oxygen. Compared to proteins and nucleic acids, they 

are much simpler compounds that provide tlle necessary 

energy for the cells to perform their functions. Proteins repre

sent almost the whole cellular body (Cytoplasm), also con-
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tain Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen, plus Nitrogen and, very 

often, Sulfur and other elements. They are very big molecu

les (macromolecules), formed by long twisted chains folded 

many times. Occasionally they may take a globular aspect. 

The links of the chain consist in smaller molecules, named 

aminoacids. In total, 20 difterent amino acids are involved. 

There are various types ot proteins, but the most im

portant and, at the same time, more numerous, are the en

zymes.These are natural catalysts that control all the different 

biochemical reactions that make lite possible. There are im

portant ditterences between combustion in general and the 

same process with the participation of enzymatic activity. lf 

we take a piece ot sugar cane to make tire, we will obtain 

heat and flames. Combustion means oxidation, which in this 

case, is the combination ot oxygen with sugar. But when we 

eat sugar, oxidation takes place in a very different way due 

to enzymatic control, with which, there is a step by step pro

cess that allows the cell to use the energy, slowly and selec

tively. Sorne intermediary products are formed and they will 

combine with other molecules to perform other tunctions. 

We will find enzymatic activity working with other very 

different purposes. Urea, for instance, is a by product of pro

tein catabolism. One important chemical reaction, called hy

drolysis (destruction by water), talces place to break urea's 

molecular structure. 
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lf you let hydrolysis happen by itself, it wi ll take a very 

long time. But with the participation of an enzyme (urease) 

the hydrolysis of urea is accelerated 1014 fold (which means 

one hundred million of millions). Other enzymes produce 

acce leration 1020 fold and even higher. 

Among the main characteristics of enzymatic activity, 

the following must be mentioned: 1. lts specificity and the 

Fischer's lock-and-key relationship between the enzyme and 

the substrate in the so-called "active site" of the enzyme's 

molecule . 2. The lack of chemical alteration of the enzyme 

during the process. 3. The enormous acceleration of the 

reaction without increasing the amount of energy in the 

system. 

There is no way for chemistry to explain the acce

leration of fi reaction billions of times, by the presence of a 

molecule that does not interact and stays unchanged during 

the process. lt is equal ly striking that such an enormous ac

celeration is not accompanied by any increase of energy in 

the system. However, since chemistry and quantum physics 

cannot be separated any longer, it is necessary to take 

another step further to look for an answer at subatomic level. 

The electron is the best known quantum particle and 

it is responsible for every chemical reaction. However, none 

of its physical properties can explain the enzymatic activity, 

either. lt seems obvious that this remarkable quantum parti-
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ele is able to exhibit unknown characteristics at the level of 

molecular biology. New research should be oriented to study 

the behavior of the electron in enzymatic reactions which are 

probably associated with a positive feed back and other 

situations frequently observed in the study of Chaos and 

Complexities. 1 presented a conceptual model of enzymatic 

activity based on these premises. lt was published in Spa

nish, by the Universidad Nacional Pedro Henriquez Ureña 

(UNPHU) in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. 

To conclude let's add that each enzyme is the product 

of a particular gene. DNA and RNA,originate inside the nu

cleus and consequently they have been named nucleic 

acids. They represent the genetic material. DNA, is a macro

molecule, although notas large as many proteins. lt is a dou

ble helix with two strands formed by separated pieces of tour 

different molecules named nucleotides. The strands are 

interconnected by·bridges that may be broken, leaving (with 

rare exceptional mistakes) two independent complementary 

offsprings. This is fundamental in obtaining perpetua! repro

duction and transmission of the molecule as each separated 

strand is able to reproduce the original IJNA.This is the 

essence of heredity. Different arrangements of the nucle-

. otides included in each DNA molecule will define the genetic 

make up of an organism or group named, the genotype, as 

distinguished from its physical appearance or phenotype. 
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Here, personal characteristics due to environmental influ

ence, will be found. The genotype is fundamental to esta

bli~h inherited traits by the transmission of genes contained 

in the DNA of each parent. As it was already mentioned, the 

molecular structure of the gene is included in DNA and each 

gene is responsible for the synthesis of an enzyme. 

Epigenet ic factors must be taken into account. For 

instance, the birds do not sing right after birth, they have to 
,· 

learn by imitating the adults. Ali th rs is telling us the 

importance of education and environmental COr;lditions as a 

complement to the inherited genetic factors. lt is worth repea

ting that the synthesis of each molecule of protein (above all, 

enzyme molecules) is performed by a gene. 

Ribozymes, are molecules of ribonucleic acids with 

enzymatic activity on other nucleic acids. They were disco

vered by Sidney Altman and Thomas Cech. Both obtained 

the Nobel Prize of Chemistry, in 1988. 

Since Kary Mullis introduced his technique, scientists 

could pick out a tiny DNA fragment from a complex brew of 

genetic material and repeatedly copy it, amplifying its amo

unt, enormously, in just a few hours. The procedure inciudes 

the use of special synthetic "primers" (short pieces of DNA 

tailored to bind the target DNA that is to be copied) and a 

bacterially derived enzyme (DNA polymerase), that can ass

emble new DNA from its nucleotides, whiie using the target 
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DNA as a template. The use of the PCR has been extended 

to different branches of scientific research beyond any pre

vious expectation. lf the fascinating . episodes presented in 

the Story of Quantum, are taken into account, the dispute 

about Mullis during the Simpson trial should be easily 

settled. There, we saw that much greater innovators were left 

behind in the development of their own ideas. 

Other awkward situations occurred during the trial, éiS 

the experts intended to e~plain the statistics about DNA and 

genotypes selectivity. The numbers presented on that occa

sion were so enormous that many people were reluctant to 

believe them. But scientists are constantly dealing with such 

numbers containing 20 and more digits. In astronomy, to re

duce the number of digits, distances must be expressed in 

light years, which means the space covered by light trave

ling at 300,000 km (equivalent to 186,282 miles) per second. 

The highest possible velocity in the universe. 

In subatomic physics, particles may travel at consi

derable percentages of the velocity of light and, as it was just 

mentioned, in biology, acceleration of enzymatic activity is 

expressed in similar figures. 

Therefore, it is no wonder if common people, cannot 

easily grasp its meanings. Consequently, their negative re

action ·regarding the mysteries of science, is .enhanced. 
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Science in the courtroom. 

Many lawyers would rather prefer to keep scientific 

e\;idence out of their landed property. To begin with, they do 

not understand much of the essential mechanisms involved 

in scientific arguments, which means, they are torced to re

linquish, at least, part of their authority in the hands of ex

perts. In response, sorne lawyers have intended to become, 

experts in different scientific fields, as it has been observed 

during the Simpson trial. However, this position creates for 

them, difficult situations, when they step beyond their know

ledge and are rebuffed by real scientists. Besides, scientific 

evidences create more problems for lawyers, because sci

ence is not vulnerable when attacked with sophistry. 

The only hope for the lawyer is that jurors be kept 

further away from the comprehension of the arduous scien

tific implications, allowing them, to create confusion and, as a 

result, to claim a doubt, that properly speaking, would only 

be an unreasonable doubt. Since the jury cannot appreciate 

what the debate is all about, a lawyer may ask, during cross 

examination, meaningless questions with great emphasis 

and body language, with which, he makes the jury believe 

that he is scoring important points to impeach the witness. 

And yet, to make it complete, a simple answer from the wit

ness, with no great meaning, either, is followed by a "Thank 

you," jumping, to give the false impression of "I got you." 
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As a result, we may hear, that a scientific evidence is 

good, only, if -the jury wants to accept it, without under

standing its real meaning. 

A common reaction from many lawyers is to mi

nimize the importance of any scientific evidence and, even, 

to show disbelief in scieí)ce. The great problem for these 

lawyers, is that in human history, nothing has been able to 

stop the advance of scientific knowledge. The Spanish lnqui

sition prosecuted, tortured and killed many scientists; simi

larly, we have already seen, the death of Servetus in the 

hands of Calvin; Hitler and Stalin, as it was seen when Ly

senko denied the role of inheritance, could not stop scientific 

progress in spite of their horrendous repressive systems. 

Forensic science is growing fast and because of this, 

the judicial system will need radical changes, more sooner 

than later, to improve the actual results obtained in criminal 

trials. lt is no eXCL!Se to say that the Simpson trial is an 

aberration and an exception to the rule because, usually, 

things do not happen as it has been exposed in this particu

lar case. lt is deplorable enough, to see that the judicial sys

tem allows such a prostitution of justice and ,to know that 

something similar has occurred in severa! high profile cases. 

Many lawyers repeat that this is the best judicial 

system in the world; that it has worked for two hundred years 

and it should be kept unchanged. 
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But in fact, it seems to work better for the lawyers 

than for society. As a rule, lawyers benefit from the accu

mulated failures. Let's accept, that in the past it was good for 

the defendant to be judged by his peers. But what does it 

mean, today, in this complex society, that the defendant 

should be judged by his peers? Who are my peers? 

Things that were good two hundred years ago, are 

not necessarily good today. lt is unreasonable, to keep a 

backward position , when the world has been so radically 

transformed by scientific knowledge. Who would prefer, to

day, to reject the computer to keep counting with his fingers? 

Life has changed in this century. Forensic science 

and high technology have invaded the courtroom with new 

concepts that are incomprehensible to the layman. 

The phrase so frequently formulated by lawyers: "I 

have fait:i in the jury system," should be taken, with benevo

lence, as wishful thinking translated into a self indulgent ex

pression. 

We need Faith to perceive God and to accept religio

us dogma. However, when dealing with terrene weaknesses, 

it seems advisable to depend on knowledge, prudence and 

wisdom. 

Is it prudent to put the highest power of the court of 

law in the hands of a group of people, that have been select

ed by specialists in jury behavior, psychologists and lawyers 
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looki11g for convenient bias? Should justice be in the hands 

of people that cannot understand the meaning of the most 

compelling evidence presented to them? 

In this regard, the debate about EDTA (ethylenedia

mine tetra acetate) in the Simpson trial, was as dramatic as 

the presentation of DNA testimonies. Famous trial lawyers 

and professors presentad as commentators in the excellent 

programs Rivera Live and Charles Grodin, accepted unani

mously their absolute lack pf understanding of the technical 

terminology used by R. Martz, the FBI agent who performed 

the EDTA tests on O.J.'s socks. 

Geraldo Rivera, presentad to the public part of the 

testimony, took his glasses off and looking towards the 

ceiling asked: Did any one of you understand a word? And 

everyone just laughed. 

But the tragic side of the story emerges when you 

ask: What happens to justice when the jurors are absolutely 

unable to understand the meaning of the most overwhelming 

evidence presentad to them in a horrible double murder? 

That is not a laughable matter, it may represent the 

difference between justice and injustice. 

lt would be enlightening if somewhere along their 

prized education, lawyers learned that the sovereign value 

of Science, Truth and Justice is indisputable. 
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Science, Truth and Justice. 
Voices inside the Judicial System. 
Thank Heaven, there are many honorable lawyers 

áedicated in good faith to the practice of law in pursuit of 

justice. But not all lawyers accept as their most sacred duty 

to protect not only the rights of a client, but the welfare of so

ciety, as well. For instance, Akhil Reed Amar, Vale Universi

ty law professor, said about the O.J. Simpson trial: "I am 

hoping the magnification of the case will help us see the 

architecture of the criminal system, and make us see if it is as 

good as it can be." Professor Amar is a proponent of a 

judicial reform movement known as the "Truth School." For 

him, it is obscene that society rewards criminal lawyers who, 

knowing their defendant is guilty, manage to win jury verdicts 

or throw out cases on technicalities. Amar and his followers 

think American justice can be improved by admitting more 

physical evidence in court even if the police collected it 

improperly; by eliminating most peremptory challenges; by 

simplifying the selection of panelists, even by just sticking to 

the first 12 people, as Britain does. But according to Bruce 

Winick, a specialist in criminal law at the University of Miami, 

altering the way juries are selected could just further the 

skepticism of the entire criminal process, particular/y, by 

many black Americans. " A possible result, could be, more 

riots such as those following the Rodney King jury verdict in 

Los Angeles or the Arthur McDuffie case in Miami." 
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But should Vfe give up our pursuit of truth and justice 

because we fear riots and misconduct? Could we reconcile 

this attitude with the American traditional position against 

terrorism? 

There must be an intelligent answer and a new lea

dership should emerge among black Americans, able to 

teach the black and other minorities, that the pursuit of jus

tice is good for everybody and specially for those in disad

vant~ge. 

Other critics of the Truth School have said that loos

ening rules on pre~enting evidence violates constitutional 

guarantees against illegal search and seizure. 

Amar answers that the Constitution demands only, 

reasonable grounds for a search and that the police would 

still have to answer to a civil court if they violated the proce

dure. 

Chuck Morton, who heads the homicide trial division 

at Broward County's State Attorney's Office, says: "We tell 

the jurors that a trial is a search for the truth, but most law

yers will say their job is to put the state to the test to show 

that their client is guilty beyohd a reasonable doubt and their 

job is to create doubt, no matter how true it is." 

This country can reduce the unbearable pain that 

many parents, children, brothers and sisters of the victims 

suffer, when criminals are declared innocent in the name of 
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justice and most of the time, once they are free they commit 

more and more crimes. Do the reluctant lawyers believe the

fr obligation to their clients is above their obligation to justice 

and society or are they simply looking for their own financia! 

convenience? 

To repeat that it is better to have a thousand guilty 

defendants going free than an innocent declared guilty is a 

poor excuse. Should we free ali the defendants because 

one of them can be innocent? The real answer is to improve 

the system to obtain the right verdict. 

lt is revolting to see justice dethroned and desecrat

ed by indecorous conduct with the help of sophistry, fallacy 

and spurious adaptations of ethical standards. 

lt is a perfect example of the use of a self-serving 

moral code, based on líes, cynicism and greed. 

As it was said in the lntroduction, regarding the O.J. 

Simpson trial: to ask whether the defendant should have be

en found guilty or innocent, represents a secondary issue. 

The whole process has been considered as an impudent 

presentation of legal prostitution and it has shown the neces

sity of fundamental changes in the system, to prevent catas

trophic results. 

Allow me to quote Hillel B. Zobel, a Massachusetts 

Superior Court Judge, writing about the deficiency of the jury 

system in the July-August 1995, cover story of American He-
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ritage: "The woes of the jury hearing the evidence against 

[and for] O.J. Simpson are but the most recent, most widely 

puoticized example. In England, the jury's birthplace, has 

largely abandoned the practice ... The abolitionist pressure is 

mounting equally on this side of the Atlantic. Besides the 

apparent foolishness inherent in asking the ignorant to use 

the incomprehensible to decide the unknowable, recogni

tion seems to be growing that jury justice is de/ayed, ineffi

cient, and tinged with unfairness. Jury triats last twice as long 

as evidentiary hearings before a judge. Moreover, because 

judges have to give written reasons for their decisions, 

irr;:itionat conclusions are tess tikely to come from bench 
1findings' than from a jury's terse, anonymous verdict." 

(itatics mine) 

1 do believe that the burden of a final decision is too 

much for onty one person to carry, not because of any moral 

implication, but because of the different aspects of knowted

ge that should invade the courtroom with the growing foren

sic sciences. · 

Of course it is much better to have a judge, with wis

dom and probity than a group of peopte with tess know

ledge that were setected, mainty, on the possibility of bias. 

Stephén J. Adiar, in "The Jury; Tria! and Error in the 

American courtroom," says: "A jury system that works as ba

dly as this book shows it does, simply shoutdn't, and won't 
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survive .... Through the deceptive, frequently cynical process 

of jury selection, lawyers can and often do steer sorne of the 

least capable and least fair minded people on to sorne of the 

most important cases... But it will certainly erode, a process 

that is already well under way. The real question is whether 

the jury system is worth saving in principie and, if so, 

whether we can improve it sufficiently to make it worth saving 

in practice." 

He adds: "We need only look around us to see that a 

jury system isn't necessary to a well ordered society or even 

to a representative democracy. Japan hada jury system for a 

r while and dropped it. Israel has never had one. Germany, 

France, and most of the rest of Europe use a different system 

of justice, one that relies on small panels of professional and 

lay judges. India inherited the British jury system from its 

former colonizers and then dropped it altogether in 1961 . · 

Gandhi explained: 'I have known juries finding prisoners 

guilty in the tace of no evidence. We must not slavishly copy 

all that is British.' And what of Britain, the cradle of the mo

dern jury? There the system has been slowly disintegrating. 

Today only 1 % of civil trials and 5% of criminal trials are 

decided by juries." Besides the great efforts by the conten

ders to select the most favorable jury for its side we have to 

add that well educated people, who could make excellent ju

rors, very often prefer to escape from the unpleasant duty. 
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The flight from jury service is as old as the jury system itself. 

Both attitudes can only produce the worst possible selection 

of panelist as far as justice is concerned. 

1 have already mentioned Gerry Spence, a brilliant 

lawyer, extremely likable who proclaims the importance of 

being truthful. Although he successfully defended lmelda 

Marcos, we saw, already, his gallant attitude against the 

tobacco genocide and he has said that after reading Oliver 

Goldsmith about how the big money works against little peo

ple, he decided he would never again represent any insu

rance company. Moreover, he has said he would not accept 

criminal cases in which the defendant is a known drug traf

ficker. But by emulating the Darwin-Wallace episode, he 

seems unable .to avoid sorne self-deceiving expressions to 

defend the legal system. 

lt is hard to argue against Mr. Spence, who has 

written, among other books, "How to argue and win every 

time." Therefore 1 will limit myself to make brief comments 

about sorne of his presentations. 

Obviously, sorne statements that he has made 

about science and scientific truth , se.em to stem from his 

"sub-conscious," due to his indoctrination as a lawyer. For 

instance, he has said about scientific truth, that science is 

imperfect and we should treat scientific evidence the same 

way we treat any other evidence. 
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Granted, Kant said: "so far as the content (as op

posed to the form) of a cognition is concerned, it is impossi

ble to discover a universal criterion of truth." Also, William 

James adverted that the definition of truth as the agreement 

of the mind with reality, is not totally efficient. Moreover, to

day, with regards to reality, we have to tace new possibilities 

out of the reach of common logic, due to the profound impli

cations of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). Furthermore, 

Scíentific truth is not permanent. lt has changed and it will 

do so throughout the centuries as a guaranty of progress. 

What a desirable imperfection, indeed (!!) 

Many egregious names have provided, one after an

other, important innovations that changed a former image of 

nature. Paraphrasing the positivist philosopher Otto Neurath: 

"They were like sailors who must ·always rebuild their ship on 

the open sea without ever anchoring in dry dock." 

God forbid, the finding of a complete, permanent and 

perfect scientific truth, because it would be the end of sci

ence and it would impose the limits for future human achi

evements. The renovation of truth that makes science so fas

cinating, has been wielded by non scientists to create an 

"unreasonable doubt~ against the real value of science. Be

. cause of this, it is ,.Jedessary to explain why the scientific truth 

stands above all · the misconceptions and the attacks of its 

detractors. 
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lt may happen that a well established scientific crite

ria has to be changed as a result of new technological ad

vances, although, the same line of reasoning may be pre

served. Occasionally, the innovations drastically surpass the 

previous way of reasoning. But,. for a new scientific theory to 

be valid, it should explain sorne facts that cannot be ac

counted for, by any precede~t theory. Furthermore, it should 

make unexpected predictions not included in any previous 

model. For instance, Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity, 

was able to explain the deviation of Mercury's perihelion (the 

point closest to the sun in the orbit of a plan et or comet). No 

other theory, including Newton's Mechanics, could explain it. 

Similarly, we already saw, how Planck's Quantum theory, 

offered the solution for the "Violet Catastrophe" that had pro

foundly disturbed the scientific world at the end of the last 

century. See Appendix. 

Moreover, to confirm a theory, lt is desirable to per

form a proper experimental demonstration of its postulates. 

However, when Einstein introduced the special the

ory of relativity its predictions were so far ahead of the exis

ting technology that it was impossible to perform any expe

rimental confir_mation. We had to wait, until more recently, 

when laboratories dedicated to the study of subatomic par

ticles, consistently showed that Einstein's predictions were 

precisely correct. 
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The confirmation of a well known prediction derived 

from the General Theory of Relativity, was even more dra

matic. Einstein had proposed that the presence of mass 

produces deformation of the space and predicted that a ray 

of light coming from a star and passing near the sun befare 

reaching our eyes, would be bent. This was confirmed by 

Sir. Arthur Eddington, during a total eclipse observed in 

South Africa. 

Today, it is more difficult to introduce new paradigms 

since it is necessary to consider the increasing amount of 

knowledge and the form idable technological progress. 

These two factors have improved the experimental capacity 

to confirm or deny new theories. 

The positive feed back of science and technology 

will attain unimaginable results and, as it has happened be

fare, the acce.lerated rhythm of scientific advances, are crea

ting the necessity of a new lexicon. 

When Priestley discovered oxygen, in the eighte

enth century, he named the new gas, "dephlogisticated air" 

because of the "phlogiston" theory, then in fashion. Lavoi

sier, put away the phlogiston, introduced the names oxygen, 

hydrogen, azote (no lite) for nitrogen, and the new paradigm 

of Modern Chemistry was born. 

Today, studies on Chaos and Complexities offer un

expected possibilities in different scientific fields.lt has given 
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many words, like attractors, iteration,·fractals, et cetera. new 

different meanings. The increasing capacity of computers. 

can be credited with many of the recent advances obtained. 

When Benoít Mandelbrot said: "Clouds are not spheres. 

mountains are not eones, lightning does not travel in a 

straight line," he showed a different universe that is rough 

and scabrous, not rounded and smooth as we had learned 

throughout the centuries, from Euclidian geometry. 

On several occasions, science has had to change 

the apparent truth obtained by our sensorial perceptions. 

When Aristarchus of Samos, stated that the earth was mo

ving around the sun, how could anybody admit that idea if 

man's daily experiences "proved" the opposite? Even after 

Copernicus, many philosophers did not accept it. Moreover, 

toda y, people cannot cope with Einstein's proposition that 

our notion of past, present arid futura is a delusion created 

by our sensorial perceptions and has no physical meaning. lt 

is possible that, tomorrow, a different scientific truth will 

emerge but that does not mean we can deny the value of 

the truth accepted today. And it should not be overloo.ked 
' that whoever follows the truth, today, will not be considered 

deceptive, tomorrow, because scientific knowledge changes. 

When Aristotle said that a ball of iron had to fall faster than a 

feather, he was wrong, but he was not deceiving any one. 

He was convinced he was right. Later on, Galileo, · by using 
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inclined planes, proved he was wrong. But it is an abo

minable act to make statements, with an implicit intention, -
offensive to the truth. In a scientific discussion, within the pro-

per academic environment, this behavior would be seen, if 

ever, very seldom, because being untruthful would bring, 

only, irreparable discredit with no benefit at ali. Nature is 

not a juror that can be persuaded by a lie. 

But, unfortunately, things occur very differeílt duriílg 

legal arguments in the court of law. Alaíl Dershowitz, pro

fessor of law who participated as a member of the O.J. Simp

son's defense, very often, while Oíl TV, displays aíl ability to 

present his arguments, in such a way, that you get lost in 

looking for the truth. lt seems part of his professional attitude 

to spawn confusion; for if whatever he says helps to create a 

doubt in the miíld of a jurar, he has obtaiíled his purpose. 

Talkiílg about juror's comprehensioíl, Mr. Spence 

has also said that when a juror does ílOt understand the 

testimoíly of scieíltific experts aíld lawyers, we should ílot 

put the blame on the jurar, but Oíl the experts aíld lawyers 

who fail to preseílt their ideas with clarity. He has claimed 

that Einstein explained his Theory of Relativity so clearly 

and so accessible that a teacher could make. it easily under

staíldable for his or her studeílts. 

Sorrowfully, 1 have to disagree, because it is not 

possible to find such an explanation of Einstein's theory to 
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make it understandable to those who do not have a basic 

scientific education. To appreciate the encumbrance it wquld 

be enough to mention, again, the disturbing discrepancy be

tween our space and time perceptions and Minkowski's rela

tivistic continuum spacetime. The confusion created by the 

famous "twin paradox" in the minds of common people is a 

good example. See Appendix. 

Other relativistic concepts, such as causality and 

simultaneity would go even t1:1rther. As it was mentioned be

fore, the theory was written in 1905 together with tour other 

scientific papers, and many famous scientists, were unable 

to understand its profound meaning and implications. So 

much so, that Einstein received his Nobel Prize because of 

the explanation of the photoelectric effect, while, the theory 

of relativity was considered an obscure work not to be taken 

into account. 

There is no easy way to explain science. 

Euclid (c.300 B.C.) is known as the teacher par ex

cellence; his text book, the "Elements," has been in use, 

without any changes, for over two thousand years. Proclus, 

the Greek philosopher, told the story of Euclid's reply to 

Ptolemy U Philadelphus, king of Egypt, who asked whether 

!here was any shorter way in geometry than that of the 

Elements. The answer was: ·vour Majesty, .there is no royal 

road to geometry. n 
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On regarding Quantum Mechanics, it seems very 

ditficult for the layman to accept that, depending on the ex

periment we use to observe it, any object, including macros

copic objects, may be treated as a particle or as a wave. But 

ali these disturbing conceptions have been proved to the 

best of our knowledge, "beyond any reasonable doubt." To 

support this affirmation we may ask: How can we deny the 

reality of radio and television; the new understanding of 

astronomy, cosmology and space travel; computers, the pre

vention of sorne congenital diseases, the addition of LASER 

(Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) to 

natural light and, unfortunately, the atomic bomb? All these 

things are closely related to the incredible postulates of 

science, previously mentioned. 

Concerning justice, Mr. Spence has quoted sorne 

authoriti~s. to explain how difficult it is to find a good defini

tion for truth and justice. But he went too far when he said 

that what is truth and justice for the Brown family may not be 

truth and,justice for the Simpson family. 

We have to agree that it is very difficult to define truth 

and justice as abstract entities detached from human expe

rience and ethical values. We would find the sama difficulty if 

we try to describe any scientific experiment without including 

the observar, which according to QED is impossible. Further

more, Godel's theorem has settled that certain true statP-
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ments cannot be proved to be true. See Appendix. But this 

has nothing to do with intentional lies and sophistry. Tr.uth 

may be proved by dialectic or by physical evidence and 

when there is justice, dialectic should prevail over sophistry , 

while physical evidence should speak by itself. The use of 

sophistry in the courtroom can be properly explained by the 

following quotation from Galileo : "E forze dire che gl 'ingeni 

poetici siena di due spezie: Alcuni, destri ed atti ad inventar 

le favole; ed a/tri, disposti ed accomodati a crederle. " 

Loosely translated , Galileo is adverting that there 

are two kinds of poetic imagination: there are those people 

able to invent tables, and those who are disposed and acco

mmodated to believe them . Since the jury will have the last 

word in a trial, the final result will depend on their disposition 

to believe the tables. 

About jurors selection, Mr. Spence has also said, he 

would not like a jury comprised of retired judges or anything 

else, but common people like his next door neighbor, be

cause a judge is accustomed to look at you from above with 

an ever severe expression, etc . lt is not surprising that a law

yer may react against the idea of introducing changes in the 

actual jury system.But we have to admit, in Mr. Spence's fa

vor, that to explain juror's conduct he has given a reason 

consistent with other opinions of his own. He has said that 
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accumulated experiences in one person's lite are able to 

produce certain patterns of reaction as do black people aga

inst the police. Therefore, it is easy to understand that even 

a brilliant and truthful lawyer with high ethical standards may 

see the image of the judge as he has described it: Looking at 

you from above, ever severe , etc . To the lawyer, the judge 

represents sorne authority above him and sorne restriction 

against his otherwise unlimited power in the courtroom. No 

wonder that they prefer the next door neighbor who may look 

at the lawyer with admiration . But if you think of the wit

nesses t hat have suffered character assassination in the 

hands of the lawyers, without any reason nor substantiation, 

it will be obvious that many people will see the judge as a 

neutral representation of justice, and perhaps, as a refuge 

in the middle of such vituperation. 

Moreover, in his book, "With Justice fo r None; Des

troying an American Myth" the chapter dedicated to the 

judges has the following title: "Judges, Priests in the Market

place" and in the first paragraph he says: "Who are these 

judges who wield such power over us, a power reserved to 

God? Who are these mere humans with the power to wrest 

children from their mothers and to condemn men to death or 

cage them like beasts in penitentiaries? who possesses the 

power to strip us of our professions, our possessions, our ve

ry lives? The judges have more influence over the course of 
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the nation than the Congress and the president. They inter

pret the laws, apply them, change them to match their priva

te vision of the world, and extend their collective nose into 

every manner of private or government business." Never

theless, the great majority of the population is convinced that 

the last lines of this quotation can be properly applied to the 

lawyers, as well. The only difference would be that lawyers 

are advocates with a particular interest, while the judges, at 

least theoretically, are supposed to be in favor of justice. 

Later on, he asks: "To whom have we so carelessly 

granted that power? Are they the kind who would under

stand you, who from their experiences would know 

something of the fears and struggles you have faced? Wil l 

they care about you or about justice? The profile of the typi

cal American judge is a white Protestant male of about fifty 

years of age from an upper middle class family, who has 

labored without stellar success as an attorney. He has been 

in politics but there he was not a rising star either." 

1 would say that judges are, first of ali, human beings. 

Therefore, they cannot be perfect. But who would take the 

responsibility of making justice? Who would control the limit

less personal pretensions of the lawyers? 

God is not available to perform the task and we can

not get help from outer-space. 
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The solution should be to improve the mechanism to 

select judges and jurors:- By the way, the fact that somebody 

was not brilliant enough as a lawyer or a politician , should 

be considered an asset, to deserve being a judge.Very often, 

brilliant lawyers and successful , politicians, depend on their . . . 

capacity to disrespect truth and evade scruples. · 

Due to the frustrating behavior of the jury in the 

Simpson trial, sorne computer experts prepared programs 
1, 

able to perform the sacred duty of the jury.They claim that the 

computer can, at least, eliminate from the panel, ignoran

ce, bias and emotional immaturity. But as of today, nothing 

can be better than human consciousness. A jury composed 

of people with knowledge, wisdom, prudence and probity is 

more desirable for whoever is in search of truth and justice. 

lt is unavoidable, that to enjoy the benefits of foren

sic science in the pursuit of justice, there must be sorne sci

entifically minded jurors in the panel. Otherwise, the risk of 

jurors being deceived and misled, one way or the other, 

turns out unacceptable. 

The prosecution has the burden of proof beyond a 

reasonable doubt and very often it is difficult to establish the 

limit between what is reasonable and what is unreasonable. 

The defense, instead, only needs to create a doubt, with the 

hope that a juror can believe or wishes to believe, it is rea

sonable. Accordingly, each member of the jury may apply his 
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or her own parameters and the lawyer must show his .ability 

to create doubt against the truth, to be successful. As a rule, 

such a lawyer is commended and congratulated just be

cause he is able to manipulate lies. 

The benefits of the proper use of science and tech

nology in the courtroom are equivalent to the benefits ob

tained in public health when the polio vaccine and anti

biotics were introduced. However, many lawyers will reject 

the adoption of necessary changes in the judicial system. 

To give an example, let's go back to DNA. The hu

man genome contains between 60,000 to 100,000 genes 

and, very probably, with the formidable technological pro

gress, the inc·reasing knowledge in genetics, molecular 

biology and cbmputers, it will be deciphered in less than 1 O 

years. The many implications of this scientific achievement 

are practically unimaginable, not only for the general public, 

but even for scientists, humanists, legislators and religious 

leaders. lt is absurd to pretend that the legal, moral and 

economic aspects that will be related to this chapter of 

forensic science, can be decided by jurors not scientifically 

minded and without high levels of education.The govern

ment-financed Human Genome Project, thdughtfully set 

aside a small fraction of its budget to study related moral and 

ethical questions. There are, already, expert groups and ad

visory committees anda stream of scholarly papers. 
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But this is far away from any solution for the many 

problems we will find in the near future. And we must ask:will 

the court of law ever be the temple of justice that we want to 

believe in? Should the search for justice receive modern 

scientific support in the best possible way? Or has the court 

of law to remain as a stage where a lawyer, protected by his 

own laws, displays his ability to profane justice? 

Did Science, Truth and Justice prevail in 

the Jury during the Simpson Trial? 

Christopher Darden, in his best seller book, In Con

tempt, says: "Of all the overblown and destructíve aspects of 

this case, none was as bizarre as the battles ínside and over 

the jury." And, without any doubt, the prosecutíon lost its 

case in those very battles. Sorne selected jurors had a dis

turbed perception of justice. Based on the study of their 

questionnaires, prosecution jury consultants stated that there 

were jurors and alternates who would never convict O.J: 

Simpson of murder. They knew they had a very bad jury, but 

the other candidates were much worse. For instance, a po

tential juror had been arrested twíce for possession of 

cocaine and had been the focus of a narcotics search 

warrant, in which the police díd not find any drugs, but he 

had $50,000 beneath his bed. 

Although the panel was almost totally black, race 

was not the only problem. To decide about the real meaning 
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of the great amount of complex forensics including new sci

entific criteria about DNA, EDTA and other subjects, the jury 

only had a couple of panelists with college degrees. And a 

white juror, named Francine Florio-Bunten, was the only 

one that could explain DNA as the abbreviation by i_nitials of 
"' deoxyribonucleic acid. Later on, she was dismisse~ . under 

the false accusation of writing a book called, Standing Alone 

for Nicole. She vehemently denied the accusation, but to no 

avail. When this happened, Johnny Cochran, with. great 

satisfaction, told a USA Today, reportar: "You will notice l'm 

smiling. That's ali l'm going to say." In fact, a potential obs

tacle for the defensa, had been eliminated. The story began 

.earlier in the trial, when one man, supposed to be a reportar 

covering the Simpson trial, "published" a collection of alle

.gations about a white juror who would later be dismissed. In 

June, Scott Barnes, a defensa investigator, accused the 

defensa of engaging "In a Conspiracy ·to alter evidence, 

create a False and Groundless environment in an attempt 

to convince the Judge to remove sorne jurors that they 

believed were in favor of the prosecution. False letters and 

anonymous phone tips, were created to cause jurors to be 

removed.· Late in spring, an anonymous letter emerged, 

allegedly from a secretary at a literary agency accusing 

Francine Florio-Bunten of writing the above mentioned book. 

There was never any book and the letter was false. 
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At the same time, the defense was accusing the 

pros.9cution of making efforts to provoke the expelling of 

sorne blaqk jurors. Alan Dershowitz appeared in court and 

declarad he was ready to. appeal. Judge lto, looked intimi

dated. 

A potential juror had stated he had not formerly met 

the defendant and became juror 228. But, later on, a woman 

asserted that this juror worked with Amelle at the Hertz VIP 

services unit at the Los Angeles lnternational Airport, and 

claimed that at a reception, in 1982, Simpson walked down 

a line of people and shook hands with juror 228. This was 

corroborated by .other Hertz employees. 

There was a clique of tour black jurors headed by a 

54 year old, postal manager named William Cravin. Their 

behavior was increasingly disturbing. The first one to be dis

missed from the case was Michael Knox, a forty six year old 

courier who failed to disclose a 1984 arrest for kidnapping 

and assault, charges that the victim later dropped. Right after · 

his dismissal, he set to work on a book named, The Private 

Diary of an O.J. Jurar, in which he said "For the black jurors 

Simpson was one of our own." "He was a brother and he 

was in trouble." 

Another juror named, Tracy Kennedy, was also exm 

pelled when on March 17 a laptop computar was found in 

his room. 
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Jeanette Harris was a strong member of the active 

pro-defense group. She exhibited in court her great admira

tion for Cochran and her disdain for Marcia Clark. She was 

dismissed because she had been a victim of espousal abu

se and had failed to report it. She denied that episode, but 

she had signed a petition for a restraining arder in 1988. Co

chran protested her removal, but her contradictions demons

trated that she lied one way or the other. 

Afterword, she was presented on different radio and 

TV shows, always outspoken, bitter against the prosecution 

and even against the family of the victims. She said that the 

case had amounted to "a whole of nothing," that domestic 

violence "doesn't mean he's guilty of murder.' She described 

a jury polarized .by race and denounced frequent conversa

tions about the case with other jurors, which was a violation 

of the court orders. She said Denise Brown's testimony was 

too emotional and she was untouched by the pictures of the 

victims of that bloody crime. How can any one be unemo

tional in that situation? Sh e said she wanted "a non emotio

nal verdict based on evidence," however they were bored by 

the scientific and non emotional evidences related to DNA, 

that in spite of being overwhelming, were easily disregarded 

because of unfounded hypothesis introduced by the defen

se. There is much more to say about a Jury that was ready 

to render a verdict, so fast, that it seemed preconceived. 
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According to Cochran's words in his closing state

mentS, those jurors represented 'The right people, at 

the right t ime, in the right place." 

That was his definition right before he asked them to 

pay back so much damage and injustice suffered by the 

black people since the days of slavery. The jury obliged. 

After nine months and a long list of the most difficult 

scientific and circumstantial evidences, the verdict was ren

dered, without hesitation, in less than tour hours of delibe

ration. No more explanation is necessary to admit that a 

new procedure of jury selection is inevitable. The verdict, 

being the most important decision in cri~inal justice, cannot 

representa flagrant disregard of wisdom. 

Jeffrey Abramson, in his book, "The Jury; The Jury 

System and the Ideal of Democracy" presented the evolution 

of the so-called Scientific Jury Selection, that according to 

his words began innocently enough in 1972 when socio

logist Jay Schulman and others volunteered their services 
. . 

to Catholic antiwar protesters accused of conspiring to des-

troy draft records during the Vietnam War. Later, in 1975, 

carne the National Jury Project in Oakland, California, mainly 

for radical or · political defendants.The method achieved a 

high · percentage of acquittals in the 1970s including Angela 

Davis .in her 1972 trial for murder and kidnaping; Joan Little 

in 1975, when the jury accepted that she had killed her jailer 
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in self-defense during an attempted rape, and the automaker 

John Z. De~orean, acquitted in 1984 of selling cocaine to 

finance his failing company. 

Eventually, jury selection became a growth industry, 

includinQ companies with attractive names as Litigation Sci

ences, lnc. In 1994, The American Society of Trial Con

sultants estimated that there were at least 250 jury con

sultants in the U.S.A. charging fees from about $150 an hour 

to $10,000 and over $250,000 per case. This, of course, 

expanded the distance between the possibilities of the rich 

and the poor to obtain a favorable verdict. 

lt was another step to estdblish Justice for Sale. 

lt is unacceptable, that in the name of justice, igno

rance and absence of probity may open the door to primiti

va emotions and bias. To protect truth and justice a jury 

should be integrated with very special and honorable people 

whose wisdom, knowledge, prudence arid probity, would 

guarantee a conscientious approach. They will never produ

ce a blind verdict misguided by ignorance and they will not 

permita wrong attitude dueto bias and lack of integrity. 

The person selected to be a juror must have excep

tional qualifications. Regretfully, such an honorable positi

on, cannot be honorary. lt has to be properly remunerated 

for practica! reasons. This may represent a good amount of 

money, but justice is .priceless. The number of jurors in the 
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panel is a remembrance of the twelve apostles, but it could 

be feduced to make it more affordable. lt is painful to think of 

the millions of dollars the tax payers saw wasted in the 

Simpson trial. The jury must comprise retired or active pro

fessors in different branches of science and retired judges 

that can appreciate the legal aspect of the testimonies. As it 

was already stated, their functions are very complex and 

require very special moral and intellectual qualities in each 

member of the panel. 

They should be honored, respected and admired. 

Such a jury would be a guaranty against juror's mis

conduct and there would be no need of their sequestration. 

They would be above environmental contamination, as is the 

case with judges and experts. In each trial, the members of 

the jury would be selected by casting lots, although the sci

entific aspect should be taken into account regarding each 

evidence to include several qualified persons in the invol

ved scientific field. All this will provide a much better oppor

tunity far justice. But, how many lawyers would accept these 

changas without a fight? How can they give up the many 

advantages and privileges they enjoy under the present ru

les of the game? They say it would be necessary to re

fashion the Constitution and that would be undesirable. The 

worship of the Constitution is paramount, however, very im-
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portant aspects must be considered. To begin with, many 

lawyers are not so concerned with regards to Constitutional 

changes as they are about their personal and professional 

advantages. 

James L. Sundquist , in his book, "Constitutional Re

form and Effective Government" explains how difficult is to 

obtain an amendment of the Constitution. Not only may an 

amendment be blocked by 34% of the voting members of 

one house of Congress but, if it passes that hurdle, it can still 

be defeated by the adverse vote of as few as 13 of the 99 

state legislative houses, or fewer than 14%. Moreover, this 

procedure will never be changed, either. However, since 

1791, the Constitution has been amended 27 times. And in 

this case, the only reason for an amendment would be the 

preservation of Justice. There is no need to say that nothing 

could be more closely attached to the spirit of the Consti

tution, than Justice itselL Besides, nowadays, there are cir

cumstances that did not exist before and could not have been 

foreseen, as it is the case of the enormous progress of foren

sic science. The amendment is necessary to obtain the bene

fits derived from the new scientific knowledge, because sci

entif ic evidences are useless if the jurors cannot understand 

their meaning. We should be deeply concemed and should 

do our best to improve these painful situations. We should 

emphasize, at least, the following necessary changas: 
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1.- A genuine effort should be made to abridge the 

increasing racial tension in the American society. The cultu

ral and socio-economic gap dividing this country should 

be approached more effectively. 

2.- Every Police Department should eliminate racism, 

bigotry and misconduct. 

3.- The Forensic Science Divisions in all the Police 

Departments, should be improved with 21 st century science 

and technology. 

4.- Battered women and children must be protected 

by law and by society. Espousal and child abuse must be 

prevented. 

5.- A new Jury System should include scientific pane

lists and retired judges to guarantee knowledge, wisdom 

and probity in the verdicts of criminal trials. 

No battle against crime can be successful without a 

proper judicial system. 

To overcome the actual deficiencies is not an easy 

task. New roads must be opened to achieve a social equi

librium badly needed in this country. 

But only the People with the strength of their vote 

can induce the lawmakers to obtain the necessary changes. 

They must be presented as fundamental electoral issues. 

When the analysis of human experíence is limited to 

a legal aspect in which truth and justice are disregardeti, the 
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only possible result is the spiritual death of society. The peo

ple should decide. We cannot accept injustice as a normal 

condition, simply because it is considered as legally admissi

ble. Whenever that happens, the Judicial System is wrong. 

To say, that truth and justice are abstract concepts, 

difficult or even impossible to define, is not an excuse. 

lt would be immoral to exclude the proper application 

of science. lt would allow the continued desecration of Jus

tice in the hands of impudent, materialistic lawyers. Materia

lism, has many dangerous aspects that cannot be over

looked. Nobody can deny that Economy is very important in 

the welfare of a nation, but it cannot be the only and totally 

prevalent factor to be taken into account. Unfortunately, mo

ney, is very often the main concern of people of different ra

ces, religions and levels of education and when money is 

the first objective of lite it provokes the detriment of virtues. 

But it is about time to understand that living without 

virtues is necessarily self destructive. 

Power, is very frequently associated with the idea of 

money and many lives are consumad in a painful and end

less struggle to obtain both of them. 

In that struggle, corruption is a deciding factor. 

Fama may be the result of achievements in a virtuous 

endeavor. But much more often, there is no virtue involved in 

the eagerness to reach fame. 
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Many celebrities do not know the difference betwe

en being famous and being infamous. 

And very often, an important part of the population 

show that they do not know it, either. 

lt hurts to see the disregard of wisdom, truth, justice, 

moral and family values, as well asan inner lite. 

Finally, we may ask: Do es anybody involved in this 

madness think of God? Many people with a public image, 

use the name of God and go to Church, to be seen in prayer. 

But their acts cannot be reconciled with the image of GOD 

regardless of the religion they pretend to observe. 

Look up in Matthew 6:5 in your Bible. 

For Goodness sake, men of ali races and religions, 

open your eyes and see the imminent danger of losing the 

godsend this blessed planet represent. 

Trie danger stemming from hardened hearts indiffe" 

rent to the suffering of their fellow beings is growing. Greed 

and self-serving, disturbed minds are jeopardizing the futura 

of the human race. 

Do not take it lightly. Be wary. 

WAKE UP (!) 
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The end goes, i.nd tite end of tfiis book. 



INTERMEZZO 

As it was explained in the lntroduction of this book, 

the O. J. Simpson trial was included for several reasons. Not 

only because of the extravagant presentation and the over

whelming media covering that called it "the trial of the centu

ry," but beca use it exposed beyond any rea sonable doubt, 

the increasing racial animosity and its unpredictable conse

quences, the shameless and unpunished violence in the 

battered espouse syndrome and the painful deficiency of the 

judicial system. People ask: why the endless media covering 

and the interest of the public? To those who believe he killed 

the victims, that stance represents a strong reaction against 

injustice aggravated by the remorseless and arrogant beha

vior he exhibits. But after suffering centurias of injustice, many 

black Americans claim he should be let alone since a jury 

rendered a not guilty verdict. 

The saga will continua with a civil trial to establish his 

liability on the death of Nicole Brown and Ron Goldman. 

1 intend to offer an accurate documentad description 

of the events relatad to the crime and the first trial as they 

were presentad inside the courtroom and outsit:Je, as well. 
' 

Otherwise it could be interpretad as the- product of simple 

emotional reaction in front of a controversia! subject. 
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KEY PLAYERS. 

O.J. Simpson. 

THE CRIME 

Although a high percentage of people did not know 

the complete name of this sport celebrity, the prosecution in

tended to elude the myth of his initials by simply calling him 

Mr. Simpson or Orenthal James Simpson. But it was to 

no avail as far as the black Americans were concerned. 

0.J. Simpson grew up in a tough San Francisco 

ghetto. His father left the family, but nevertheless, O.J. has 

stated, he always counted on him. As a teenager, O.J. wore 

an Afro style hairdo, had a flat nose, round lips and uneven 

teeth. He was born with the precious gift of an exceptional 

athletic ability, went to college, won the Heisman trophy, es

tablished astounding records, was idolized by the football 

fans and became a member of the Professional Football Hall 

of Fame. He acquired a straight nose, thinner lips and correc

ted his teeth, which gave him a captivating smilé that was an 

important asset in his personality. When he retired, he began 

a new career as sports commentator. 

He went into public relations, sales and acting. He 

knew how to be pleasant to other people wheneve.r he re

ceiv,ed signs of admiration and things went his own way. He 

became rich and famous, had accomplished everything that 

any one could wish, but nothing was enough to satisfy his 

insatiable Ego, and deep inside, he was selfish, aggressive 

and intolerant. 



The Crime 

When he met Nicole, she was just' eighteen and he 

was still married to his tirst wite. They tell in love, lived to

gether and after his divorce, finally got married. They had a 

passional and restless marriage with many episodes ot in

tidelity and violence, including severe physical punishment. 

He always triad to compensate with very expensive gitts and 

wrote letters promising to change his behavior. They dated 

and tried to go back together, but nothing changad and 

tinally, she decided it was all óver. 

Although t~e letters he wrote, show many ortho

graphic errors, he is very smart, audacious and alert. Many 

people believe, he preparad every single detail to get away 

with murder. 

The prosecution has insisted that ~~ could not cope 

with the idea ot losing his control over her,"'he· could not ac

cept her decision to begín a new lite, he wQuld nevar allow . .. ' 

her to depart from him and therefore, he decided to kill her. 

On June 12, 1994, there was a recital , in which his 

youngest daughter was on stage. After the act, Nicole had de

cided to go to the Mezzaluna restaurant with sorne members 

of her family. He wanted to go with the group and she rejecª 

ted his proposal.lt has been said that this incident provoked 

his last crisis of rage and set in motion his plan to kili Nicole. 

Dr. Ron Flschman is a friend of O.J. Simpson that ma

de a video of the recital. He was seen talking to Simpson as 
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Nicole drove away from the piano recital the day she was 

killed and he told one of Nicole's friends that after Nicole's 

refusal, O.J. had said: "I am not finished with Nicole. 1 will 

get her good. 1 am going to get her good." That information, 

was also given by Mrs. Fischman to the press, but it was 

inadmissible in court. There were more problems about Dr. 

Fischman. He was being investigated by the LA. Sheriff's 

Department for criminal sexual miscondl,Jct, although the . 

case was never filed and his mother's name was in a bottle of 

an anxiolytic drug that O.J. was carrying tha day he was 

finally arrestad. lf Fischman had given him tha. drug, it could 

have been a violation of the California Business and 

Professions Coda that could lead to the cancallation of his 

medical license. 

On regarding the video, contrary to tha tastimony of 

witnesses for tha prosecution that described the defendant in 

a sinister mood, it showed him in a pleasant state of mind, 

courteous and affabla with tha Brown family; he looked 

happy, although, he ovaracted when he intanded to laugh at 

a joke. The video was sant to the prosecution to demonstrate 

that his state of mind was inconsistent with the perpetration 
: 

of a horrible murder. The prosacution failed to communicate 

the existence of the video to the defensa and was pu·nished 

by Judga lto because of the court laws regarding reciprocity 

in the exchange of discoveries and evidences.To obtain even 
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more advantage from this episode, the defense had their 

copy exceptionally well edited, using a laser procedure, and 

could show the jury the best of his expressions and elim i

nate inconvenient details. 

After th e trial , it was known that there were other 

arrangements to get together after the recital in a restaurant 

where Jason, (O.J. eldest son), would be the Chef. 

But Nicole decided to cancel that proposal and go, 

instead, to the Mezzaluna restaurant with her family exclu

ding O.J. from the party. 

lt may be assumed that the video , the planned trip 

to Chicago that same evening, and Brian "Kato" Kaelin's 

company while eating a hamburger at McDonald's would be 

parts of his alibí. But later, Kato did not cooperate as he had 

expected. O~J. Simpson, could not foresee , either, two impor

tant ano unpredictable occurrences: The persistent howl of 

Nicole's dog in relation to the time of a TV program regularly 

watched by a neighbor, Pablo Fenjves, and the unexpected 

presence of a hero, Ronald Goldman. 

Nicole's mother had left her glasses at the Mezza

luna restaurant and Ron, who worked as a waiter and was 

Nicole's friend, offered to take them to Nicole. 

That sealed his tate. 
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Nicole Brown. 

She could have been taken as an example of the 

American beauty. Tall, blond, athletic, outgoing, full of lite, 

sexy, independent and courageous. For O.J. she always re

presentad a trophy, a challenge and an obsession. After the 

trial he presentad Nicole as a depraved woman constantly 

looking for sex and vices, but even if she was not the most 

modest maiden it is unfair to tarnish her image after being so 

brutally murdered. She had many friends that loved her dee

ply. All of them say she was sincere, unselfish anda wonder

ful mother. 

Ronald Goldman 

Ron was 25 years old, handsome, athletic, with a 

pleasant personality, full of aspirations, working his way up. 

He had had an opportunity as a male model and, as it was 

just said, worked as a waiter in the Mezzaluna restaurant 

where he had met Nicole. Every one liked him; his kid sister, 

Kimberly, loved him as a brother andas a friend, his father 

has been devastated with his absurd death; yet he died a 

hero. Being unarmed, he courageously faced the furious 

attack of a blood thirsty murderer and according to the pro

secution his res~stance provoked the wounds in the left hand 

of the attacker and the incriminating trail of blood. He receiv

ed more than 30 stab wounds, severa! of them, necessarily 

mortal. He was killed ·and over killed, just for being there. 
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A crime as painful as absurd. As it will be described 

in relation to the Fuhrman episode, Johnny Cochran, with 

exuberant histrionism expressed that the defense was not 

playing the race card, but the card of impeaching a racist, bi

got and liar. lt was, he said, "a block buster, a bomb-shell" 

that would change the legal process in future criminal trials. 

But, Ron Goldman's sister, Kim, and his father Fred Gold

man, could not accept the tactics of the defense. They are 

convinced that O.J. Simpson is guilty and were distressed 

that his lawyers "brilliantly," found in Mark Fuhrman, another 

villain to divert attention from the crime and its perpetrator. 

They used him to infuriate the jury and the black community 

against the police. lt seemed, for a while, that The Simpson 

Trial, could be converted into the trial of Mark Fuhrman. 

In a press conference, after Kim had spoken with 

tears in her ayes showing her pain and ·trustration, Fred 

Goldman, expressed his outrage: "Ron and Nicole were but

chered by their client," "Do any of you believe otherwise?" 

"You have sean the evidence in this trial. lt is overwhelming. 

This is not now the Fuhrman trial. This is a trial about the man 

who murdered my son." He rejected the defense's pretended 

feelings of sympathy for the victim 's family, he said: "they are 

liars able to do anything under the sun to get their client free. 

They did not take into account who could be hurt." A famous 

lawyer commented, right after, that he understood the Gold-
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man's family reaction, but insisted the defense lawyers were 

doing what they were supposed to do, and added: "Lawyers 

learn to get over these situations." Which means, they learn to 

develop a complete moral anesthesia that stands above 

dignity, human feelings, truth and justice. They believe their 

only duty is to get their client free, even if he is guilty. 

The events according to the prosecution. 

On June 12, 1994, as Pablo Fenjves and his wife, 

were getting ready to go to bed; he decided to follow his 

routine of watching the 10:00 p.m. TV news. 

At 1O:15 pm. the persistent wail of a dog called their 

attention; it seemed the poor animal was in distress. Both of 

them looked through the window towards the direction the 

sound carne from. Later on, Steve Schwab, who had also 

heard the wail, went out to take a look. He found the dog 

and took it to his home.The dog seemed dehydrated, was 

restless, and had blood on its paws and legs, but he did not 

find any lesion. lt was a fine breed specimen, well kept and 

had an uncommon collar. They talked to Sukru Boztepe and 

his wife, their next door neighbors, who took the dog out 

again hoping to find its owners. Eventually, the dog stopped 

at the comer of Bundy and seemed to direct its attention to 

one of ·the houses. Although it was dark, Boztepe got closer 

to the entrance at 875 South Bundy Orive, and as he did he 

could see two bodies: a woman in black and a young man in 
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black jeans and a white shirt. Both were immersed in a pool 

of blood. He called the police and when they arrived they se

cured the scene of the crime and as they found out that a 

celebrity was related to one of the victims, the case was trans

ferred to a higher off ice. 

The detective in charge received the order to perso

nally inform O.J . Simpson of the violent death his ex-wife had 

suffered. Four detectives went to O.J.Simpson's house at 

Rockingham Ave. After several minutes of trying to commu

nicate with someone inside the house, there was no answer. 

They then went on searching the outside premises and found 

the white Bronco , belonging to O.J. Simpson, parked in front 

of the house. On its examination they discovered blood stains 

on the left front door and taking the blood finding as a 

technical justification they decided to get inside the proper

ty withou1 a warrant. They claimed that someone might be 

hurt and reported the possibility of an emergency. The de

fense rejected such a claim and stated that since the first 

moment the police saw O.J. as a suspect and attacked this 

attitude as a rush of judgment and violation of privacy. But to 

no avail. The judge in the preliminary heari~g. approved the 

police's decision. Eventually, the warrant was obtai ned. 

When they got into the house, they found Brian Kato Kaelin, a 

permanent house guest, from whom they learned that O.J . 

Simpson had left for Chicago the night before on a trip that 
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had been planned far in advance. lt should be noticed that 

Detective Philip Vannater did not properly state this point in 

the affidavit for the warrant to search the house, which Judge 

lto criticized as a careless disregard of the facts. However, 

later on, Vannater explained that he founded his report on Ar

nelle's statement, which was the only source he had at that 

moment. In fact, when Vannater asked her about her father, 

she thought he was in the house and did not ki;iow of the trip. 

Nevertheless, O.J. Simpson's departure for the air

port offered important details which ga'!e the prosecution the 

necessary time window in which O.J could not account for his 
/ 

whereabouts and had the opportunity to commit the crime. lt 

was established that O. J. Simpson had no alibi for the time 

between 9:45 p.m., when he returned from McDonald's with 

Kato Kaelin and 10.55 p.m. when he was seen entering the 

house. Right after his arrival Kato made a long distance call 

and the time was registered in the phone company record. 

The same time control was provided by Allan Park, 

the limousine driver who had been instructed to pick O.J. up. 

He had to drive twice by Rockingham Avenue; the first time at 

10.22 p.m. and the second at 10:39 p.m. 

At 10:40, he rang Simpson's buzzer several times 

without getting any answer. During that time he did not see 

Simpson's Bronco parked at the curb. 

At 10:55 p.m., while he was talking on the phone 
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with his boss, he saw the shadowy figure of a black man 

about the size and weight of O.J. Simpson, going into the 

house. When, immediately after, he called again, O.J. an

swered and said he had overslept. 

Kato, told Detective Mark Fuhrman, that he had he

ard a noise on the wall near the air conditioner the night be-
• .. . '¡ 

fore and that he had the impression of an earthquake . . He 

even asked a friend, who was talking to him on the phone, 

whether she had felt an earthquake. Kato was so concerned 

that before going to see what had been the cause of the 

noise he told his frieríd to call the rnolice if he did not return in 

1 O minutes. Kato Kaelin explained this episode to Fuhrman 

and conducted him outside the room to show him the plac~ 

where he had heard the noise. On inspection of the area, 

Fuhrman found a bloody glove similar to one that had been 

previously found in the crime scene. 

In the meantime, upon calling his secretary they lo

cated O.J. in Chicago. They got in touch with him by phone 

and explained . the motive of their call. Sorne people have 

considered his behavior after receiving the news of Nicole's 

death, as incriminating, others give him the benefit o_f the 

doubt because it is very difficult to foresee how a person may 

react in such circumstances. Nevertheless, it is disturbing that 

he never asked which of his ex-wives had been killed nor 

how she had been killed . . . 
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The next day, he flew back to Los Angeles and had 

an interview with the police without the presence of his law

yers. But, at that moment, there were already accusatory 

evidences, that made him the first suspect of the horrendous 

murder. At the scene of the crime there were shoe prints 

walking away from the dead bodies and drops of blood were 

clearly seen at the left side of the shoe prints. This fact was 

incriminatory because O.J. had a wound on the middle finger 

of his left hand. The blood trail continued to the Bronco, from 

there, it went to the street door of Rockingham and to the en

trance of his house. Blood was a/so found on the wooden 

floor of the living room, that was there befare O.J. 's blood 

sample with EDTA was taken by the police. lt must be added, 

the glove found by Fuhrman and a pair of black socks in his 

bedroom . Later on, these socks would be the center of hot 

scientific debates during the trial. 

When O.J. returned from Chicago, his friend Robert 

Kardashian, was waiting for his arrival and took from him a 

garrnent bag that looked heavy and presumably was full of 

clothing. When he returned the piece of luggage ... it was 

empty. The prosecution claimed that the bloody clothing of 

the crime could have been in that garment bag and wanted 

to call him as a witness. In such circumstances any common 

citizen would have been a suspect for obstructing justice and 

disposal of evidences.But he is a lawyer and looked for sane-
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tuary under the privilege of lawyer client relationship, in spite 

of the fact that he had never befo re acted as O.J. Simpson's 

lawyer and he did not even have a license to practice in 

California. He managed to obtain a license and then took a 

seat as part of the defense.The prosecution did not want to 

give up on this point, but Judge lto, with Erasmic prudence, 

interrupted the procedure, called the lawyers into camera and 

after that, the prosecution did not insist. Obviously, any con

frontat ion with the powerful Bar, should be avoided, since it is 

a tacit agreement that lawyers must protect each other as a 

code of honor in their mighty profession. 

Of course, that has nothing to do with the police 

"code of silence." 

When interrogated by the police about the injury he 

had on his finger, O.J . Simpson said he did not remember it 

but thought he had pinched his hand in the Bronco. 

Johnny Cochran said in his opening statement that 

O.J. had received that cut befare leaving for Chicago, but la

ter on, adding another change of direction to the many theo

ries presented by the defense, the "dream team" has sustain

ed that no witness noticed any wound during his trip and 

introduced the variant that when he received the bad news in 

Chicago he had a glass in his hands, broke it, and cut him

self. However, a policeman from Chicago, called as a wit

ness for the defense, declared under cross examination, that 
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there was blood in the middle of the bed, which indicated 

that he was bleeding before he received the phone call the 

morning after. 

O.J. was allowed to leave police headquarters on 

the condition of returning, but he did not come back and con

sequently, Gil Garcetti, the District Attorney, declared him a 

fugitive of Justice. 

Afterwards, there was the low speed chase of the 

Bronco driven by his old friend Al Cowlings, with O.J. Simp

son seated in the rear pointing a gun towards his head . con

templating committing suicide. 

The chase was transmitted on TV around the world 

and millions of people watched the Bronco followed by a 

motorcade of poi ice cars and helicopters. Finally, he did not 

have the courage to pull the trigger and decided to give 

himself up to the police. He was interrogated, but his state

ment was never presented in court. 

Additionally, there was a letter read on T.V. by his 

friend Robert Kardashian, which has also been considered 

as a suicida! letter. Many experts have stated that it contains 

so much expression of guilt that it gets close to a "con

fession." To say the least, it is a self indulgent, pitiful docu

ment, written by an egocentric person asking his friends not 

to think of him "as the man that had fallen so low, but 

as the real O.J. he always was." 
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Nothing related to this episode was ever presented to 

the Jury, either. O.J. Simpson's passport and several thou

sand dollars were found in the Bronco, which could imply he 

wanted to leave the U.S.A. However the police registered the 

money as belonging to Al Cowlings and because there were 

other controversia! details the prosecution preferred to keep 

the whole thing out of the trial. 

Many experts did not agree with the exclusion of so 

many incrim inating evidences. 

From June 30, to July 8, 1994, there was the preli

minary hearing; from July 22 to Sept. 23, 1994, pretrial 

hearings; from Sept.26 to Dec. 8 1994 jury selection; from 

Oct.6 to Dec.6 1994, rulings on evidence; from Jan. 24 to Jan 

31 1995, opening arguments. 
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The police WH on trial. 
The Judicial System WH on trial. 

The victi111s were forgotten. 
The Jury ltced 11 historical duty. 
The defendant said: 1li11nk you". 



THE TRIAL 

Key Players and Highlights. 

Judge Lance lto. 

Throughout the trial he emerged as a gentle and ra· 

ther weak personality, intending to be respectful of truth and 

justice, but very much concerned about the challenges of 

appeals and being over ruled in a reversed trial by the do

minant group of lawyers on the defense side, which have 

been called "the dream team." He offered all possible oppor

tunities and allowed the defense to introduce far fetched 

hypothetical arguments with doubtful substantiation. lt has 

been said that his personal relationships with sorne of the 

lawyers was a determinant factor to keep his ambivalent atti

tude. Because of that, unnecessary and protracted complica

tions dangerously extended the process. 

The defense took advantage by tactically obstructing 
¡ 

the presentation of the prosecution's case, kept the seques-

tered jury out of the courtroom for a long period of time and 

interweaved severa! hypothesis for the benefit of those ju

rors, anxiously looking for any exculpatory doubt. 

Severa! jurors were excused, and as the rhythm of 

banished panelists accelerated he tried hard to give the trial 

a new orientation with a more rigid discipline. 

As it will be seen, afterward, a crisis occurred on Au

gust'15, 1995, when the prosecution asked Judge lto to ex

cuse himself from the trial since his wife could be called as a 

material witness. Sorne tapes concerning detective Fuhrman 
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could create a situation of conflicting interests. Judge John 

Reid was called to determine whether Captain Margaret 

York (Judge lto's wife) could be called to testify and he ruled 

against that possibility, clearing the way for Judge lto to keep 

his position, which obviously, he did not want to abdicate. 

Robert Shapiro, a defense lawyer, declared in court 

without the presence of the jury, that the defense was plan

ning to complain to the Bar regarding Christopher Darden's 

conduct. 

Shapiro denounced, Darden had told the judge, out 

of record, that the main reason to ask for his dismissal was 

the prosecution's dissatisfaction with his attitude in favor of 

the defense, giving all the time and facilities to Johnny Co

chran's direct interrogation, while personally attacking Marcia 

Clark and ridiculing Brian Kelberg in front of the jury. Darden 

answered that he was also preparing his complaint to the 

General Attorney's Office about the improper conduct of the 

defense lawyers. The whole scene was deplorable. 

William Hodgman. 

He was supposed to be one of the main lawyers for 

the prosecution. His gentleness, equanimity and credibility 

are well known. But regretfully, early in the trial, he suffered 

what seemed to be a mild coronary attack and after that, he 

could not participate in active debates. Nevertheless, he was 

present in sorne crucial .moments in the last episodes. 
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Marcia Clark. 

As the main lawyer for the prosecution, she was in a 

very uncomfortable situation. She was temperamental and 

had to alterriate the sweetest charm of her femininity with the 

aggressive reaction of a panther. Occasionally, sorne experts 

have criticized her attitude, but with regard to the men she 

had to deal with, it seems she could not have survived 

otherwise. In her opening statement she described the trail .of 

O.J. Simpson's blood, starting at the scene of the crime and 

going to the Bronco; from there to the entrance of his house 

and continuing to his own bedroom. DNA studies would con

firm the presence of the victims' blood and the blood of ·the 

defendant in these places. 

She had to tace many difficulties due to deficiencies 

in the LAPO that gave the defense opportunities for its ex

tremely aggressive and effective presentation. 

Christopher Carden. 

As a black lawyer for the prosecution he has shown, 

integrity, seriousness, pride and concern for to the evolu

tion of the trial. His candid attitude in contrast to Johnny 

Cochran's cynicism, provoked an uncongenial reaction be

tween them. 

These are his own words outside the courtroom: "lt's 

taken ·15 years for me to finally have enough of this. 1 don't 

know if 1 ever want to try another case." 
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"I don't know if 1 ever want to practice law again ... 

Everything about this case, and these proceedings, is im

perfect. Frankly, 1 am ashamed to be part.of this case, 1 am 

not ashamed of the efforts of our team. We have a great team, 

1 wouldn't trade it ... But 1 hope that my participation in this case 

is not the legacy that 1 leave." 

And yet, he could never have imagined how painful 

his frustration would be. 

On June 15 1995, he had the opportunity to present 

a witness that should provide a very strong evidence for the 

prosecution. They extended their investigations overseas 

and located the manufacturers of the gloves found at the 

scene of the crime and at O.J. Simpson's house. 

Those extra large gloves were made with special 

stretching leather and a cashmere lining, e~clusively for 

Bloomingdales, New York; each pair was priced over $50.00; 

around 200 pairs had been sold and the prosecution claimed 

to have the copy of the ticket signed by Nicole when she bo

ught them. They would connect the defendant directly to the 

scene of the crime and the defensa would have had a hard 

time to claim that both gloves had been planted by the police. 

Obviously, Darden was anxious to demonstrate the 

sequence: crime, g_love, O.J. and asked the accused to 

wear the gloves in front of the jury. 

The result was a catastrophe. 
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After a year of being covered with blood, in contact 

with chernical substances. washed and dried, the cashrnere 

lining had shrunk and disarranged inside the gloves, the 

leather had stiffened and, besides, ·a pair of latex gloves we

re covering the hands of the defendant to prevent contami

nation. lt was not necessary to be an actor, even a poor actor, 

to rnake faces and body language showing off the gloves and 

saying, directly to the jury, "too srnall, too srnall." 

Second guessing is always easier. 

"He should not have done it." 

" Any one could see the gloves were much smaller 

than a new pair of gloves of the sarne size." etc. etc. 

But the harrn was done. 

Next day, Richard Rubin, forrner vice president of the 

glove maker Aris lsotoner, an expert witness for the prose

cution, explained the facts that produced the bad result, but 

obviously it would never erase frorn the rnind of the jurors the 

image of O.J. Simpson showing that the gloves were too 

srnall for his hands. 

On July 31 1995, the defense wanted to introduce 

sorne experirnents performed by one expert to dernonstrate 

that the gloves could not shrink in the way proposed by the 

prosecution. Marcia Clark announced that she had in rnind to 

present sorne photos in which she would prove that O.J. had 

used the same gloves to cornrnit the crime. Judge lto asked 
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her whether she could present any foundation for that state

ment and she answered with a mischievous expression: "Yes 

1 can. "After a pause, lto said: "lnteresting." 

Since the defense did not want to "open the door" for 

new debates about the gloves they decided to skip the in

tended experiment. But next day, Marcia Clark, expressed 

her intention of reintroducing the issue based on the cons

piracy theory, even if the defense did not open any door. 

Johnny Cochran immediately claimed that the prose

cution could never prove anything about the gloves and right 

after, lto announced that he had received, just the night be

fore sorne pictures and information from the FBI, concerning 

the gloves and socks. He offered them to the defense and the 

prosecution. Nothing carne out of it. 

The scientific experts, among the lawyers for 

the prosecution. 

They have had a difficult task. The careless and slop

PY work collecting evidences, gave the defense more oppor

tunities than they really needed to create many hypothesis 

even if they did not have any substantiation. Besides, only 

the prosecution has the burden of proof. 

Another important aspect that cannot be underestimated 

when dealing with mercenary experts, is their ability to 

answer crucial questions extensively and pontifically, eva

ding the subject and misleading the jury or giving them· the 
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opportunity to support what they wanted to believe. lt is a 

difficult task for the judge to prevent that performance. 

Rockne Harmon. 

He is knowledgeable, but at times, looked aggressi

ve and intolerant. His grouchy behavior, was severely crit i

cized. To his benefit, he may have been responsible for the 

defense to drop Kary Mullis as a witness. 

Brian Kelberg. 

He had excellent performances both in direct and in 

cross examinations. His personal style was vivid and striking 

with extensive knowledge in forensic science. However, he 

was psychologically outsmarted by Robert Shapiro in the 

episode 1 have called the Dance of the Octopus which will be 

presented atterward. 

George Clarke. 

In the middle of so many examples of improper beha

vior offered by lawyers from both sides, he added to his 

knowledge and excellent technique the demeanor of a real 

gentleman even when facing a difficult witness. His cross 

examination of Dr. John Gerdes was an excellent example. 

Hank Goldberg. 

He was meticulous and well documented in his 

exposition, but his intonation was monotonous and even if he 

scored sorne points it did not provoke any positive reaction, 

particularly, in ona unfriendly juror. His style may be part of 
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his personality, but he is very young and will acquire sorne 

histrionics to increase his effectiveness. He had, however, a 

very rewarding moment when he deflated Barry Scheck in 

the climax of Dennis Fung's cross examination. He was pu

nished by Judge lto, but he did not regret presenting a sheet 

of paper with the staple holes that destroyed Scheck's hypo

thesis of misfeasance. 

Detective Mark Fuhrman. 

At the preliminary hearing, Fuhrman appeared like 

the super-detective; intelligent, with great disposition to fulfill 

his duties, in excellent physical condition. He was ready to 

jump into O.J. Simpson's residence at Rockingham Avenue, 

he found the blood at the Bronco and most important of all, 

he found the second glove that matched the one found in the 

scene of the crime. But, eventually, different sources of infor

mation presented him as a racist and ~ bigot, able to engage 

in abominable activities.On one occasion, he claimed to be 

unfit to deal with the black American and Latín environment, 

becau~e he had anti minority feelings, but after psychiatric 

examination and interna! investigation of his case, the peti

tion, that included to be pensioned, was not granted. 

To give him the same opportunity, normally off e red 

any defendant, it could be argued that his attitude, at that 

time, did not necessarily confirm his racism, because dealing 

with a high incidence of crime and vioJence, a sadistic poli-
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cernan, feeling hate against those minorities, had the oppor

tunity to satisfy his antisocial desires. But, as it will be seen, 

his personal history developed in the worst possible way. 

Fuhrman had to take the enormous pressure of a protracted 

cross examination in which he held his own against Lee Bai

ley. This veteran lawyer had anticipated on TV that he was 

looking forward to breaking Fuhrman a·nd no one can deny 

Bailey knows how to play cat vs. mouse when he has all the 

advantages the system provides the lawyers against a wit

ness. He usually shows his enjoyment in this kind of situa

tion with a sardonic smile. But Fuhrman presented a stone

wall resistance which made him look frustrated. But finally, 

he got Fuhrman to say under oath, that in the last ten years 

he had not used the word nigger. Obviously, a great perc.en

tage of people, without being racists, would feel uncom

fortable in such a predicament and would have admitted, at 

least the possibility of having used the epithet. But Fuhrman 

preferred to lie. · 

Meanwhile, there were two interesting incidents rela

tad to this episode. Lee Bailey and Marcia Clark were the 

protagonists of the first one. In a crucial moment of Fuhr

man's cross examination Bailey described his conversation 

with a man ·named Sergeant Máximo Córdoba who, ac

cording to Bailey, had been insulted and called nigger by 

Fuhrman. Bailey, theatrically described the scene in which 
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he had talked to Córdoba, "marine to marine." But, it so 

happened, that the night befare, Córdoba had denied on TV 

any incident with Fuhrman and, even worse, he also denied 

having any conversation with Bailey. 

Marcia Clark who had known of Córdoba's state

ments the night befare, jumped and told the court that Bailey 

had been caught in a lie ... "marine to marine." Bailey got red 

like an apple and trembling, all over, protested to having 

been called a liar. Judge lto had to clase the episode and 

severely admonished the lawyers. 

Next morning, Bailey gave the following explanation: 

His communicatiqn with_ Córdoba had been by phone thro

ugh one .of his s.ecretaries; moreover, Córdoba had forgotten 

his incident with Fuhrman, but had recovered his memory in 

a dream the night befare(!). 

Nothing else was said about the subject. 

Nevertheless, it would be interesting to know the sti

mulus that induced Sergeant Córdoba's extremely propitious 

dream. 

In February 1996, U.S. District Judge Maurice Paul, 

in Ocala, found Lee Bailey in contempt of court for not turning 
1 

over more than $21 million. lt so happened that Bailey had 

represented the French-American srhuggler Claud Duboc, 

who pleaded guilty to drug and money-laundering charges. 

Bailey wants to keep the money as professional fees, while 
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the prosecutors claim the money as property of the govern

ment. On March 6, after failing to raise $2.3 million to keep 

himself out of jail, as the court-ordered, Bailey was led away 

in chains, hand cuffed and walking in leg irons. 

He also had problems with the Interna! Revenue Ser

vice and the Florida bar because of his handling of the stock 

and the money for 18 months. But no wonder if he finds a le

gal solution to his case and keeps a good part of the money. 

The whole episode is just another symptom of our cultural 

sickness: 

Greed, 

Drug money. 

Crimes. 

Lost Young Uves. 

Broken Families. 

Society. 

Morality. 

Legality. 

Justice? 

Laura Hart McKinny, a North Carolina college pro

·fessor and screenwriter told Cochran, in July 1995, that Fuhr

man had used the word nigger in conversations they had 

taped. McKinny stressed that Fuhrman was her business 

partr;ier .and consultant on a screenplay she had written 1 O 
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years ago, and that he used the word "in context of our work." 

The defense asked Judge Ita to subpoena the tapes. Coch

ran went to North Carolina and at a hearing befare Judge 

William Wood of Forsyth County Superior Court in Winston

Salem, N.C., vehemently claimed the material importance of 

the tape, "it:i the tri al of an innocent man." His petition was 

denied, because in the tape, Fuhrman represented a fictio

nal character for a screenplay. But Cochran appealed and 

the verdict was reversed. He intended, by all means, to play 

the tapes in front of the jury to demonstrate that Fuhrman lied 

under oath and, even more, that he explained in the tapes 

how the police planted evidences and brutally battered black 

Americans. The defense even asked for a special prosecu

tor with which they intended to put more pressure on Judge 

lto into allowing the presentation of the tapes and at the sa

ma time to force Fuhrman to shield himseJf under the 5th 

Amendment, which would void his testimony and the related 

evidences. The crucial decision was, to establish whether 

the tapes should be presented to the jury totally, partially or 

not at all. 

The prosecution was ready to stipulate Fuhrman had 

liad under oath. But the defense would never be satisfied 

with such a stipulation. They wanted the jury to hear Fuhr

man's vqice saying incredible atrocities, including racial epi

thets, planting evidences, beating and even killing peopl~. 
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On August 29, Laura Hart McKinny gave testimony 

as a witness for the defense and the tapes were presentad to 

the court in the absence of the jury. 

The general reaction, was qualified on Rivera Uve 

Show, as "Apocalyptic." That night the program was ex

tended for two hours instead of the regular time of one hour. 

To begin with, sorne of the many offensive expressions 

included in the tapes, were offered. 

The . Fuhrman~s Tapes. 

About probable cause to arrest black suspects: 

"Probable cause? You are God. 

About shooting: 

"Do you people ... don't you shoot to wound them? 

No, we shoot to kill them. Now the department says shoot to 

stop, not kill, which is (expletive). The only way you can stop 

somebody is to kili the son of a bitch. And what's the big 

deal? lf you've gota reason to shoot somebody, you've gota 

reason to kill him." 

Aboút intolerant reactions: 

"We just got tired. We basically got impatient with him being 

so (expletiva) stupid, which 1 thought he was. So we just 

handcuffed him and wenJ to the scenic route to the station. 

We searched him again and found the gun. Went over to the 

baseball diamond and talked to him. When l left, Dana goes, 

'No blood, Mark.' No problem, not even any marks Dana. Just 
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body shots. Did you ever try to find a bruise on a nigger? lt is 

pretty tough, huh?" 

About bigotry: 

"People there don't want niggers in their town. People there 

don't want Mexicans in their town. They don't want anybody 

but good people in their town. And anyway you can do to get 

them out of there, that's fine with them. We have no niggers 

where 1 grew up." 

Po/ice work: 

"He is going to go to the stat ion because he won't have any 

identification because he gives me his driver's license. 1'11 just 

rip the (expletive) up." "When 1 was working gang, we used to 

take people, you know. We'd get a murder. We'd have a mur

der. And sometimes two or three murders. And you'd know 

which gang did it. But they wouldn't .talk. So 1 would go and 

pick up three or tour gang members and bring them to the :>. __ 

station. Take one ·in the basement and beat the dog (exple-

tive) out of him." 

About the tria/. 

"l'm the key witness in the biggest case of the .century. And if 1 

go down, they lose the case ... " 

There are more and more horrendous things on these tapes 

and it is amazing to see the different reactions of people fa

cing this nightmare. The prosecution's main problem was the 

impact tapes could produce in the jury, because it would 
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make a conviction practically impossible. By the same rea

son, the defense wanted to present every part of them as 

lively as possible. 

Among the black American commentators on TV pro

grams the predominant attitude was fierily belligerent. Only 

one or two black lawyers expressed themselves with equa

nimity. One said he felt so offended that he wanted to go 

home to get his gun "to defend himself." 

All of them wanted the tapes entirely exposed.to the 

jury and to the public. A black American leader said that the 

exclusion of the tapes could be a good reason to provoke 

new riots. Another lawyer, expressed that the tapes show 

how far away we are from Martín Luther King's dream when 

all these things are happening, today, in our cities and our 

police departments~ They overlooked, however, that the 

whole media has been offered to dozens of black American 

personalities to express their anger, side by side with many 

non black Americans. A great amount of people have in

deed, expressed disgust because of this abhorrent mis

conduct.They have not acknowledged the moral support and 

the shared feelings offered by every white American on the 

media. lt has been demonstrated that, people like Fuhrman 

represent a real minority repudiated by society. This is a 

healthy sign of undeniable progress in human relationship 

and, indeed, highly significant for this country. lt really should 
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be welcome. However, everybody knows that there is a lot 

more to be done against discrimination. No one should be 

· silent or indifferent, but fanatic reactions should be avoided. 

Sorrowfully, many black Americans were so enraged that 

they became more contentious because of Fuhrman. But 

above all, they just wanted to see O.J. Simpson free with or 

without the tapes .. Unfortunately, this reaction seems to be 

black racism accompanied by an immature and obsessive 

identification with O.J. Simpson. 

The modification of the judicial system and the clean

ing of Police Departments should be electoral issues. Never

theless it has to be considered that Fuhrman's behavior, as 

repugnant as it is, in no way, proves that he planted the glo

ve found at Rockingham, the blood in the Bronco nor any 

other of the many incriminating evidences against O.J. 

Simpson. With a dose of dry humor, many would say that 

the best solution to this case might have been to confine 

Fuhrman and 0.J. Simpson in the same cell for the rest of 

their lives: After ali, lt has been said that, in court, guilty and 

innocent are legal terms totally unrelated to truth and justice. 

On August 31, Judge lto ruled that the jury would he

ar Fuhrman, using the word nigger, just once, and on ano

ther occasion would be taken from a transcript. 

This would be enough to impeach him, although it 

would not show him using the word 41 tim~s. 
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Johnny Cochran, in one of his frequent presentations 

for the public and the media, said Judge lto's decision was 

"one of the cruelest, untairest decisions ever rendered in a 

criminal court .. " With insolent language, he openly accused 

the judge of participating in the "cover up" against O.J. Simp

son. At the same time asked the people of Los Angeles to 

remain calm, but in a way that sounded more like a reminder 

to the judge than a petition to the people. 

However, that episode did not end the honeymoon 

between the defense and the judge. Many people expected 

that the next day Judge lto would sanction Cochran for his 

outburst, but instead, the judge looked rather timid and only 

told Cochran that he was "hurt" by the defense press confe

rence. He called Cochran's statements "contemptible," but 

did not hold him in contempt. 

From the District Attorney's Office there was a differ

ent opinion: "The court's ruling will help keep the focus whe

re it should be, on relevant evidence that allows the jury to 

determine whether Mr. Simpson is responsible for the mur

ders of Aonald Goldman and Nicole Brown Simpson. Now 

let's get on with the trial." 

Eventually, Fuhrman was called as a witness by the 

· defense and he invoked his 5th amendment privilege. The 

defense wanted him to say the N·word in front of the jury, but 

the petition was denied by Judge lto who ruled he would di-
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rect the jury that Fuhrman was not available for cross exami

nation and the jury would relate it to his credibility. Marcia 

Clark protested and Judge lto was overruled by the court of 

appeals. The jury had had enough of Fuhrman. 

The Dream Team. 

Johnny Cochran Jr. 

Although Robert Shapiro had been O.J.Simpson's 

first lawyer during the preliminary hearing, Johnny Cochran, 
o 

took over the defense's leading role in the trial. Cochran's 

record included only about 30 criminal cases and his aver

age of acquittal was not impressive. But he says that those 

factors do not determine the ability of a lawyer. 

He has undeniable "charisma" and audacity. He is 

· an idol in the black community, with a pleasant personality, a 

sharp and sly mind with a nonchalant demeanor. He is re

cognized as a persuasive lawyer and showed more than on

ce his ability to manipulate the generosity of the judge. He 

was able to address the judge as a macho defiant and right 

after he knew how to offer an innocent mollifying smile. His 

behavior in court, passing from "vedette" to"prima donna" is 

the portrayal of a dandy who knows he is liked and admirad. 

His opening statement was like thu nder. At first glan

ce it seemed reckless and dangerous, but later on, it was 

possible to understand his strategy and his tactics. He knew 

of the overwhelming amount of evidences accumulated aga-
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inst his client and that his only possibility consisted in des

troying the credibility of each evidence. He also knew of the 

scientific vulnerability of the LAPO; he did not need to pre

sent any coherent or reasonable theory, he just had to create 

any possible doubt in the minds of friendly jurors and, most 

important of all, he counted on that jury. He told his own 

daughter: "lf 1 get the jurors 1 want 1'11 get O.J. free" and during 

one of his ~arly shows to the public and the media, waiting 

outside the courtroom, someone made reference to the.incri

minating evidences, and he answered with a smile: "lf you 

knew what 1 know ... " 

He figured that race has always been an important 

issue, specially in Los Angeles, he saw the opportunity to ex

ploit it in the trial and took the subject as far as it could go. 

At the converition of the National Association of Black 

Journalists, celebrated in Philadelphia in August 1995, he 

instructed black journalists to become advocates of black 

causes in their reporting. He did not care about the meaning 

of his words regarding the professionalism, the objectivity 

and the credibility of the people that invited him to talk. Du

ring this presentation, a few awed female attendees had to 

be shooed away. But for him, everything was a secondary 

issue, his first objective was to win the trial of the century. 

Truth and justice did not count, either. In his opening state

ment he promised evidences of the "real truth" in opposition 
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to the "people's theory." But his truth was bas.ed on the follo

wing hypothesis that in no way, could be harmoniously or 

logically arranged : 

1.- Alibí. 

2.- Corrupted evidences. 

3.- Contaminated evidences. 

4.- Compromised evidences. 

5.- Conspiracy by the LAPO. 

6.- Colombian "necklace." The drug hit men theory. 

He announced, two important witnesses, (Rosa Ló-

pez and Mary Ann Gerchas) who were supposed to give 0.J. 

Simpson an alibí. In so doing, he violated the court's rules, 

since they had not been properly introduced in the list of wit

nesses. Marcia Clark protested energetically and as a result, 

she was allowed to reopen her statement. But he could not 

care less. He knew he was acting improperly, but he had cre

ated the smoke bomb effect he wanted. Moreover, every

body learned, later on, that one of these witnesses, Mary 

Ann Gerchas, had given bad checks for several thousands of 

dollars and committed different felonies. A year later she was 

put in jail. Rosa López, was presented to the court in the ab

sence of the jury, her prohacted testimony was filmed to be 

used if the defense wanted to do so. But the addition of lies 

and contradictions were so pathetic that no one could believe 

her. Neither of these two witnesses was ev~r seen by the ju-
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ry. Which means that, at the end, the defense would not be 

able to deliver what had been promised in the opening 

statement. 

But, so what? ; he knew what kind of people his wit

nesses were. Rosa López demonstrated, without showing 

her to the jury, that she was a worthless witness. But in the 

meantime, the sequestered jury was outside the court for 

many days not knowing what was going on and the pre

sentat ion of the prosecution case had been disrupted. Sorne 

experts have criticized Johnny Cochran's "mistakes" in the 

opening statement and said it was just careless work-by the 

so called "dream team" represent ing the defense. But on the 

contrary, he just took a calculated risk to make an impression 

on the jury since the very beginning and diverted their atten

tion from the overwhelming list of incriminating evidences. 

Besides, it would have been difficult to punish him for having 

violated the court's arder without hurting the defendant, who 

had to have a fair trial. Therefore, the judge would not do that. 

Cochran said that the evidences presented by the 

prosecution were Corrupted, Contaminated and Compromi

sed. Besides there was Conspiracy and another "C" could 

be added to unify all the others: "Cochranized evidences." 

He claimed that "there was blood where there should 

be no blood and there was no blood where there should be 

blood." This was effective for the common people and the 
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friendly jurors, who could not differentiate the value of posi

tive evidence against any meaningless negative evidence. lt 

is common in bloody crimes not to find any weapon nor blood 

on the killer's hands. What is uncommon is to present so 

many compelling evidences in one case as it was presented 

by the prosecution in the Simpson trial. He said that DNA, in 

this occasion, was modern science put on the wagons that 

conquered the West. He repeated that the prosecution could 

not tolerate the "truth" he was ready to offer. Meanwhile, he in 

particular, and the defense lawyers, in general, have lost 

credibility at the . eyes of many highly qualified experts As it 

was mentioned before, he explained that O.J. had cut his fin

ger before going to Chicago. Later on, this version was chan

ged by the defense. The innumerable side bars, were not 

enough to hide the dirty laundry accumulated during the pro

cedure. Let's list the hypothesis presented by the defense: 

Simpson 's alibi supported by: 

A). Rosa López. Already discussed. 

B). Mary Ann Gerchas. Already discussed. 

C). He was practicing golf in his court y;ard . In con

tradiction with his preten~ed physical incapacity due to 

arthritis. One last version, he was at home, sleeping.None of 

these propositions could account for his whereabouts during 

' the time window established by the prosecution for the 

double homicide. 
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Corrupt ion and Contam ination. 

The defense has proposed that O.J. Simpson's blood 

was subtracted from a vial ( that contained EDTA) and was 

distributed in every possible place to frame him. The nurse 

that took the blood sample declared he put approximately 7.9 

to 8cc. of blood in the vial and in that case about 1 ce. seemed 

to be missing. The prosecution explained that in every labo

ratory test, sorne exceeding blood is wasted by spi llage, and 

left behind on pipettes, gloves and other tools and usually 

nobody takes it into account. There is no proof, whatsoever, 

to support the blood subtraction, but they claim that Detective 

Phil ip Vannatter after receiving Simpson's blood sample ma

de a cross town trip to give it personally to Fung in a suspi

cious act. Once more, we have to admit that the defense 

does not have to prove anything, they just have to invent 

possibiliti es that may bring any doubt to the minds of friendly 

jurors. Another form of contamination has been related to the 

sloppy work of Dennis Fung and Andrea Mazzola during the 

collection of samples. Besides Fung's sloppiness and care

lessness there was his incapacity to answer absurd hypo

thetical questions in cross examination. Constantly, Barry 

Scheck showed a mocking disdain for Fung, put words in 

his mouth and ridiculed him in uncharitable way. Yet , Ro

bert Shapiro in a demonstration of bad taste offered fortune 

cookies to reporters and other people, saying with sarcasm: 
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"These are from Hang Fung restaurant." Later on, at a press 

conference Shapiro offered an apology to the Chinese co

lony in the presence of representatives from various Asian 

lawyers organizations. As an unexpected epilogue, Dennis 

Fung, after finishing his testimony went and shook hands with 

O.J. Simpson and his lawyers. 

Did anybody understand his attitude? 

In August 1995, John Gerdes, a Denver microbiolo

gist, witness for the defense, declared that the LAPO labo

ratory was a pool of chronic contamination that should be 

shut down and after suggesting that all PCR testing in foren

sic situations is fraught with the peril of contamination. How

ever, he had to admit, under the brilliant cross examination of 

prosecutor George Clarke, that the careless management 

attributed to LAPO did not interfere with the scientific study 

corresponding to the charts presented to the court in that 

moment. These studies were performed by Gary Sims the le

ad forensic chemist from the California Department of Justice 

in Berkeley and by Robín Cotton, Director of Cellmark Diag

nostics, a private laboratory of Germantown, Md. 

Robin Cotton had testified that two of the samples 

shared a combination of genetic characteristics that would 

occur in about one out of 9.7 billion Caucasians and about 

one out of 530 billion blacks. The world population was 5.6 

billion the year befare and the U.S. population is 261 million. 
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On August 8, 1995, Terence Speed, an Australian 

mathematician,who is Professor in Berkeley dedicated to sta

tistics, was presented as witness for the defense and insisted 

that those numbers did not have any meaning because they 

did not take into account the error rate in the laboratory pro

cedures. He admitted. however, that he could not say there 

were any errors in the samples presented to him, but he in

sisted: "in general you have to admit the possibility of error." 

The debate during cross examination was another 

example of the waste of time, money and effort when scienti

fic evidences are presented to a jury unable to understand 

the subject. This means, that a crucial decision must be 

taken: a) whether the scientific evidence should be exclu

ded from the courtroom in detriment of justice or b) the jury 

has to be able to understand them. 

Conspiracy and Compromised Evidences. 

The defense selected, as the main tactic and strategy 

to put the Los Angeles Police Oepartment on trial. 

No one can deny the existence of bad policemen 

and the lack of efficiency that the LAPO has shown in diffe

rent scientific aspects. But on the other hand, it is undeniable 

that many good policemen have died in the line of duty to 

protect citizens against crime. 

However, it was necessary for the defense to destroy 

the credibility of the LAPO in every aspect: Conspiracy, plan-
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ted evidence, incapacity, sloppiness and whatever possiblE 

wrong doing, even if one contradicted the other. Ali of therr 

had to be included to win this case. 

Unfortunately, the low scientific standard observe1 

in sorne aspects of the police's performance was demon~ 

trated and magnified since the very beginning. The defense 

presented the time that elapsed befare the detectives called 

the coroner in the investigation of this double homicide, as a 

tragic event. lt was, indeed, a negative factor which did not 

permit the use of the forensic methods to establish the time 

of death and the defense took advantage presenting the 

subject as a mountain of wrong doing. However, the best 

forensic study would have been unable to determine the ti

me of death within a margin of minutes, as it was required in 

this particular case, to prove or disprove the necessary time 

window to support an alibí. 

Moreover,. it is of greater importance to know who 

committed the crime than to establish when the crime occur

red. And there are other mechanisms that can help esta

blish the time of death. In this case, it could be done with the 

accumulated circumstantial . evidences, includjng the "wail of 

a dog." But the defense took advantage of this and many mis

takes of the pathologist during the autopsy, to put the LAPO 

on tria! instead of the defendant. To justify the conspiracy and 

the theory of planted evidence, the race factor was introdu-
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ced. Robert Shapiro and his old friend, Lee Bailey, to whom 

he once defended in a case of driving under the influence of 

alcohol, had serious disagreements with regards to the. race 

subject and there were ugly accusations against Bai ley, in

cluding leaking. Epithets as strong as snake and traitor were 

made public. This created a fissure in the defense structure 

that, eventually, was converted into a gap, but because of 

the amount of money involved, they had to live with each 

other until the end of the trial. 

The Colombian "necklace". 

The defense claimed that Nicole Brown Simpson 

was mistakenly murdered by drug hit men out to kill Faye 

Resnik, her cocaine-abusing friend, because sorne uniden

tified Colombian drug dealers were mad at Resnick who had 

failed to pay her drug bilis. 

This alternative theory was also introduced by John

ny Cochran in his opening statement, but it was rejected by 

Judge Ita because the scenery proposed by the defense was 

too vague to meet legal requirements to bring up accusations 

of so-called third party culpability. 

He refused to allow Christian Reichardt , who was 

Resnick's former boyfriend, to testify about her drug addic

tion, her use of cocaine while rooming with Nicole and her 

admission to a drug rehabilitation program a few days be

fare the double homicide. 
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Stan Goldman, Professor of the Loyola University 

who has been very frequently invited, as an expert , in many 

TV programs, said : "I think it's a majar hit for the defense, it 

may spell the end of the ability to present any evidence on 

this drug theory related to the Colombian drug cartel." 

Robert Shapiro and Dr. Lakshmanan Sathya

vagiswaran. The Dance of the Octopus. 

Robert Shapiro was the first lawyer to defend 0.J. 

Simpson, but eventually, h.e had to give up his place for 

Johnny Cochran Jr. to take over to play the race card. 

Dr. Lakshmanan was an important witness for the 

prosecution, who postulated, among other things: 

a) That the reduced area of the scene of the crime 

and the disposition of the pool of blood, could only allow the 

presence of a single perpetrator. More than one person 

would have notoriously disarranged the actual findings. 

b) The regularity of the edges of the wounds indica

ted that the victims had been practically immobilized when 

the injuries occurred. 

e) Although sorne of the wounds in which the wea

pon did not penetrate very deep, could have been inflicted 

with a single or double edged knife other deeper wounds 

established that the blade had a single edge and was about 

six inches long. Dr. Lakshmanan stated, Nicole went to the 

door, probably expecting Ron Goldman, who would bring her 
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mother's glasses and found instead, her killer who dressed 

in black, with a knit cap and a knife in his gloved hands, hit 

her on the head, as was indicated by the lesion with signi

ficant cerebral damage found in the autopsy. 

She instantly tell unconscious, facing the ground. 

Then the attacker turned his attention towards Ron

ald Goldman and after killing him returned to cut her throat. 

According to the prosecution, O.J. inflicted so many 

ferocious wounds that she was really killed ove·r and ovar 

again. To see the enormous display of photos shown to the 

jury was almost unbearable. 

Finally, after he killed Ron Goldman he decided to go 

back to Nicole, lifted her head by her hair while he pressed 

her back with his foot to expose her neck, and cut so deep 

and hard that the knife, after excising the jugular veins and 

carotid arteries, reached the spine. 

A torrential hemorrhage covered the ground with a 

pool of blood. This would have been enough to kill her al

most instantaneously. 

Dr. Lakshmanan's direct examination conducted by 

Brian Kelberg, a brilliant prosecutor that added physical de

monstrations to the explanations offered by the witness, took 

about a week. The cross examination by Robert Shapiro took 

less than an hour and it has been celebrated as a master

piece. Apparently, he mesmerized everybody, including Kel-
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berg and Dr. Lakshmanan who accepted with docility that he 

only knew that two people had been killeo by multiple wo

unds, but he could not say at what time they had been killed, 

whether there were more than one perpetrators with two, 

three or five knives with a single or double edge.ln the mean

time, as if performing a ballet, he was making different move

ments to explain the many possible ways the knives could 

have been handled. Until today, 1 have no explanation to the 

emotional reaction of the expert witness, who suddenly forgot 

the three fundamental points he had established by objective 

observations of the scene of the crime, based on fundamen

tal forensic science. 

He had said hat the limited area could not allow the 

presence of more than one perpetrator without provoking 

many changes in the physical findings, therefore an isolated 

perpetrator could not use two, three or five knives, because 

he had to use one hand to immobilize the victim.There was 

only one perpetrator with a knife. To handle several knives 

the attacker had to be an octopus. But Shapiro prevailed. 

Gerald Uelmen. 

He is very persuasive, has great experience and ex

tensive knowledge of the criminal law and its technicalities. 

Barry Scheck. 

lmported from New York as a scien ific expert for the 

defense, made a crafty cross examination of Dennis Fung. 
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He is a meticulous observer of small details and his 

effort to acquire a scientific background, as a lawyer, is 

commendable. Although, he is not eloquent, he compensa

tes his lack of words, with body acting, and the changes of 

his voice intonations. He probably knows that human faces 

are exquisitely expressive instruments. Behind our facial skin 

lies an intricate web of musculature, concentrated especially 

around the eyes and mouth evolved purely for social commu

nication. The muscles may express interest, fear, suspicion, 

joy, contentment, doubt, surprise, and countless other emo

tions. Each emotion can be further modified by the raising of 

an eyebrow or the slight flick of a cheek muscle to express, 

say, measured surprise, wild surprise, disappointed surpri

se, and so on. 

lt is estimated that the 22 muscles on each side of the 

tace can be called on to produce 10,000 different facial ac

tions or expressions. 

Barry Scheck may use all of them, and more, to 

attract the attention of the jury and to transmit to them the 

message he wants. He only fails when he intends to offer a 

sweet smile.When the jurors do not understand the scientific 

meaning of the debate, as it usually happens, they will pro

bably depend on his dramatic presentations. But, it also 

means, that the presence of scientifically minded panelists 

would considerably reduce the benefits of his showmanship. 
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Peter Neufeld. 

Also from the East coast , was efficient but not so 

spectacular and , at the beginning, had sorne problems with 

Judge lto, who made him write a check to pay a fine . 

Robert Blasier. 

As a member of the scientific lawyers far the defense 

he intended to be effective with aggressive and caustic ex

pressions, but his efforts to be noticed were diluted in an en

vi ronment overcrowded w~th gigantic Egos. 

Carl Doug las. 

After a not very becoming cross examination of Ro

nald Shipp and having to take the responsibili ties of viola

tions of the court's law concern ing reciprocity of discoveries, 

his activities in the courtroom were very limited . 

But he enjoyed himself addressing the public and the 

media aiter the presentation of the testimonies. 

By the way , Ronald Shipp is a former policeman 

who met O.J . Simpson in 1968 and described a conversa

tion he had with the defendant the day after the crime , in 

which Simpson said he had dreams of killing his wife. 

Severa! members of the Simpson fam ily declared 

that in that occasion Shipp was drunk and they never saw 

him speaking with 0 .J. Shipp said he had to offer his testi 

mony, because he did not want to have Nico le's blood on his 

hands. 
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Two witnesses on the wrong side. 

The testimony of Robert Heidstra, a witness for the 

defense, offered many favorable facts for the prosecution and 

gave an idea of the last moments of Ron Goldman. Besides 

admitting that he saw a white car that looked like a Jeep but 

could have been a Bronco, speeding from Bundy right after 

the crime had occurred, he said that on passing Nicole's ho

use he heard two voices, the first one, saying !Hey! !Hey! 

!Hey! sounding like a younger person; the second voice see

med to him like an older man but he could not understand 

the words emitted. The prosecution claimed he had said that 

the second voice sounded like a black man and that he had 

recognized O.J. Simpson's voice. But in his testimony he did 

not admit the racial implication nor the identification. 

However, it seems that Ron Goldman saw the perpetrator, 

called his attention and in spite of being unarmed, he 

courageously faced the ferocity of the aggressor who killed 

and over killed him just because he happened to be there. 

But befare falling, he tenaciously defended himself 

and provoked severa! wounds and abrasions in the left hand 

of the attacker, which produced the blood found by the police 

at the left side of the shoe prints. 

The multiplicity and the character of the lesions on 

O.J. Simpson's hands were also established by the testimony 

of another witness for the defense, Dr. Robert Huizenga, who 
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after having presented O.J. as Tarzan's grandfather, admitted 

that he was able to commit the crime in spite of the. arthritis he 

had complained about. 

EDTA debates. 

lt has already been explained, that enzymes are res

ponsible for the enormous amount of biochemical reactions 

involved in the complicated .cellular functions. Enzymatic ac

tivity may be enhanced (induction) by the presence of a 

substance. On occasions,' two different molecules on which 

the enzyme has its specific influence (substrate) compete for 

the activity of a particular enzyme and reduce its bioche

mical effect. In other cases the enzymatic activity may be 

inhibited by other molecules. A noncompetitive inhibitor can 

combine with either the free enzyme or with the enzyme

substrate complex interfering with the action of both. The 

mechanism of blood coagulation involves the activity of a 

group of different enzymes. Sorne enzymes that require the 

presence of metal ions (ion is an atom or group of atoms ha

ving negative or positive electric charge as a result of having 

gained or lost one or more electrons) for its activity, are inhi

bited noncompetitively by sorne agents capable of binding 

the essential metal. 

EDTA has been predominantly used in laboratories 

to prevent blood coagulation, but nowadays is very common 

in detergents and in the preservation of vegetables and sau-
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ces, as for instance, mayonnaise. The absorption of EDTA 

from the digestive tract, the possible participation of the liver 

cell to degrade or conjugate it befare its elimination has 

never been sufficiently studied, and the same occurs with the 

variation of its concentration in circulating blood related to the 

diet. 

EDTA, is a chelating (from Latin Kela =Claw) agent that 

reversibly binds severa! divalent cations and thus noncompe

titively inhibits sorne of the involved enzymatic activity. 

Calcium is a divalent cation, which participates in 

the mechanism of blood coagulation and binds to EDTA. lts 

symbol is (Ca)++. 

Modern technology provides sorne highly sophisticated 

and extremely expen~ive equipment as those used in the FBI 

laboratory, to perform different methods of Mass Spectro

graphy in order to establish the presence of many substan

ces of great importance in physiology, pharmacology, toxico

logy,etc. That type of equipment was used to determine the 

presence of EDTA in the socks that were found in O.J. Simp

son's bedroom and in the blood found on an iron door of 

Nicole's house. 

The presence of EDTA is co_nfirmed by locating 

specific electric signs of different members of the family ions 

derived from its very stable molecule. Very often, these signs 

are accompanied by electric irregularities (noise ) due to the 
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presence of other cornponents that rnay create false inter

pretations of data and require additional investigations to 

confirrn the real rneaning of its findings, suggestive of or 

consistent with the presence of the investigated subject. 

During the debates of the Sirnpson trial there were 

two different interpretations of the findings. Fredric Rieders, a 

toxicologist with a Ph.D. in Chernistry with controversia! fo

rensic experiences, including erroneous positive interpreta

tions of toxic substances, in a previous trial, was presented 

as a witness for the defense and he insistently declared that 

the results of the tests pointed to the presence of EDT A on 

the gate and in the blood found on ·the socks. 

Meanwhile, Roger Martz, a forensic expert in charge 

of the chernical analysis section of the FBl's laboratory in Wa

shington denied, emphatically, its presence. 

lt rneans that the verdict could .depend on which ex

pert witness, would be preferred by the jury. 

But, how can they appreciate which testimony is 

really valid? To answer such an irnportant question they ha

ve no other way, but to depend on their personal emotions 

and bias. 

Sorne lawyers have said that the credentials and the 

demeanor of each witness may give sorne orientation. But 

such an orientation is meaningless, cornpared to the con

clusion that can be obtained by scientific judgment. 
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When dealing with mercenary witnesses the 

jury must include panelists with proper scientific 

qualifications, to be able to establish the truth. 

Dr. Rieders, has a Ph.D. and an exuberant anatomy 

added to a demeanor disdainfully arrogant and very impres

sive. However, he had no experience, whatsoever, with the 

highly sophisticated technology used by Roger Martz and e

ven admitted his surprise when he learned of the speed with 

which the new methods provides the results. He had not per

formed a single experiment regarding the debated evidence. 

Nevertheless, he dared to challenge, in court, Roger Martz's 

interpretation of those results in a way that could only be 

persuasive for a jury unable to understand what he was 

talking about, but wishing to believe him. 

Roger Martz, is much younger, looks like Dr. Rieder's 

pupil and his academic credits do not reach the Ph.D. level; 

but he has been brilliant enough, to deserve his high position 

as Director of the FBI laboratory in which sorne members of 

the staff do have a Ph.D. 

In spite of being a Special FBI Agent, he was called 

as an expert witness for the defense and during the direct 

examination Robert Blasier, the defense lawyer expert in 

DNA and scientific discoveries, asked: Are these findings 

consistent with the presence of EDTA? He answered, yes. 

But after the lunch break, his attitude and his answers were 
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more exegetic and he explained the scientific meanings 

involved in the questions and their answers. After that, 

Blasier asked: "Did you decide ... yo u had to beco me an 

advocate? Martz answered: "I decided 1 had to be more 

truthful. 1 was not being entirely truthful with yes and no 

answers ... 1 decided 1 wanted to tell the whole truth." He 

explained that "When something is consistent with some

thing else, it does not mean a positive identification."Then, he 

added, "In arder to identify something you have to have 

something unique." Peaks depicted on a graph were con

sistent with the presence of EDTA, which means that EDTA 

"could be present." but not that it was definitely there. "Every

one is saying 1 found EDTA (in the blood samples). 1 never 

said that." "EDTA was not present on the sock or on the gate. 

1 believe my data has been misinterpreted by someone else." 

Blasier obtained permission from Judge lto to de

clare Martz a hostile witness. 

Martz, repeated again and again the same response 

when Marcia Clark asked him the same questions on cross 

examination. 

This is another example of scientific evidence that 

could be very valuable in the search for truth and justice but 

that will be necessarily wasted if it cannot be appreciated by 

the jury. 
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The Mercenary Experts. 

The scientific experts are at the same time, expert 

witnesses that learn how to behave in front of the jury and 

how to handle the most difficult questions. 

They can use diluted general concepts to evade a 

particular subject and to introduce hypothesis in favor of the 

client that pays their fees. They do not have to say a lie, they 

just have to deceive the jury. When acting for the defense, 

they only need to create doubt. 

lt is not difficult to see, however, the enormous diffe

rence that would be obtained if these experts had to tace a 

jury comprised by real scientists and retired judges. 

That jury would not be confused or deceived. 

Among the scientific experts called by the defense in 

the O.J Simpson trial, one received. over $100,000, two over 

$35,000 and other over $10,000. 

1 heard that they are called "whores." 

The presentation of Dr. Henry Lee, deserves a ·very 

special place. He is a real scientist with no economical in

terest whatsoever. The money he received in the trial was do

nated to his University for fellowships and laboratory equip

ment. However, the prosecution had to pay a high price be

cause of poor public relations. He is a pre-eminent persona

lity in forensic science who has received ali kiods of honors· 

and distinctions around the world. Nevertheless he complain-
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ed of the treatment he received when he arrived at the LAPO 

laboratories. He felt he was not welcome and during his 

testimony he repeated, without any question asked about the 

subject, that he was not speaking to criticize any one. 

But that was, exactly, what he did and not always ob

jectively. Shapiro, treated him as a demigod and used the 

most refined savoir-fair to please Dr. Lee's Ego. 

Dr. Henry Lee, found what could be consistent with 

another shoe print at the scene of the crime. 

But on September 15, William Bodziak, an FBI ex

pert in shoe prints, struck a shattering blow to the defense 

theory that the traces of two killers could be found at the 

scene of the double murder by following their footsteps on 

the walkway. 

He said: "I am not here to criticize what Dr. Lee said. 

1 am here to clarify." He told the jurors that Dr. Lee mistook 

old tool marks on the concrete walkway outside Nicole Brown 

Simpson's condominium for fresh imprints, and he belatedly 

photographed other imprints that were not present shortly 

after the murders of Nicole and Ron Goldman. In a news con

ference in Connecticut, Dr. Lee said his testimony was mis

interpreted and contended that he never testified about sorne 

of the stains that Bodziak told the jurors about. He added that 

"A trial should not beco me a game. l'm a little bit disap

pointed about the whole process." He said he had no plans 
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to testify for the defense during its rebuttal and that he had 

not decided what he would do if the defense subpoenaed 

him. The jury, however, never knew about these comments. 

Myrna Raeder, Southwestern University Law School Pro

fessor said: "Bodziak was an incredibly strong witness. He 

may have given the prosecution that home run it needs on 

the one assailant theory." 

lt is not surprising to find people with scientific cre

dentials ready to participate in questionable moneymaking 

activities. They belong to a culture with a hierarchy of values 

dictated by money and moral/y void from top to bottom. 

People involved in the process of Econocracy, 

worship a primordial trilogy represented by MONEY, POW

ER and FAME. 

Closing Arguments. 

The grounds of the final battle were well defined. 

The prosecution presented O.J. Simpson as a blood 

thirsty killer, furiously jealous and frustrated, that committed 

the horrendous double murder as a deliberate, premeditated 

act. The defense tried to shift the attention from O.J. Simpson 

by putting Mark Fuhrman and the LAPO, on trial, responsi

ble for a racial conspiracy· to trame O.J. Simpson. 

Marcia Clark, began slowly, showing very little emo

tion, but meticulously presenting a chart with the "Window of 

Opportunity" in which O.J. Simpson could have killed the two 
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victims. The chart started at the moment in which O.J. had 

gone to McDonald's with Kato the evening of June 12 until 

the arrival of O.J. at his home, accord ing to the testimony of 

Allan Park. 

Let's see: 

June 12 ,1 994. 

9:10 pm . McDonald's. 

Simpson drives house guest Kato Kaelin to McDo-

nald's in his Bentley. 

9:36 pm. 

Simpson and Kato return to Rockingham. 

Last time seen before slaying. 

10:03 pm. 

Simpson calls his girlfriend, Paula Barbieri , from the 

cell phone in his Bronco. 

10:15 pm. 

Pablo Fenjves hears Nicole's dog barking and then a 

"plaintive wail." 

10:22 pm. 

Limo driver, Allan Park, drives dow_n Rockingham 

and does not see a white Bronco. 

10:40 pm. 

Allan Park pulls up to the gate on Ashford and rings 

the buzzer. No one answers. 

10:45-50 pm. 
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Nicole's Simpson neighbor sees Kato (Nicole's Aki

ta) with bloody paws, on the side walk outside Nicole's house 

on 875 South Bundy Orive. 

10:51-52 pm. 

Kato Kaelin hears three thumps on the wall outside 

his room. About this incident, Marcia Clark gives the following 

explanation:The defendant carne back from Bundy in a hurry. 

Ronald Goldman upset his plans, and things took a little lon

ger than anticipated ... He was in a hurry, he was moving qui

ckly down a dark, narrow pathway overhung with trees, 

strewn with leaves and in his haste he ran right into the air 

conditioning that was hanging over the south pathway. And 

running into that air conditioner it caused him to fall against 

the wall, making the wall of Kato's room shake. 

10:54 pm. 

Allan Park sees a black man entering the front door 

at Rockingham. 

Marcia Clark: Why didn't the defendant let Allan Park 

drive into the driveway? Because the defendant was fraz

zled, ladies and gentleman. He was hurried. And he needed 

to buy sorne time. Time to wash himself up, wash off the 

blood, change the clothes, and compase himself to appear 

normal. 

11:15 pm. 

Simpson and Park leave for the airport. 
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Let's add sorne highlights from Marcia Clark's argu

ments: "From 9:36pm until 10:54 pm. the defendant's where

abouts were unaccounted for." 

"Now, 1 would like to start the evidence in this case 

with the timing." 

"So we know that Ron went home and changed clo

thes after he left the Mezzaluna at about 9:50. The other 

waitress in the restaurant, Tia Gavin, testified that it takes 

about a minute to walk from the Mezzaluna to his apartment. 

So even being a little generous, he got home by about 9:05. 

He changed and freshened up, because we know he wasn't 

wearing that waiter's uniform when he was found.So it would 

be reasonable to infer that he got to Nicole's house with the 

envelope sometime shortly after 1 O o'clock. An~ when 1 say 

sometime shortly after 1 O o'clock, we don't know exactly what 

time, and l'm not saying that we do, but 10:1 O or so would 

seem a reasonable amount of time to get fre5hened up, 

change and get over there, based on what we do know ... 

Now, the neighbor Steve Schwab, noticed that the dog's 

paws had blood on it, but he did not testify that he saw any 

paw prints on the sidewalk. Does that mean that they weren't 

there? No. lt means he didn't notice them ... 

Did it strike you as odd that he'd take a Bentley to 

drive-through to McDonald's when he's got a Bronco? lt's not 

· like there's no other car." 
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"At the conclusion of all our arguments, when you 

open up the windows and let the cool air blow out the smoke 

screen that has been created by the defense with a cool wind 

of reason, you will see that the defendant has been proven 

guilty, easily, beyond a reasonable doubt." 

"When you look at these pictures, ladies and gentle

men, you see rage." "You see fury. You see overkill." "This is 

not the mark of a professional killer. These are not efficient 

murders." "These are murders that are really slaughters and 

are personal." "In that respect they reveal a great deal about 

who did them." She made among her most scathing com

ments about Simpson, contending his "líes" after the crimes 

proved he had a "consciousness of guilt." "No stranger, no 

Colombian drug dealer. A man who was involved with his in

tended victim. One who wanted to control her and failed, and 

failing found the one way to keep her under control where 

she could never slip out of it again, and that man is the 

defendant." "She is lying there, basically unconscious, he 

pulls back her head and slashes her throat to such a degree 

that she is nearly decapitated." 

"That was a cold and calculated decision to kill, to 

make sure she was dead." 

"A gun makes noise, a knife doesn't." 

"We have linked the defendant to the crime scene. 

We have linked the defendant to the victims. 
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We have linked the defendant and the victims to his 

car, and that link has reached from Bundy into his bedroom at 

Rockingham. 

They are all interwoven by time, by space, by occur-

rence, by science." 

"Now, do you put a step ladder, do you put a basket 

of laundry in front of a door that you use? Obviously not. 

So there was no other way in and that is why, -repe

ated- that is why, Allan Park. saw the defendant walking in the 

door that night and l'm going to tell you something, ladies 

and gent lemen , that was the defining moment of this trial. 

That was the one. 

Because when you understand that the defendant 

was out that night, when you understand that he lied to Allan 

Park about being asleep; when you understand that the 

Bronco was moved and that he was out .. . Then you under

stand where he was when his whereabouts are unaccount

ed for. 

And Allan Park's testimony is unrefuted." 

"Wouldn't it be a tragedy if with such overwhelming 

evidence, ladies and gentlemen, that we have presented to 

you, you found the defendant not guilty in .spite of all that 

because of the racist attitude of one police officer?" 

She was assembling pieces of a computer genera

ted puzzle that soon took the shape of Simpson's face. 
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The first piece, part of Simpson forehead, was placed 

on the board after she outlined the opportunity the former 

football player had to kili his ex-wife and Goldman. 

She filled in the last piece of the jigsaw puzzle after 

describing what she called the most powerful evidence (the 

socks with Nicole Simpson's blood found in the defendant's 

bedroom). When Simpson's tace was in full view, Marcia 

Clark said:"There he is. You have not even heard yet, about 

the motive. You have not even h-eard the why of it, and you 

know he did it." 

To explain the motive, was Christopher Darden's 

task and he did a superb job. During most of the trial Darden 

had been underrated and very often he suffered Johnny Co

chran's cynic and caustic remarks. But when he said: "This is 

my turn to speak," he was really at his very best. He spoke in 

low key style; nothing bombastic no pretension of being 

brilliant. Slowly, down to earth, warm with feelings, but with

out exaggeration, he was able to bring the focus towards the 

victims and the defendant and what was, perhaps more 

important, with another jury, he could have undermined the 

aggressive exhortation of Johnny Cochran who had por

trayed the defendant as a true American hero framed by a 

corrupt and racist police force. 

Cochran urged the jurors to strike a blow against the 

~ystem sending O.J. free. But Darden pleaded with the jurors 
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not to vote for an acquittal based on the conduct of Mark 

Fuhrman or because of O.J. Simpson was a former footbal l 

star and a he ro. 

"There are no (football or otherwise) heroes in this 

courtroom today. A hero is a man that would rush into a lite 

and death situation to save a woman without ever thinking 

about himself ." 

"You can't eradicate racism in the LAPO and Ame

rica, he said, by delivering a verdict of not guilty." "lt is true 

that Fuhrman is a racist and it is also true that he (pointing to 

Simpson) killed those two people.""All of these arguments 

about the minutia make no sense when you look at the big 

picture. You look at the big picture and you realize, 'Well 

there is nothing sinister here.' Open the doors. Open the 

windows. Let in the light here. Blow out the smoke." 

''Because when you look at the whole picture, you 

see the truth. lt is very, very simple." 

"By April of 1992, this woman knew that she was 

going to die. You heard · testimony from a district attorney 

investigator ín this case, and Mr. Michael Stevens testified 

that in December of 1994 and with the permission of the 

judge he said that he went to a bank and he drilled a ho!e in 

a safe deposit box. Do you recall that testimony? And it was 

in that safe box that he found a letter ... the letter where the 

defendant says he doesn't know where he got that crazy. 
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They found that letter and they found two other letters from 

the defendant. From O.J. Simpson to Nicole attempting to get 

her back, attempting to convince her to take him back, 

attempting to convince her that things would be better the 

next time. They found those letters in that safe deposit box, 

and they found something else. They found a will. This 

woman's will. lt had been executed during 1990, which 

means she must have been about 30 years old. Do you know 

many people at the age of 30 who execute wills? But you find 

her will, his letters and something else. There were sorne 

photographs, sorne photographs from back in 1989. lt was 

after he beat her in 1989, she called her sister Denise, and 

Denise carne over and she showed Denise the injuries that 

this man inflicted on her and she asked Denise to take 

pictures of the injuries. Then she put those pictures in the 

safe deposit box along with her will, along with his letters. 

She put those things there for a reason." He implied 

that the reason was that the jury could see it. "lt is time to 

stand up. lt is time to stand up - he repeated with a low, but 

intense voice. The Constitution says a man has no right to kill 

and get away with it just because one of the investigating 

officers is a racist." 

"I have been a prosecutor for almost 15 years and if 

there is a rule that 1 have lived by-and repeated- if there is a 

rule that 1 have lived by, is one rule that means a lot to me, it 
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is this one: No one is above the law, not the police, not the 

rich, no one. O.J. Simpson isn't above the law." 

On the other hand, Johnnie Cochran theatrically 

and with words directed towards the black juro rs , passing 

from the ro le of preacher, to the school teacher, to the sales

man and the rebel rouser, exhorted the jury "to do the right 

thing and acquit Simpson" as a message against racism and 

po lice mlsconduct. 

He invoked bibl ical texts and said Fuhrman and Van

natter were "twins of decept ion who bring you a message that 

you cannot trust." "The LAPO believe he was gui lty. They 

wanted to win. They didn't want to lose another big case .. . 

so when they take the law into their own hands, they become 

worse than the people who break the law because they are 

the protectors of th·e law." 

"fhere was another man not too long ago in the 

world ... who wanted to bum people, who had racist views and 

ultimately had power ... People didn't care. People said Ado lf 

Hitler was just crazy, a half-baked painter ... This seo urge 

became one of the worst men in the history ." "Fuhrman 

wants to take all black people now and bum them or bomb 

them.That's genocidal racism."" lf we as the people don't con

tinue to hold a mirror up to the face of America and say: 'This 

is what you promised; th is is what you delivered .' lf you don't 

speak out, if you don't stand up, if you don't do what 's right, 
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this kind of conduct will continue on forever, and we'll ílever 

have an ideal society ." 

Regarding the gloves, he introduced, with doubtful 

taste, what seemed to be a slogan in a commercial: "lt does 

not fit and if it doesíl't fit you must acquit." 

He put Oíl a kílit cap to ridicule the idea of O.J. Simp

son wearing a cap to hide his personality because he would 

be easily recognized with or without a cap. Christopher Dar

den rebuffed him, explainiílg that the cap, together with black 

clothing in a dark place produced a different result. 

But Cochraíl went even further:"Maybe there is a rea

son why we're here. May be you are the right people at the 

right time at the right place to say: No more! Stop this cover

up! You are the coílscience of this commuílity.""Someoíle 

has taken these childreíl's mother. 1 hope your decisioíl does 

not take their father." 'ji know you will stay the course, keep 

your eye on the prize aíld do the right thing." 

Barry Scheck, described the "contaminated, corrup

ted and compromised" physical evidence as a "cancer infec

ting the heart of the case." He continued the attack Oíl sci

entific evidences, the bloody socks, hairs aíld fibers, the test 

tubes and the missing blood,etc. He said the jury could not 

trust any of the DNA aílalysis of blood because the samples 

were contaminated and tampered with in the "black hale" of 

the LAPD crime lab. 
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Once more, during a break in closing arguments, 

Fred Goldman, bitterly protested the tactic of Simpson's de

fense. He said that Cochran was a "horror walking around 

among us." "He is a sick person and should be put away." 

"He is ene of the most disgusting human beings 1 have ever 

had to listen to in my lite." His main complaint was the hy

perbole comparing Fuhrman to Hitler, which many Jews 

found outrageous and at the end of the trial, Cochran was 

escorted by body guards o.ffered by The Nation of Islam, 

which is known for its anti Semitism. 

Marcia Clark had the last words of the closing argu

ments, during which , she was interrupted by Cochran and 

Barry Scheck with more than 60 objections. They fragmen

tad her argument and disrupted her rhythm. 

"Usually, she said, 1 feel l'm the only one left to speak 

for the victims, but Nicole and Ron are speaki~g to you." Ron, 

struggling so val iantly torced the killer to leave evidence." 

"They told you with their blood, with their hair ... that he did it

Orenthal Simpson." She presentad a chart with a pyramid in 

which the most incriminating evidences were contained and 

finally, arranged the audio of the famous 991 call with Nico

le's terrified voice filling the courtroom from loudspeakers 

and 0.J. Simpson's voice yelling with uncontro llabie· rage . 

The audio was associated to a montage of photos including 

the bloody gloves, the Bronco, the socks found in O.J. Simp-
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son bedroom and finally, in impressive color, photographs 

of Nicole and Ron Goldman in pools of blood outside her 

condominium, in the early morning of Ju ne 13, 1994. 

Nicole's sisters Tanya and Denise Brown held their hands 

over their ears and wept with their mother. The emotional 

charge in the courtroom was unbearable. She added:"I have 

nothing more to say." "Because we have proved beyond a 

reasonable doubt.. .we ask you to find the defendant guilty of 

murder in the first degree in the murder of Nicole Brown 

Simpson and Ronald Lyle Goldman." 

The Verdict. 

On October 2, 1995 The jury rendered the verdict in 

less than tour hours of deliberation . The only request was to 

read sorne lines from the transcript of Allan Park's testimony. 

Not even the description of the shadowed figure of a black 

man with the height and weight of O.J. was included. 

Marcia Clark and Johnnie Cochran were not in the 

courtroom. 

O.J. Simpson was only accompanied by Clark Dou

glas. The jurors did not even give a look to the defendant. 

Judge ito kept the sealed envelope until the following 

day at 10 am. 

The verdict was: not guilty. 

The jurors did not care about any evidence. 

They did not need to deliberate. 
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They had made up their minds long ago . 

lt would be useless, to analyze any prosecution's 

blunder. Those jurors would have never convicted 0.J. Simp

son one way or the other. 

Cochran knew so and said so since the very begin

ning: "lf 1 get the jury 1 want, 1'11 get O.J. free." 

lmmediately after the verdict, the general reaction of 

the black Americans was equivalent to celebrating the happy 

occasion of a championship victory in football or baseball. 

They were fanatically elated. 

¡ Feeling is stronger than reason! 

lt is difficult to see whether they could understand the 

real meaning of the historical moment this country was going 

through. 

They were totally identified with the triumph of their 

hero. Their celebrity. Even if he were acquitted only because 

of "reasonable doubt." Black Americans needed a victory 

against the social . injustice they had suffered for centuries 

and they stuck to their football hero in spite of the evidences 

of his guilt in a horrible double murder. 

Sorne of them even showed the satisfaction of re

venge: !Now you know how it feels!" 

A collective hysteria was exhibited in the streets, in 

the classrooms of black universities and in T V prograrns. 

Were they conscious of their attitude and its meaning? 
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The Aftermath. 

Right after the verdict, many black Americans insis

tently repeated: "This time the system worked." 

But, did it work because a black man was acquitted 

when the amount of incriminating evidences was over

whelming? 

Did it work because the quality of the evidences was 

attacked by the defense without any proof of their alle

gations? 

Did it work, because the defense does not hav~ the 

burden of proof and the veracity of its arguments is esta

blished by the jurors personal perceptions in the total absen

ce of scientific criteria? 

They also said: The jury gave a verdict, it has to be 

accepted. And period. 

Sorne jurors were arrogant and disdainful of the 

questions asked by the media. "We did the right thing." "We 

heard the evidences during nine months and did not need 

another nine months to deliberate." 

To explain how they arrived at their conclusion they 

just repeated everything the defense had claimed without 

foundation: Contaminated evidences, planted evidences, 

Fuhrman, Vannatter, the blood vial, etc. No one said a single 

word about the arguments and the evidences presented by 

the prosecution. 
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That is not deliberat ion. 

One juror even committed the profanity of showing 

the fist of Black Power and added : ¡We won! 

That cannot be, in any way, the civilized and mature 

response after having received the sacred responsib ility of 

searching for truth and justice in the court of law. 

To say that it was improper orto say it showed igno

rance and fanatic ism , does not truly show how offensive and 

painful it was for the great majority of Americans. 

Befare this happened, everybody knew that rac ism 

was and still is a very serious problem in Ame rica. The majo

rity of white people, however, had acqui red a less and less 

belligerent attitude. Nowadays, they do not feel that they 

should be held responsible for the inhuman episodes of sla

very. The majority of them condemn the actual social injus

tice and feel they should not have to pay fo r the past. 

In Oct. 1995, there was a peculiar situation, in which 

black Americans and Haitians had a disagreement about the 

number of churches that should be allowed in a black neigh

borhood of Delray Beach. Black Americans were opposed to 

the opening of a church for Haitians and a bitter Haitian said: 

"The black Americans are so aggressive because of ll istori

cal frustration. We became a free country after figh.ting our 

war for independence, but they are free because white Ame

ricans decided so.That's why they have to show they are able 
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to fight a war they think is overdue." Such an expression is 

distressing. Today, everyone should embrace the pursuit of 

human brotherhood. In being aggressive we provoke aggre

ssion. Many white supremacists may react as emotionally as 

the black Americans have reacted during the trial and after 

the verdict. Where are we heading? Do we need a fanatic 

confrontation expanding hate between white and black 

Americans? Does it make any sense to lose the opportunity 

of a progressive human rapprochement between whites and 

blacks? 

lt is very painful to think that this situation was not 

originated because of a civil rights problem . lnstead, it may 

have been provoked and brought out in the open by the 

obsession of lawyers who wanted to win the "trial of the 

century" at all costs. 

They did not care and still do not care, what the con

sequencies might be. They never gave a thought to the re

gretful episodes in the aftermath. 

They wanted, above all, the glory, the fame and the 

money obtained with this victory. 

However, even if they are commended as the best 

lawyers in the world, it is appropriate to say that it is much ea

sier to be a brilliant lawyer when you know, a priori, that the 

jurors are on your side and can be handled because they 

have intellectual limitations and are emotionally immature. 
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Is there any glory in offending truth, justice, and mo

ral values? And if there is any, we may ask: At what price 

glory? 

Two years after the crime, the subject is still present 

on TV, newspapers and best sellers. Many people ask: Is it 

not about time to drop it off? Why does it keep going on? 

And the answer is obvious: lt is a general reaction 

against injustice. As it was said in the introduction of this 

book: lnjustice is very painful to man and it deeply hurts 

soc iety . The fact, that lawyers present injustice as legally ad

missible, increases the pain and provokes stronger reactions. 

The "dream team" has been repudiated and their 

boo ks intended to just ify their conduct are not attractive . 

Meanwhile, Christopher Darden's, "In Contempt," has been 

a celebrated best seller. 

rred Goldman is dedicated to obtain whatever possi

ble improvement in the judicial system, to defend the ri ghts of 

the victims and their fam ilies. 

Denisse Brown has made important contributions, to 

create awareness and to educate people about the espouse 

abuse syndrome. 

O.J. may play golf and he may exh ibit his smile, but 

he knows, he is rejected. A civil trial is on the way in which he 

will have to answer many difficult questions and, moreover, 

he may have problems with the Interna! Revenue Service. 
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But thEt worst part of the aftermath, is the price that 

innocent black people have to pay far a crime, a trial and a 

verdict that profaned justice. Racial antagonism has in

creased; Affirmative Action suffered a set back and as we 

mentioned befare, many churches in black communities, 

have been put on tire during the first half of 1996. So far, no 

one has been found responsible. Many people believe that 

these epidemic episodes of terrorism are related to the 

verdict of the Simpson trial. We have to pray that primitive 

reactions and insanity do not create more suffering. 

Let 's hope that after all the excitement, people will 

calm down and think of the importance of this negative, na

tional episode. 

White and black Americans should change their att i

tudes regarding the problems affecting the American culture. 

A new philosophical orientation is absolutely ne

cessary, in arder to save the American Dream. 
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AFTERWARDS 

So far, in all my books, my favorite subject has been the 

study of Man as a conscious observer of Nature. 

On this occasion, Man is presented as a social entity. 

Cultural, historie, moral and economical aspects are con

sidered. 

1 have introduced the terms, Econocracy and Econo

craziness. 

After 1 had finished this book, the following article was 

published by The New York Times and reproduced by the 

Sun Sentinel, on August ·30 1996. lt will give the necessary 

insight to the "why" of my usance of these words: 

"The lnternational Monetary Fund has indicated for the 
first time that it may be willing to sell sorne of its $40 billion 
supply of gold and use the proceeds as an outright gift to 
reduce the foreign debts of the poorest developing countries, 
allowing them to improve economic growth and attract more 
foreign investment. This is one of several concessions that 
the IMF and the World Bank have made to critics, who regard 
their March debt reduction plan to make concessional loans 
as still being too onerous for the poor. The new plan was sent 
in confidential, outline form to member governments at the 
end of August 1996; to be discussed by the executive boards 
of both institutions next month. 

Officials say it is still unclear whether this debt-reduction 
initiative -first called for by the Group of Seven leading indus-



trial nations at a summit meeting in Halifax, Nova Scotia, in 
1995- will be approved, as had been hoped, at the ministerial 
meetings of the World Bank and the IMF in Washington at the 
end of September. lt is expected to cost between $5.6 billion 
and $7. 7 billion over six years. 

Although the United States favor gold sales to finance 
debt relief, other Western industrial countries, which control 
both institutions, remain divided over the wisdom of allowing 
the IMF to sell any of its gold when it has sorne $30 billion in 
outstanding loan commitments to Russia and Mexico. 
Germany leads the opposition, and is supported by ltaly , 
Switzerland, Norway and Sweden. 

In addition, officials say the so-called París Club of 
Western creditors nations is proving slow to heed a call in 
June by the Group of Seven at a summit meeting in Lyon, 
France , to raise the level of forgiveness offered qualifying 
poor countr ies to 90 percent of their direct debts from 67 
percent. 

World Bank officials who returned at the end of August 
1996 from talks with the Paris Club secretariat say the 
creditors have done little so far to prepare the ground-work 
for a more generous treatment of debtors, despite the 
personal commitment of French President Jacques Chirac. 

'This whole debt initiative is in danger of ending up as an 
empty charade if there is not a rapid agreement on IMF gold 
sales and more generous Paris Club terms,' said Justin 
Forsyth, Washington director of Oxfam lnternational, a priva
tely financed aid agency lobbying for debt reliefs. 

The World Bank and the IMF have proposed that about 20 
of the poorest countries, whose debts exceed a range of 200 
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to 250 percent of their annual export earnings, should qualify 
for relief under the plan, provided they take steps to streng
then their economies. Among these countries are Zaire, Mo
zambique, Bolivia, Nicaragua and Uganda. 

As an illustration of the hardship imposed by high debt 
burdens, Oxfam lnternational has calculated that Uganda 
spends $17 per person on debt repayment annual but only 
$3 on health care. 

In the latest version of the debt-relief plan, IMF documents 
say that the agency is ready to use the proceeds of a gold 
sale to make "loans or grants" to eligible developing 
countries so they can pay off sorne of the money they owe it, 
signifying that the institution is no longer insisting that poor 
nations repay it. 

Previously, the IMF, which all along has taken a more 
cautious approach to debt relief than the World Bank, wanted 
to extend low-interest 1 O years loans to eligible countries. 
Critics complained that this would add to the developing 
world's debt in ·stead of reducing it." 

Why this sudden restlessness? 
Have they perceived the proximity of a mega-crisis as the 

models of dynamic systems have suggested? 
Have they reached the point of no return? 
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'loicas lrom the media 
rel~ed to some of the symptoms previous~ mentioned. 



APPENDIX 

About our hierarchy of values. 
lt is a real pleasure to quote from Kingsley Guy, edito

rial writer of the Sun Sentinel, on June 1, 1995: "Historically, 
Memorial Day has had a transcendent value, with people 
using it to reflect on the past and remember those who 
shaped their lives. That original purpose has changed quite 
a bit during the last few decades. Memorial Day traditionally 
was celebrated on May 30, but the federal observance was 
changed in 1971 to the last Monday in May in arder to give 
people a three-day weekend. Throughout the long weekend, 
people are bombarded with advertisements proclaiming 
Memorial Day sales on everything from furniture to fertilizer. 

The holiday has devolved from a day of reflection to a 
much -anticipated-mini-vacation for producers in which they 
are encouraged to consume, so they can produce more and 
maintain the cycle of production and consumption that causes 
the economy to expand. 

Produce and consume, produce and consume, 
produce and consume. This has become the mantra of late 
20th century America. lt permeates our politics, regardless of 
party label. 

Democrats decry unfairness in the nation's production 
system, and argue for the redistribution of wealth so the less 
fortunate share more of the fruits of society. In other words, 
become better consumers. Republicans argue for a ba
lanced budget and tax cuts to encourage investment in pro
ductiva capacity, which will create more for every one. More 
to consume, that is. Mainline politicians in the United States 
from both majar parties have a lot in common with Karl Marx, 
the godfather of modern communism: They believe history is 
determinad by economics, and if only they can straighten out 
the nation's economic problems everything will be fine. 



Appendix 

Certainly, economics plays a majar role in shaping a 
nation's and the world's destiny. But economics is not the 
exclusive force behind the development of humankind. Peo
ple are also driven by a search for meaning in lite, and while 
for many Americans meaning comes packaged in a Mer
cedes Benz, for others it takes on a more subl ime form. 
Millions of parents find meaning in rearing children to be 
honest, compassionate and ethical people, though not 
necessarily wealthy ones. Sorne Americans seek meaning by 
taking Thosreau's words to heart, and simplifying their lives in 
an effort to create their own Walden Pond. 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Pope John Paul 11 and mem
bers of the America's Christian Coalition are among those 
who recognize society needs a transcendent dimension to 
politics if it is to rise above crass materialism. Problems arise, 
unfortunately , when moralists try to turn their outlook into 
social dogma and insist everyone think and act the way they 
do, even though others are operating under a valid moral 
code of their own." The resu lting intolerance often confirms 
C.S. Lewis observat ion that evil is perverted good. 

The American electorate increasingly realizas that the 
nation faces a moral crisis that can't be successfu.lly dealt with 
through popular secular dogma. So in the years ahead, the 
politics of meaning, as opposed to the politics of materialism, 
will take on greater importance as American ·seek to reverse 
the decline of their society. lf tolerance is recognized as a 
transcendent value , the result will be positive. And who 
knows? Memorial Day may even revert to its original pur-
pose ." · 

This is a beautiful page but, it should be clear that no 

one can have a pretended "valid moral code of his own," ba

sed on lies, cynicism and greed. 
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About racial tension. 

The Special Edition of Lite Magazine, in May 25 
1995 has a picture ot Nancy Lettenant-Colon, the first black 
nurse in the Regular Army Nurse Corps. She retired as a 
majar in 1965, the same year in which Martín Luther Kirig Jr. 
took 25,000 black men trom Selma to Montgomery. lt may 
be worth, to quote her story as it was printed in that special 
edition ot Lite. 

"My mother was the daughter ot a freed slave. My 
tather was the son ot a slave. There were 12 of us kids, and 
in the evenings our parents would tell us about their 
childhoods and what was going on down South. They 
would also tell us how to behave in difficult sitUations, so we 
were very well prepared to go out and survive.I grew up on 
Long lsland. Our teachers, who were ali white, were just 
great and never made any distinctions between us. 

1 'd always wanted to be a nurse and attended 
Lincoln School tor Nurses, a school tor minorities, which 
meant black nurses and Jewish doctors. One day 1 saw a 
picture ot an Army nurse, with her cape on, and said: 1 love 
it! After graduation, 1 went through basic training and then to 
Fort Devans in Massachusetts.At Fort Devans, we were 
really resented by the white nurses. We were 36 kids, black 
at that, and they wouldn't even talk to us. We took off in high 
gear. The doctors recognized this and often preferred black 
nurses, which made it just awful.On top of that, the German 
prisoners working in the kitchen had never seen black 
women befare. When we could come in tor lunch, they 
would leave the white nurses to serve us. That didn't sit too 
well either. But these were things we would giggle over in 
the barracks. Everyone would say, 'Oh, forget it,' and rise 
above it. We did such a good job that we were promoted 
from second lieutenants to first lieutenants in 11 months. 
That was unheard ot. My parents had told me, 'You treat a 
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man the way you want to be treated, and you will never 
have any trouble.' In my life, that's been quite true. But 
another thing they taught us was equally important: You 
cannot be thin-skinned. There are those who really snap at 
bigotry, and that's not the best way to fight it. 1 just figure, Oh! 
they're ignorant. Unless, of course, it's too obvious. In 1958, 
1 was in Texas with five colleagues, 1 was the only black. 
Thelma, an old friend from up North, found out we were 
there and said, 'l'm going to take you all out to lunch.' 1 
knew better, but 1 didn't say a word. We got to the restaurant 
and the maitre d' told Thelma, 'You can't eat here.' Thelma 
said, 'What do you mean? Why can't 1 eat here?' The maitre 
d' looked at me and said, 'Because she can't eat here.' 

Thelma's face got as red as a beet, she was so up
set. My friends were so sorry that 1 had gone through this 
and tried in every way to protect me. They could not believe 
it could happen in the United States." 

Nowadays, no one would be comfortable about this 

story.Thank heavens, things are different. But not all the dif

ferences are favorable. Many people, for instance, may envy 

the family picture she has described, because one of the 

main problems we are facing, relates to the absent sym

bolism of family, the single mothers, the lack of responsibility 

exhibited by young people having children they will never 

be able to take care of; the strange fathers for whom the chil

dren do not exist, et cetera. Those days were, by far, more 

.difficult, but a family united by moral values, could give lo

ve,protection and a right education to their children. Today, 

having much better opportunities, but lacking the morals of 

older generations, the results are depressant. 
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1 always enjoy reading Stebbins Jefferson's column, 

as an editorial writer for the Palm Beach Post. Here is one, 

before the verdict of the Simpson trial: 

" 'You are too hung up on this O.J. case, Jeffie,' Ber
nard Thomas, my former class-mate, said as 1 chatted with 
him at the comer gas station. -1 know, B.T. But 1 have a nag
ging feeling that this trial is telling us something about our
selves that's important, only we can't hear it.- 'Yeah,- B.T. 
said- lt's telling us something, all right: that we are going too 
far. And what 1 hear is we're making it sorne kinda test on law 
and order and black and white. lf we ain't careful, we gonna 
let this TV show about a big-time celebrity back us into a 
comer that none of us-white or black- can get out of without 
beating up on each other.' -1 don't know what you mean by 
that, B.T., but 1 do know jurors are dropping like moths around 
a flame. And Christopher Darden, the one black prosecutor, 
confessed in an interview that he's thoroughly fed up with the 
system-. 

-1 tell you, B.T., l'm disgusted, disillusioned, frustrated 
and confused by the whole mess.-

'Jeffie, this case is not about the murders of the 
century. Them fools blowing up all them people in Oklahoma 
City qualify for that title.' 

-Maybe it is, maybe ... -
'Get back to the basics, Jeffie, B.T. continued. O.J.'s 

trial is about whether a man who loved a woman killed her 
when he discovered their thing was over. And whether 
another person got. in the way and got killed too. Wouldn't be 
the first time something like that happened. And ain't likely to 
be the last.' 

-B.T., that's easy to say, but this case is dividing 
families and friends over whether one or the other believes, 
The Juicé is guilty. Loyalty and betrayal is being determined 
by what you believe or don't believe about O.J. or the prose-
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cution.The whole thing has gotten so out of hand that now the 
judge is being accused of being on the prosecution's team 
because he expelled a black jurar accused of staring at a 
Hispanic woman.-

'Yeah, Jeffie, 1 heard all about that. Seems Judge lto 
kicked a man off the jury who's a supervisor at the post 
off ice ... Like post off ice workers staring at peo ple or off in 
space is something new.' 

-See, B .T. , you've got doubts yourself ... When this 
trial is over no matter what the verdict of even if there's no 
verdict, we're going to have an even harder time trying to trust 
each other or any Establishment system.- 'Be that as it rnay, 
you got to stop thinking everybody, black and white. is on trial 
with O.J.' -And why not?" 1 asked, as much as admitting that 
possibility has crossed my mind. 'Ido believe, B.T. answered 
with deliberated pat ience, whether The Juice done the 
murder or not , he's not the type of dude that went around 
th inking of hisself as a symbol of anybody but hisself. So we 
got no right to make him our world representative now.' 

-1'11 try to th ink thc;·t way, B.T., but won't be easy. With 
only two alternate jurors left and months to go in this trial, the 
case could end up having to be tried all over again. 1 don't 
think America could stand it." 

'lt don't do no good to worry about a natural disaster 
before it happens, Jeffie. Nothing you can do about it, unless 
you got sorne info that ca n clear up all the Mafia and police 
and other kihda conspiracies everybody's talking about.' -
Don't tease about this, B.T., 1 responded, suddenly realizing 1 
was over wrought. This case is causing too much pain 
everywhere." 

'I am not making fun of you, Jeffie. 1 feel your pain and 
understand. Everything would be simpler if Rodney King 
wasn't on the jury.' -But he is, 1 said-. 

'I know,' B.T. replied. "And that ,not whether a je&lous 
husband killed his wife and her visitar, is the pmblem."' 
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About Science. 
The Violet Catastrophe. 
In 1859, Gustav Robert Kirchhoff and Robert Wilhelm 

Bunsen pioneered in the development of spectroscopy. The 
first discovered that each element, when brought to incan
descence, gave off certain characteristic frequencies of light; 
and that the vapor of that element, exposed to radiation from 
a source hotter than itself, absorbed just those frequencies it 
itself emitted. 

There is the theoretical possibility, that a body could 
absorb, completely, all the frequencies of radiation that fall 
upan it and reflect none of it. That body will appear absolutely 
black. Kirchhoff pointed out that such a "black body" if heated 
to incandescence, would necessarily radiate ali frequencies 
of radiation. This is known as "black body radiation." But, in 
reality, such a black body does not exist. However, Wilhelm 
Wien, found the way, to hypothetically, create its required 
conditions and he found that at any temperature, a wide 
spread of frequencies was indeed included, but the spread 
was not even. There was a peak in the middle and as the 
temperature increased the peak moved toward the higher fre
quencies. lf the absolute temperature were doubled, the 
frequency at the peak would also double. 

Lord Rayleigh worked out an equation which showed 
that a black body ought to radiate 1.3 per cent of its energy in 
the infrared, 1.3 percent in visible light and 97.4 per cent in 
the ultraviolet. But in practice, this did not happen. This 
prediction that every body that had energy to radiate ought to 
do it practically in ultraviolet and beyond was known as the 
"Violet Catastrophe." Wien introduced an equation that work
ed well for high frequencies but not for low frequencies. 

This episode is so meaningful because it demons
trated that classical physics was unable to explain the beha
vior of electromagnetic radiations and induced Plank's Quan
tum theory as the beginning of modern physics. 
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The "Twin Paradox" 
This is a prediction of the Special Theory of Relativity, 

cast in the form of a story about the astronaut who leaves his 
twin brother on the Earth while he flies off at high speed for a 
long journey to the stars. On his return home he finds his twin 
is an old man while he, the astronaut, is still in his prime. 

The astronaut's clocks, atomic and biological, have 
registered fewer hours and years than the clocks on the Eart_!l_ 
have done. 

This situation is one the main examples among the 
many situations that generate perplexity and public controver
sy about relativity. 

In England, Herbert Dingle, an astrophysicist and 
sometime president of the Royal Astronomical Society, put 
forward one counter-argument claiming that for the travelers 
point of view, it is the Earth that accelerates away and then 
back towards him , and there should be no difference in the 
calendars or ages when the twins are reunited. But there is a 
difference betiNeen the f!No points of view. 

The Doppler Effect will produce a red shift when the 
high speed traveler moves away and a blue shift when he 
appro aches his twin. The crucial point arrives when the 
traveler turns around and heads home. At once he will see 
transmissions from the Earth blueshifted and terrestrial clocks 
running fast. But if he is, for instance, ten light years from 
Earth when he turns, his stay-at-home twin cannot know that 
the ship has turned until ten years after the event, when the 
first signals arrive at the Earth showing that that the spacecraft 
has turned. Throughout those ten years the ~tay.:.at-home still 
sees his brother's spaceship red shifted. The faster the ship 
is traveling the greater the difference in rates of the clocks 
and the more years the traveler will "save." 

In physics, such issues are not seHled by argument 
but by experiment. And when experiment is done Einstein, as 
usual, turns out to be right. 
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To check the twins paradox on Earth it is convenient 
to have objects with a natural lifespan, so that you can try 
prolonging their lives by high speed travel. Suitable objects 
come readily to hand in the sub-atomic world of the particle 
physicist. There, many particles are unstable. They have built
in obsolescence and break up after lifetimes fixed by n(:lture. 
The most convenient particles for longevity experiments turn 
out to be "muons." These are heavy relatives of the electron. 
They decay into electrons after a typical lifespan (half-life) of 
two millionths of a second. The simplest procedure is to guide 
the muons around in a circle; the circular track also allows the 
survivors of one trip to go right off around again fo r another 
trip. A merry-go-round for muons has provided the most accu
rate test of the twin paradox yet attempted. Emilio Picasso 
and an international team of physicist assembled the nece
ssary machinery and detectors at CERN (Conseil Européen 
pout la Recherche Nucléaire) near Geneva. They built the 
Muon Storage Ring to check a fundamental point in the 
theory of the electric force, but it was admirably suited also for 
the relativity experiment. Constrained by magnets, particles 
traveling at 99.94 per cent of the speed of light circulated in 
an orbit 46 feet in diameter. Twenty electron detectors around 
the ring detected the "deaths" of individual particles. 

lf its lifetime were unaffected by its high speed jour
neys, a typical particle would manage fourteen of fifteen re
turn trips around the ring befare its two microsecond lite ex
pired. In fact, the typical particle in the CERN experiment 
survived long enough to make more than 400 orbits in the 
ring. lts lite was extended nearly thirty-fold. 

Not only was the general sense of the twin paradox 
confirmed, but careful measurements bore out the Einsteinian 
calculation almost exactly. Within one part in 500. 

Moreover, biological time matches atomic time. 
Unstable particles "live" longer when they travel fast. 
High speed travel could keep you young. 
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The Bell Theorem, better named Bell's lne
quali ty. 

To understand its meaning it will be advisable to go 
back in history. After Newton had establ ished a deterministic 
view of the universe, Einstein introduced new concepts with 
his theory of relativity and provoked astonishment in the 
scientific world . Many things looked really weird. Since he 
stated that the speed of light was the greatest possible speed 
in the universe and it was invariable, it was necessary to ad
mit that the value of time was not absolute and had to change 
with the velocity of the moving objects and magnetic fields, as 
well. We just had an example in the twin paradox. One of the 
fundamental issues of relativity is the principie of local ~ausa
lity, which means that distant ·events cannot instantaneously 
influence local objects without any mediation. 

Later on, Niels Bohr and his followers introduced the 
Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, which 
created new situations twice as weird as relativity. Let's add 
here the words of D. Bohm and B. Hiley, "On the lntuitive 
Understanding of Non-Locality as lmplied by Quantum Theo
ry: 'lt is generally acknowledged that the quantum theory has 
many strikingly novel features, including discreteness of ener
gy and momentum, discrete jumps in qu'antum processes, 
wave-particle duality, barrier penetration, etc. However, there 
has been too little emphasis on what is, in our view, the most 
fundamentally different new feature of all, i.e. the int imate 
interconnection of different system that are not in spatial con
tact. This has been especially clearly revealed through the 
... well known experiment of Einstein, Podolsky. and Rosen.' " 
That work known by the misnomer "EPA paradox" (since 
there is no paradox) takes the initials of the last names of 
Albert Eins-tein, Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen and it was 
the last effort of Einstein to refute Quantum mechanics in the 
endless debate he carried on against Niels Bohr. 
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Heinz Pagels (1939-1988) Professor of Physics at 
Rockefeller University who was also president of the New 
York Academy of Science, died, tragically, in a mountaineer
ing accident in Colorado. He wrote "The Cosmic Code: Quan
tum Physic as the Language of Nature, in which h<? dedi
cated a very important chapter to the Bell's lnequality as an 
answer to the EPR paradox. That chapter was reproduced by 
Jefferson Hane Weaver in The World of Physics to explain 
this interesting subject. Pagels, also wrote "The Dreams of 
Reason" directed, among other things, to the computer and 
the sciences of Complexity. 

Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principie and the statement 
that the world must be actually observed to be certain are 
paramount in the Copenhagen interpretation of Quantum 
mechanics. So far, there is no logical flaw in the Copenhagen 
interpretat ion and no experiment exists that contrad icts the 
predictions of the quantum theory and after much bickering, 
Einstein ceased to criticize the consistency of the interpre
tation of Copenhagen and instead he focused his attack on 
the issue of whether or not the quantum theory gave a com
plete description of reality. As any other physicist, he would 
never accept the denial of the principie of local causality. 
Which means that distant events cannot instantaneously 
influence local objects without any mediation. 

John S. Bell , a theoretical physicist at CERN took the 
next step on the road of quantum reality in 1965. In his paper 
he did not appeal to the formalism of the quantum theory but 
directly to experiment. He proposed a real experiment not 
just a thought experiment and he demonstrated that the kind 
of incompleteness of quantum theory envisioned by EPR was 
not possible. There were only two physicál interpretations of 
Bell's experiment, either the world was nonobjective and did 
not exist in a definite state, or it was nonlocal with instanta
neous action-at-a-distance. 

What an example of weirdness(! !) 
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Bell's paper addressed the question of hidden 
variables- the idea that somehow the usual quantum theory is 
incomplete and there exists a hypothetical sub-quantum 
theory which specifies additional physical information about 
the state of the world in the form of these new hidden 
variables. Such a subquantum theory would restore determi
nism and objectivity. 

Bell wanted to see what the quantum world would be 
like if local hidden variable really existed. Assuming that any 
hidden variables are "local" is the assumption of local causa
lity. Using this criterion Bell derived a mathematical form ula, 
an inequality, which would be checked experimentally. The 
experiment has been done independently several times and 
Bell's inequality-along with its central assumption of local 
causality-was violated. lt seemed, the world was not local/y 
causal. 

Before applying this inequality to the quantum world, 
Bell derived the inequality for a purely classical visualizable 
experiment. Later on, positronium atoms have been also 
used as a source of particles with the same results. 

1 do not believe that this is the right place to present 
these exp13riments in detail, since the common reader may 
have difficulties to grasp the technical aspects and the real 
important fact is the result obtained regarding the interpre
tation of quantum mechanics. However, as Pagels has poin
ted out, sorne popularizers of Bell's work when confronted 
with its conclusion have gone on to claim that telepathy is 
verified or the mystical notion that all parts of the universe are 
instantaneously interconnected is vindicated. Others assert 

· that this implies communication faster than the speed of light. 
Which is · rubbish. The quantum theory and Bell's inequality 
imply nothing of this kind. lndividuals who make such claims 
have substituted a wish-fulfilling fantasy for understanding. 
Bohr would be the first to point out an alternative interpre
tation of the experimental violation of Bell's inequality. 
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For instance, in order to conclude that in the experi
ment the photons were subject to nonlocal influences we ha
ve indulged in the fantasy that they exist in a definite state. 
Bohr would insist that if we can verify that the photons actually 
exist in a definite state of polarization without altering that 
state, then indeed we must conclude from Bell's experiment 
that we have real non local influences. But it is not possible to 
verify the state of polarization of the photon without altering 
the requirement that both members of a pair of photons have 
identical polarization. In measuring the polarization we put it 
in a definite state, but this alters the initial conditions of the 
experiment. 

lt is obvious that even if we accept the objectivity of 
the microworld, then, Bell's experiment does not imply actual 
nonlocal influences. lt does imply that one can instantaneous
ty change the cross-correlation of two random sequences of 
events on other sides of the galaxy. But the cross-correlation 
of two sets of widely separated events is not a local object 
and the information it may contain cannot be used to violate 
the principie of local causality. 
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The G~del Theorem. 
In spite of its superficial plausibility, th,e formalist inter

pretation of mathematics received a severe blow in 1931. In 
that year the Princeton mathematician and logician Kurt 
Gódel, proved a sweeping theorem to the effect that mathe
matical statements existed for which no systematic procedure 
could determine whether they are either true or false. 

GOdel's theorem springs from a constellation of 
paradoxes that surround the subject of self-reference. 

Paul Davies, in The Mind of God, has explained the 
idea at the heart of Godel's theorem with the help of a little 
story: In a faraway country a group of mathematicians who 
had · never heard of Godel became convinced that there do es 
indeed exist a systematic procedure to determine infall ibly the 
truth or falsity of evéry meaningful proposition, and they sat . 
out to demonstrate it. Their system can be operated by a per
son, or a group of people, or a machine, or a combination of 
any of these. Nobody was quite sure of what the mathemati
cians selected, because it was located in a large university 
building rather like a temple, and entry was forbidden to the 
general public. The system was called Tom. 

To test Tom's abilities, ali sorts of complicated logical 
and mathematical statements were presentad to it and after 
due ti.me for processing, back carne the answer: true, true, 
false ... 

Tom's fame spread throughout the land and many 
people carne to visit the laboratory and exercised greater and 
greater ingenuity in formulating ever more difficult problems 
in an attempt to stump Tom. But nobody could. Eventually the 
mathematicians persuaded the king to offer a prize to anyone 
who could defeat Tom. 

One day a traveler from another country carne to the 
university with an envelope and asked to challen.ge Tom for 
the prize. 
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lnside the envelope there was a piece of paper with a 
statement on it which we can give the name S ("S" for 
statement or "S" for stump) simple read: "Tom cannot prove 
this statement to be true." 

Scarcely had a few seconds elapsed befare Tom be
gan a sort of convulsion. After half a minute a technician ca
rne runni ng from the building with the news that Tom had 
been shot down due to technical problems. 

What had happened? 
Suppose Tom were to arrive at the conclusion that S 

was true. This means that the statement "Tom cannot prove 
this statement to be true" would have been falsified, because 
Tom would have just done it. But if S is falsified, S cannot be 
true. Thus if Tom answers "true" to S, Tom would have arrived 
at a false conclusion contradicting its infallibility. Hence Tom 
cannot answer "true." 

We have therefore arrived at the conclusión that S is, 
in fact, true. But in arriving at this conclusion we have de
monstrated that Tom cannot arrive at this conclusion. 

This is the essence of Godel's theorem: that there will 
always exist certain true statements that cannot be proved to 
be true. 
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